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P xE A C 
The present study has been the result of my Ph.D. research 
on China's national income accounting begun in 1960 at Edin- 
burgh. Initially I had hoped to estimate China's national 
income for the period 1958-62 based on the conventional national 
income accounting system. Owing to lack of statistical data, 
the project was virtually abandoned after two years most of 
which period had been spent on going through the original 
Chinese sources as well their English translations available to 
me in the United Kingdom and, at the same time, hopefully wait- 
ing for releaseof more relevant statistical information in one 
form or the other by the Chinese on the mainland. Th result 
of those two years/ of ground work eventually took the form of 
a very crude estimation of China's national income aggregates 
for the period 1960-62, which is now incorporated as part of 
the present study. The work on the study in its present form, 
which involves a change from construction of a set of national 
income accounts to applications of national income accounting 
began in 1962 and the problem of non-availability of non-Chinese 
national income series has been made easier through passage of 
time, for the Chinese national income studios by T. C. Liu and 
K. C. Yeh on behalf of the RANI) Corporation and also by Y. L. Wu 
and associates on behalf of the Stanford Research Institute 
were available to me in 1964, which provide the necessary 
empirical data to strengthen the application aspects. 
Research on the Chinese economy may sometimes be fascinat- 
ing but the amount of ground work which needs to be done can 
also be tedious, frustrating, and time-consuming for any one 
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individual without any assistance. The output is usually 
extremely low in relation to the effort put in. 
The present study would not have seen the light of day 
had it net been for the encouragement and advice from my super- 
visor, Mr. lan G. Steers-et, Reader in Economics or University 
of Edinburgh. I would also like to thank my supervisors from 
1960 to 1962, Professor Alan T. Peacock and Dr. D. N. Winch, 
new of Univereity of York and University of Sussex respectively, 
for their unfailing help and guidance, especially the former, 
,iho, through his interest in my field of study, was instrumental 
in my coming to Edinburgh. Thanks ere due to the staff and 
colleagues of the then Department of Political Economy, Univer- 
sity of Edinburgh, with whom I had had stimulating discussions 
ea topics of mutual interests, especially Dr. Jindrich Veverka, 
now of University of Leicester, from whom I learned more about 
the Soviet-type economies. 
I would gratefully acknowledge with thanks the facilities 
extended to me by the following individuals and institutions: 
Miss A. G. Donnithorne of the University College, University 
of London, for the use of her excellent private collection of 
Chinese sources; Librarian of the University of Edinburgh Library, 
especially for his assistance in obtaining the relevant documents; 
the British Library of Economics and Political Science, the 
National Library of Scotland, the British Museum State Papers 
Room, and the Institute of ModeLli Asian Studies of the Univer- 
sity of lion Kong for the U30 of their collections, Mr. Preeton 
Schoyor, Director of the Universities Service Center, Hong Kong, 
for tae privilege of using the numerous research facilities 
available at his Canter, Such as office, access to original 
Chinese sources, xeroxing, etc, in the final stage of the 
preparation of the ,Januscriots. 
Finally, thanks are due to the Commonwealth Scholarship 
Commission in the United Kingdom whose financial assistance in 
the form of a Commonwealth Scholarship for the period 1960-63 
had made it possible for mo to come to the University of Edin- 
burgh ta undertake research on the field of national Income 
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INTRODUCTION 
iv 
The present study is concerned with applications of 
national income accountiu g. with reference to china. 
1 
Our 
particular interests are the uso oi national income aggregate 
as a measure of economic welfare and national income accountina. 
as a tool el economic planning. 14ere specifically, we first 
examino the problem of natienal income aagregato as an economic 
welfare measure, and hence of national income change as a 
measure of economic i-clfare chanL;o, in an oconeuic system whose 
institutional sottina is radically different from that tacitly 
assumed in the hypothesis that national income is a welfare 
measure. attempt to show that, under thee circumstances, 
personal consumption and saving tends to be a more appropriate 
measure than national income. Secondly, wo examine the planning 
application of national incee aecountina and intend to show 
that, given certain condition , national income accounting is a 
useful tool of economic planning in an economic system such as 
Chinats just us much as that in the West despite their dif- 
ferences in ida logical and other institutional factors. This 
view is contrary to that held by the Chinese on the mainland 
capitalize on their economic system being ideologically 
different and who ignore the usefulness of the "capitalist" 
tool and all that re:oes with it as a matter of course. Lo hall 
attempt an academic exerciee, showing the use of national income 
accounting in the formuIatien of a Chinese economic plan with 
increase of economic welfare as the objective of Chinese econo- 
mic policy. 
v 
App i:ñ.t;atien.s of national income sccTyqa.IYs.iïlg ::i7',h. reference 
to China so far appear to have been limited to : i:raa.ctn.r"i:'..Z and 
gralith analyses, and to the study of the country's economic 
potential. Eckstein, limited by the fact that his national 
income estimate was for one year only, employed his national 
income accounting data to analyze the resource-use pattern in 
the Chinese economy, and compared the latter sT3.th those in 
Incii.a and the Soviet Union. Ile also compared th.e ag ;:a^e,g:ate 
and per capita or.aciuvt of Cbino r9itg; those of India and the 
United States, -îs -.-n11 a= the structure of the Chinese economy 
wit;h those of India and th..e , Soviet Union. He further examined 
the pricing and vúSua.tictn problems in relation to industrial 
structure in an economy of the Soviet-type. Liu and Yeh'r 
,las essentially a äro':=th analysis, for they hod 
estimated xz ticraza.? income for 1931, 1952-59. `:Ta.z and his asso- 
ciates revised L3t. and Yeb t c figures and projected them to 1970. 
They 1::ere primarily concerned z=rith the study of China's economic 
potential :,71.-th the view to evaluating the country's military 
potentiel. Other studies on China's national income accounts 
ha:±,'s?1.:; touched upon other :a.soects of Ixei.irnal income accounting 
application. The to a.:lálicatioris concerned in the present 
study are therefore being examined for the first t:2.A:}..`.3. 
Ve consider our present study timely. With the national 
income index up to 7.959 paahli5hed by the Chinese s,overxsmant's 
State Statistical Bureau end the detailed national income 
accounts by non-Chinese scholars now available, we are better 
able to consider the other uses of national income accounting. 
vi 
Work on China v s tioni income, is a time -consuming task. 2 
0"Ctentime bold assumptions had had to be made in order to make 
the estimates. When those oJti,aates are used foc work on 
applications of national ¡Acorn:: accountind, theirlimitations, 
due largely to assumptions used in estimation, can ,o :)reuut 
out aore clearly. 
One may 4-ue;tion the particular applications of national 
income accounting we propose to examine in the present study. 
It is true that in the West there are doubts as to the value of 
national income as a measure of economic welfare. however, we 
are examining tne whole problem in the light of a different 
institutional setting which to the best of our knowledge is a 
field of research still untoucned, at least as far as China is 
concerned. As regards national income accounting as a tool of 
economic planning, one may also doubt the value of the effort 
expended on discussing a problem against a background different 
from that traditionally assumed. The Chinese themsel-,res had 
jeered the value of national income accounting as a tool of 
economic planning in the West aud on ideological grounds would 
probably be reluctant to admit the applicability of such a tool 
in China. Against this, economists in the Vest might find it 
hard to swallow ..hen the whole question applied to China seems 
like putting a square pod into a round hole, i,'urther, they 
might argue that unless any exercise such as ours would be taken 
up in a serious vein Oy tau. Chinese planners, it has little 
practical value. However, it is not our intention to tell 
the Chinese planners how to formulate their economic plus, 
vii 
our aim io merely to sho u that, given the available national 
income accounting data, it i possible to determine thf- limits 
of expansion oven for an ecanoLlic system such as Chinate, 
given the objective and constraints. In any event, notional 
income accounting is an objective tool, and as such should 
transcend institutional differences. 
Toe proscut study oegins with a survey of the availaOle 
China's national income estimates and national income accounts 
(Chapter I). This survey provides 4 background for our dis- 
cussion on problems in the t-Yo particular applications of 
national incowe accounting with reiereuco to China. Also this 
could provide a timely inventory of the Imrk done on tnat 
country's national income accounting. Since estimates, even 
Aor one single year, vary between estimators, comparisons are 
made of -C(1030 estimates, ,dcth duo attention paid to conceptual 
and definitional diffe..rence,.. 
Captor II is concerned with functions of pricing system 
and pricing of outputs and factors in theory and practice in 
aniaa. It prorides tne background to the chapters on valuations 
Of national income, national income and welfare, and national 
incoo accounts and economic planninc; 
Chapter III examines the problems of valuating physical 
outputs for accounting purposes. It brines to the fore the 
problem of alternative methods of valuation, in national income 
accounting, namely, market price and factor cost. Earlier 
viii 
discussions on valuation are revie-wcd in th _ light of a different . 
institutional framework such as China's. The relation between 
the alternative valuations TTith Government as a separate entity 
and that beti,ieen the valuations with the government incorporated 
into the enterprise sector are dicussed uith rererence to 
circumstances which are different from those tacitly assumed 
in the earlier discussions. In short, instead of a situation 
which has been a product of economic laisseo-faire, there is 
one which controls, reGulates, and directs economic activity 
from the centre. Given the criteria of intermediate and -riaal 
Products under these circumstances, market price and factor 
cost valuations are in turn re-examined. 
National incomo os a measure oi econowic welrare has 
i,cen treated 41th some su.ipicicna in the Our discussion 
eF iL La Chapter IV will leaC. Lo further doui...ts on this apiic,- 
f,ion. Little has already indicated that personal consumption 
and savini; -ould be u bettor measure of C.COUGWie welfare than 
national income. 7e concur iith him, but Vol- a different 
asen. In hi ease, he was analyzing the proolem 1.,_nuer con- 
ditions of laissez-rAire 1,e are considering it under less-tA,n- 
idesi condition .t6 regards the relation between the economic 
system and allocotion of commodities and resources. Under those 
circumstances, netiJnal income seems to be a less appropriate 
measure of economic ,.1fare. In the same chapter we illustrate 
the chance of nationz,1 income and of personal consumption and 
:laving in Chinn. In the course of our illustration, we shall 
sto- the limitetions of' the change of the aggregates based on 
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our knoledge of the pricing system in China. Tho inctexes 
employed in deflating the current price aggregates are artifi- 
cial in that change of prices is not necessarily a reflection 
of relative scarcity of supply and. demand. Any rise or fall 
of prices may have been the result of deliberate action of the 
pricing authorities for effecting other policy measures. 
Chapters V and VI are cencerned ith tho other applica- 
tion of national income accounting considered in the present 
study. The first of these examines the :Limits of national 
income accounting as a tool of economic planning. We first 
establish that national income accounting plays a role in the 
formulation of a consistent economic plan for an economy .ihich 
is depicted in terms of a model. Thus, A-Te may look into the 
limitations of national income accounting ).,ith reference to the 
ase of particular models, especially macro-economic models, in 
plan formalrztion in both Vestern countries and China. Ilavin; 
dealt in summary fashion the use of national income accounting 
as a tool of economic planning, we attempt in Chapter VI an 
analysis of the economic performance during the First Five-Year 
Plan period (i953-i957) with the aid a simple macro-economic 
model. With the parameters thus derived from the analysis, 
evaluate in general terms the performance during the second 
Pive-Year Plan period (1)53-1962). And finally, assuming that 
the objective of economic policy of the Chinese government be 
increase in economic welfare, the latter having been defined in 
Chapter IV, we examine the measure which the government should 
Z 
take in. order to attain the assumed goal. In this chapter, 
d: -ÿ-tsite-rats: that national income accounts provide the basic 
data ïor variables considered in a simple macro-economic uodol, 
that they may also provide data for taor s: complex Models of the 
wt,c:ïü--eco.ndrxaic type as sfatae.Tti in Chapter V, given the availability 
of detailed national income aocrc,cntinL; data. But we also sllo : 
ti"tat oven in the case o f China national income accf}tl.n t,i_nz; has 
some use for plan r ormul.ztioxx based on a simple macro-economic 
model and that macro-economic a.ggr86ats;s aid in sho ing the 
11.217.ts o1 expansion of the economy, given the objective. i;t'tat 
eee have done is not to show the Chinese plaaaers that we have 
arrived at a solution '::"_2Yï:i1 they did not have, but merely what 
they can do with the national income accounting data they have 
ut their disarr,s:.il in the field of ßcolìo£I7.C; 131aI1Tiing. 
A co:apa:i'isota between. .;;ckstei.s;os arzw. .iiollisters national 
income c:stimSttis for 1952, C3::îployi.°gr'; the formeros accounting 
structure, is given in Appendix tiL ï.`.ii3.ch is related to Chapter 
I. Appendix :J presente our nun estiAlatio.a of net domestic 
:.::at.:r ia1 product for 19-0-1)6, The estimation was done during 
1960~1963. Since theri, in 1365 , i,i.lependent estimates of net 
domestic material product for 190.-196 :' by non-Chinese scholars 
in Hong Kong have been published.- - ßìi:: methods of estimation 
t.ere not s:iic.Iost.c1, but their estimates for 196o and 1962 were 
almost identical to ours. It is unusual that two independent 
estimates could be this close. however, the components of the 
aá;grot;utcs mi¡;ht he different. Unfortunately, neither the 
xi 
wethods estimation nor the detailed breakdown of the aggro- 
gates were available to lie for comparison. A number of the 
known econolede models formulated in wat'nematical terms, which 
we refer to in Chapter V, are given in Appendix C. 
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The present chapter is a survey of the available esti- 
mates of China's national income. The purpose of the survey is 
to provide a background to our later discussions on national 
income accounting applications. The survey might be construed 
as a timely inventory of the work done in the field er China's 
national income accounting. Included in the survey is our own 
estimate of Chinags national income for the period 1960-62, 
which we completed in early 1963. The estimation was done at a 
time when national income figures for those three years were not 
available. We have since discovered that non-Chinese scholars 
in the United States had been estimating the national income 
for those years round about the same time as we, but wo were not 
avare of this and ve did not nave access to their documents 
until late 19L,4.1 
The survey will be divided into four main parts: develop- 
ment of national income in China, development of China's national 
income accounting outside China, a comparison of the various 
independent estimates of China's national income for 1952, and, 
finally, a comparison of the different estimates for the period 
1952-62. 
In the survey we shall inevitably touch upon the different 
concepts of national income. Since concepts and methodology 
have been competently and more exhaustively dealt with by 
Studenski in his columinous w rk, only their summary will be 
presented in the present chapter. 
2 
Special conceptual problems, 
relevant to interpretation and uses of national income data, 
however, will be discussed in the appropriate chapters oi the 
present study. 
CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS OF NATIONAL INCOME 
In broad terms national income is the flow of goods ana 
services available for consuAption and addition to existing 
productive assets valued in money terms. It may also be defined 
as the accUVing claims of owners of productive services (or 
factors of production) on consumer goods and services and 
addition to wealth valued in money terms. Basically three 
concepts of national income can be distinguished, which are 
based on three corresponding concepts or production. However, 
whether the production concept employed be comprehensive, mater- 
ial or market, the general definition of national income remains 
the same, tbou,2:h the interpretation of national income figures 
could vary according to the production concept used. -' For 
examPle, national income based on the comprehensive production 
concept is a measure of not only the production of physical 
commodities but also the production of all services as well, 
whereas national income based on the material production con- 
cept refers only to the production of physical commodities. In 
oth cases, the general definition in terms of final use or 
rIceadinb claims remains unchanged. 
In '3ractice n.itionai income may )e more specifically 
defincd, which is larGely determined by the estimation metaod 
and also by the concepts and conventions employed in estimating 
the components of national income as well as the overall figure. 
For example, national income may be estimated by the product, 
income or the expenditure approach, hence the specific defini- 
C.on of national income is National Product (NP), National 
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Incoole (NI) or National Expenditure (NE), respectively. How- 
ever, whichever method is employed, mutatis mutantis, the 
magnitude of national income is the same. The rationale of the 
identities, i.e. NP:z141,:2JE, lies in the income-product flows 
thesis in villieh income is also always equal to expenditure. 
Hance, the measurement of the magnitude of, say, NP can be 
estimated by the method measuring either of the other two aggre- 
gates, namely, NI or NE. National income may be estimated on a 
"grub's" or "net" basis, depending on the concept employed for 
estimating the component capital formation. It may be valued 
at "mark ot prices" or "factor cost". And finally, it may be 
estimated on a "geographical" (or "domestic") or a "national" 
oasis, depending on whetner the owners of productive services 
considered are those within a given geographical boundary at a 
particular time or those of a given nationality. 5 The first 
too dichotomies are determined by economic factors, while the 
last is distinguished on a legal basis. 
In addition to the terminology used in conventional 
national income accounting of the Western type, there is 
"Material Proaactu (dip) which stems from the fact that the 
restricted or Marxian material production concept of national 
income is adopted. Material Product may also oo estimated on 
a gross or net as ¡ell as on domestic or net basis. 
DEVBLOPAENT OF NATIONAL INCOUL ACCOUNTING IN CHINA 
National income accounting in China is the sole responsi- 
IltLy 4 the State Statistical Bureau (53S11). National income 
.1.gures may have coon quoteci in official documents, articles or 
monogs.aphr, oritten by inoividuals or institutions which might 
g--r might not have direct reiations vith the central :lovernment. 
NevertheleL's we shall consider them to be official estimates, 
hich i;tpli3,75 that whether or not the sourc-5, of data ar.: 
scknowledk,ed by the incAvidusis or the institutions concerned, 
the national income statistics are construed as official figures.'' 
The S573 adoptstl national income accounting fra,14or'' 
based un the Marxian schema C1-7+0, where C is the depreciation 
uf fised -capital plus tnc-, ray materials used in the process of 
d2aduction, V is the payment for labour services, and S is the 
net profit a2: rplus value. :Tational income is represented 
by Vi.S. The aggregate of ei-V+S (which is equal to 71) i Gross 
Social Output, or what a Marxist would call, Gruss Social 
Product. The schema applies only to output cer.,cred by the 
:larzicni material prodacann concept. 
National income is estimated in the main by product or 
-value added approach. While the procedure followed in estimating 
the value added in China ìs no different from that in the Vest, 
the emphasis placed on the key aggregates is different. In 
Western national income accounting, double-counting or inter- 
mediary flows aro first eliainated and the key aggregates are 
gross or net value added, In the Chinese system, the ky aggre- 
gates are the Gross Social product (which is equivalent to Gross 
Social Value Output in Chinese terminology) and Net Material 
product. 
The calculation of gross value output is described in 
detail in Yueh Weivs article in China-chi Yea-chiu (2conwaic 
Research) published in 1956. Since the msthod is essentially 
the same as tha in the Soviet Union and also it :las *aeon 
reproduced by the non-Chinese scholars in Gaglish, only the 
essentials are repeated nere.7 For industry and agriculture, 
gross value output is an aggregate of the product of price and 
quantity. Lx-factory prices ara usad f'cr computation indus- 
trial gorse value output while average local prices are used 
for that oi agricultural gross value output* In practice, it 
appears that government procurement prices are used in th c ce 
of products sold ka the market, i.e. commercialized products, 
and ueither the average market prices less transport cost, 
production costa, or prices of similar prouucts" are used for 
the valu,Ition of products not sold at the village level and for 
home consumption on farm. It has been suggested by Dr. C. M. 
Li, at present the Vice-Chancellor of The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, that the average of prices used for computation of 
agricultural gross value output was probably a national averag0.9 
The average current price is converted. into l952 price by a 
conversion factor, which applies to both industrial and agri- 
culture gross value output. 
Gxass value output of construction 15 calculated an the 
basis of the actual cost Incurred in installing, building, 
repairing, and also in architectural services and geological 
prospecting. These include wages, costs of construction mater- 
ials, depreciation of construction equipment, transport costs, 
and adalinistrative expenses, out exclude toe value of macAinery 
and equipm-nt to be installed. Gross value output of trans- 
portation is calculated OA the basis of proceeds from transpor- 
tation from oao place to another, while the gross value output 
of posts and tole ommunication, Is calculatod ou the basis of 
that ?art of ,L;ross receioct onich is derived from serving material 
production. In ealcul:.ting the gross value output of trade, 
the dross aurchtses are first su:)tracted from gross sales. 
Net value added is obtained by deducting from the gross 
value output not only the production materials and fuels con- 
sumed, the cervices performed by other sectors, value of semi- 
lnis:aed goods and cost of repair, bat also depreciation of 
fixed "productive' assets. It should be noted that this is 
contrary to C. M. Lies suggestion that depreciation of °non- 
productive" assets is deducted from the national income based 
,13. Chinese methodolo.sy. 10 Yuen Wei -becifically stated that 
depreciation of non-productive assets such as workers, mess 
bells, recreation clubs, and d,felling houses is included in the 
consum,)tion fund. The net value added thus oerived, strictly 
speaking, is still "gross", The usual practice or estimating 
net value added involves a one-stage process, i.e. without 
first estimating the gross value added as in Western national 
income accounting, 
International accounts are considered only when tdistri- 
bution of national income produced' between accumulation and 
consumption is estimated. The estimation of national income 
fro sq the expenditure side necessarily implies that the aggre- 
gate is on a "national" rather than "domestic" basis. Accumu- 
lation can be estimated by estimating the value of fixed invest- 
ment for reproduction and for non-productive assets, and 
consumption is a residual of "national income for final disposal" 
less accumulation. The national income for final disposal would 
include deprecintion of non-prorluctive ssets in the consumpt;_on 
component, hence, it is, in Western national income accountinj 
terminoloay, comparable to Gross National Material Expenditzre, 
or to be precise, between Net National Material Expenditure 
(NNE) and Gross National Material Expenditure (GNME). 
The two aggreates - 'national income produced and 
'national income for final disposal' - form parts of the social 
accounting framework. Social accounts consisting of income 
produced from material production (1.,..ational income produced' by 
industrial origin and also by types of ownership, namely, 
state, joint state-private, private-corporate, cooperative, 
and individual), 'distribution or income' before transfers, 
distribution of income after transfers by legal or fiscal weans, 
i.e. 'redistribution', and finally, 'disposal of income produced' 
(divided into accumulation and consumption funds), all presented 
11 
in a "parade state", are described in Yuch Weiss article. 
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A comparison of the xa.zztional income methodology a.sed in 
the soviet Union and China would show that there is no basic 
difference between the two. In iact, Soviet 941c:a.de?^silip" in 
, 
this field was openly a.c.ízo;rle,ì;-ec by :u.;a. We_.. 
1. :.de do not 
know the extent to which the principles laid down are t,ollaoï3d 
in actual computation. Through a former staff working in the 
;slaaoain%' and stat3o ts.cs unit o.t the central government level, 
;e have been given to understand that before 1957, the Soviet 
4,ode1s for pl-:aafï.x:ig and statistical work were to be adopted 
in China without question. There da. iittl', if any, dis= 
Cl:i3Si:3:i2 on controversial protilel,s such as whether all forms of 
transport should co included 3.rí Material Product. It appears 
t.iií,tt even since 19W the S`_79 had been following the orthodox 
Soviet practice to the letter, despite the ocademic dîsc+75siíSns 
': raat were going on in the Eastern European countries end the 
SoVîvt Hnf.on. The methodology used in Western national income 
accounting and its underlying principles, which Eastern Europe 
hoped to arrive a t some form of compromise, was dogmatically 
attacked from ideological viewpoint in China . 
14 C:. One striking 
feature in the critique of NjesterAí notional income accounting 
seems to be the lack of understaaadin.E, of the initial and implicit 
economic assumptions underlying the methodology. Lo Ch.tza-jo 
attacked the inclusion of government e}(.*tTë3ndj.i:ilre as part or 
national income in the West.15 He argued that if government 
expenditure were to be included in the calculation of national 
income, then any reduction in the former would result in a 
redu.ction in trae latter. He wrote: "For example, if the Soviet 
Union covernment services were to be included in national income 
calculation, would not the recent demobilization of the 1.2 
million troops mean a reduction of .government services, and 
therefore a reduction in national income? Clearly, this 31...:; not 
Lo's attack bore the tacit assumption that economic 
cesoorces were unlimited in supply. Ile did not brine out the 
logic of includiw,j defence as port of the activity contrioutinu 
to national income, nor did he point out that the Red Army did 
not just fade aaay but reappear, enj,oluing in another forw of 
oconomic activity which contributes to national production. It 
appears that ideolouical implication:, of government expenditures 
had been used as a basis of attack on national income accounting 
concepts known in the West, hence it is not possible to refute 
Lhe reasons that Lo had given: an attack on the interpretation 
of social implications would lie beyond the realm of body 
economies In any event, Lo did not elaborate on the subject 
in &renter detail as to hoki he arrived at the conclusion that 
oeduction in the size of the Red Army had not shown an effect 
on total economic activity. 
State Statistical Bureau's national income aggrelLtes 
'national income' is equivalent to Net Domestic 
Material Product (WIMP), if we are willioa to accept that 
loz,,tional income' is equal to 'national income produced. As 
as the national income aggreates for the period 1932-56 
are concerned, there is no doubt that they are WDMP. And since 
it is unlikely that the 523 would change the particular form 
o- national income aggregate in inter publications on national 
: ai9oä:aa, it may be safely assumed that official releases of 
aggregates or their increases in eléyrc"r:Yl é:tge form are NJÛ AP. The 
°roof that the aggregates aro likely to ',a N3)r,P is found in the 
Poking Review article on china's national incoe. t7 Lu 9'í=LaS1g 
stated in that article that the increase of eë:ixsr,osa!kl? national 
income? over the 7?eri6.3ds'. l912-56 amounted to 2 ,300 million yua.xa. 
Ji"d; á.he same time he also mentioned that the increase or t37.atio:CnVn..i 
income produced* was %- 7 , ïbs_EJV million yuan over the same period. 
`.ihr: latter ?,.:i consistent with the set of figures on ?national 
income? for the years tu 19è>+7. The difference between 
'national income produced? and ?national income for disposal? 
is the balancing item in the international payments accounts. 
This is in line with the methodology outl.i.tz_.d in the ihiaaä 
"Y:ncchia.i article in. 
c.ia 
._.'ficu:ltie, in tie te:rr;xi,l:isz;r the exact form of :natio,.ia3. income 
-,,-.rey.cte _.t 
However, ambiguity sets in Xs`hw'i]. 'national income' is 
ueai:rec3 from ratios related to national income. The ratio of 
budget re-venue to national income and the ratio of accumulation 
to national income are cases in point. In principle, the 
'national income' in the latter case should be Net National 
Pi.a.tea-'àr_1 Product (bi:ìúlzP) since accumulation is part of 'national 
income for final disposal?. To what extent this is actually the 
case i:: not known. It is possible that ?national income pro- 
duced* is actually used for deriving the accumulation to national 
Ii 
income rat:l.ü. tiiG =..?ú.sic data available, we have not been 
=:ii:J'.E: uo say i: :ìi(IlÊ:ys:t eld= that- 1$DliY is or is not used for tJ.l<: 
calculation of such rc3..iiiLAs, It is equally possible that Loth 
ÿ:";V.::P and ATDïIP are used. As shown in Thole I there are two sets 
'<Li:ios 'based r)À1 1932 prices, the .'Laï'cí'3:.' ratio may z'F:11. have 
-men based ÿ1jN1'óP and the :x:IJ.l.ier on NDti)?. This is of course 
,..u.,, only < hCl1 NN3jP is smaller f::i:ìltn NB.ìc°Í>'-'. La. Kuang's 17NTII- 
increase for tha period 1952-236, :.tna also the Ivd.cxlP increase for 
the saule period a., mentioned above, suggest that this is indeed 
the case. If Le had data on i Mis for either 1952 or 1.956, cae 
nuld have been able to test the different sets of ratios uf 
accumulation to national income as to whether NNMP or áditli:? is 
used, 
Another case of aL1ÌJiL.äfl3..rtiäy' arises from the derivation of 
national :ï-ficrn.ie alggre1a.te from the ratio et' financial or budget 
revenue to 'nation;-k1 income', given revenue data. If t$le ratio 
is to have any mcaZä:.ilc f there should be common elements between 
the numerator and the denominator. In the case of, say, 
ordinary measurement, the common ele lent is tile unit of measure- 
ment. In the present case, the coverage represented by the 
nzaileb'a.;;sai..' should zconsistent with that represented by the 
tiG.äl;ii,c7.a1,J, z:e:1^. I33 other words, if the nat3.r331.a1. income component 
of ts3k? ratio specifically is Gross Domestic Product ut current 
market prices, then the revenue -- in this particular instance -- 
should include finds allocated to replacement ca,pital, be gross 
of international payments, and be valued at current prices. 
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TABLE 1. RATIOS '11FLA'iDTG TO NATIONAL IIiCOiT=: 
(percentage of national income) 
I. '+Sti..«-tC}s of accumulation 
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C. Po I-po 
D. Yen I-shenv 
9 
Yang Po 
E. Li Lin-ku 
19ti2-.,ric1s : 
I'. N iu Chung- 
huang 
G. Hsu `.li-hin 
II. Budget revenue 
H. Lu huang, SSB 
I. Ilsii ?i-hsin 
J. Yen i-siieng 
z; . Po I-po, Niu 
Chung-hua.ng 
ou:^ces: Line A: State Utatis tical Bureau, ReToort on Fulfillment of the 
National i oonomic Plan of the Peo-ole's Re-public 
pp.6 and 12. 
Line D: Lu 1;u ng, "China's National Income," Pepin; Review, 
April 8, 1958, p.3; Yang Po, On the Distribution of National 
Income in Chie.,.," Ching -chi Yen -chiu (Uconomic Research), No.6, 
1957, p.5; Niu Chung-huang, Accumulation and Consumption in 
China's National Income (in Chinese) p.51n. 
Lino C: Po I -po, "On the Correct handling of the Problems of 
Relationship Between Accumulation and Consumption," lIsin -hua 
Pan yuch -k'an (Ne: China Gemi- inonthly), No.20, October, 1956,1).74. 
Line D: Yen I- shen4, "My Viewpoints on the Production of Means 
of Production and _Materials for Consumption in Relation to 
the Government Revenue and .expenditure," Ching -chi Yen -ohiu 
(Economic Research), No.7, July 1959,p.8; Yang Po, "The Relat- 
ions Between Accumulation and Consumption in China's National 
Income," Jen --min Jih -pao (People's Daily), Peking, October 13, 
1958. 
Line E: Li Lin -Ru, "The Stricture of Socialiam and the Population 
o4' China in 
Problem," Hsin Chien-she (New Construction), No.4, 1960,p.51. 
Line F: Niu Chung-huang, op.eit., p.51. 
Line G: Hsu Ti-hain, An Ana'A,sis of China's J.:,ationai 1T=conafir- 
Durin the Transition Period in Chinese , p.262, 
Line H: Lu Kuang, loc. cit.; state tatistica1 Bureau, 22.1a11-2 
p.12, 
Line I Hsu Ti-hsin, op.oit. p.227. 
Line J: Yen I-shenu, (2.-top p.9. 
Line K: Po I-po, loc.oit.; 11m Chuntl:s-huang, op.cit., P.47- 
Alternatively, if the budget revenue excludes net income flows 
fro.il abro:1=1, then the 'national income derived k:euld 1-c, a 
national product; or if it excludes provision for depreciation, 
net ho a dross oroduct but a net product. . The nuJ4.,,ra- 
tor is said to be incompatible with the douproin-/Lor if the former 
is, say, a gross concept ::hereas the latter is a net concept; 
or the former is a domestic concept, hut th . latter i, a national 
concept; and so on 
fith tnis practical criterion we may still make a blunder 
in dccidin tile type of national income areate Lupliod in 
the ratios to aation;q1 iacome. The term 'financial revenu 
the Chinese translation fur kao-cilia yo-suan ohou-ju 
, >) which should, strictly speakint;, be translated as 
ational 19 oudget revenue. Pinanaial revenue suggests actuaa 
revenue, which is not inherent in the Chinese term. Suffice 
to say that the original Chinese connotation should t taken. 
Even the, as F. H. Mah nor o University of Washington pointed 
out, IbudGet revenue', unmodified, may mean any one of the 
folleving; 
a. ¡Ilan:tied bud6;et rwienue, includind previous year 
surplus; 
U. Planned budget revenue, excluding previous year's 
surplus; 
c. Actual revenue; including previous year's surplus; 
d. Actu,i1 revenue, excluding previous year's. surplus. 
Ve append to this list: 
0. Planned bud . revenue, includig Fore in loans; 
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f. Planned budget revenue, excluding foreign loans; 
g. :ictua.:L rc.enue, ic:cludi<2,:; foreign loans; 
il.. zictu¢el revenue, excludin4 foreign lour;.s; 
i. Planned budget revenue, includÎ.I1;; ni t income 
flows from aliroaCi; 
J, Planned ïauclg:. t revenue, excl.udin,; not incolize 
from abroad; 
k. .Actual revenue, incl_uciinv; net income from abroad; 
1. Actual revenue, :xclzdir{; net income from üZ 1t?.l"OçiC 
Frota these g)is,iry_i:ile interpretations of widget revenue, we could 
list further th Por example, ( ) coüit)ii3eDd with 
either (e) or (ì), (i,) ivit.l either (e) or (), and so on; or 
( a) ° r.;. t 1). either ( i\ or 0), (h) wi t xz. either (i) or (j), and so 
on. 
odded to the pz;rola=Ta o' definition of revenue is that 
the definition of the numerator component reacts upon that of 
?:[2(3 Cicri4)TPIi'i2u. to2' If 'f;J2C: Í?LIdc^.t í: i"ì-e1112e is :iè;lcil that ;l..ìl^t of it 
allocated to ?;I,-+il2t:z.inizzg capital intact and depreciation, 
- it normally does, then n.z.tiolaal income in the denominator 
7.)0 ;1 í:if0;35 j?T'Jd.L1.^t. 1i the revenue component is net 07: 
.. C'6zi11 loons or of net income from -1br o_lí.J., tS1ell. national 3.z1cOuIe 
"3.12g a It 10_0110.1 aggregate silOUld he considered. If the revenue 
includes previous year's surplus, th 7CA it is ()vf3rstatiI1g its 
importance in relation to national income. Whether revenue is 
a budget estimate or actual is iF:lmatexia.l as lonc as we -.no=..- 
which olle >re are des,lia:¡; with. But unfortunately, f'e do not 
really icno=.: . 
L) 
Economists making use of these ratios invariably assume 
that the national income derived is an aggregate at current 
prices. Like accumulation to national income ratios, we have 
not been able to prove that these ratios are consistent with 
the budget revenue, data or national income data, however both 
of them are defined. 
Yet another problem with the data published by the SSB 
on accumulation is whether the accumulation component is expressed 
in terms of constant prices or current prices, whether the 
national income component is expressed in terms of constant 
prices or current prices, and whether both are expressed in terms 
of constant prices when the ratio of accumulation to national 
income is said to be expressed in terms of constant prices. 
We attempted to check the consistencies of the different possi- 
bilities, but we have not been able to -Ierive at a satisfactory 
solution. This checking process has been prompted by the fact 
that there are two different sets of ratios of accumulation to 
national income at constant prices. When we have another set 
of ratios but expressed in terms of current prices, the check- 
ing becomes more complicated and indeterminate. 
National income statistics 
The frequency of official publication of national income 
data cannot be said to be regular. The first reference to 
national income in Chinese sources was in September 1956 by 
21 Pe-I Po the chairman of the State Economic Commission. At 
the Eighth National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, 
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before which Po made his speech, the Second Five Year Plan 
proposal was adopted. In this proposal, the 'national incomes 
was estimated to increase by 50 per cent over the second plan 
oo 
quinquennium 1958-62.' 
Bariier writers, on national income obtained their data 
from the SSB or the State Econa3aic Commission. In 1957, refe- 
rences to national income data were made by Ho sei, Ma Yin-chin, 
Nia Chung-huang, and Yang The earlier references were 
mainly percentages of accumulation (and/or consumption), or of 
budget revenue, to national income. In January 1958, the SSB 
released national income aggregates at "comparable prices" for 
the period 1952-56. 24 The same set of figures, but at 1952 
constant prices, was given in Peking Review in April the same 
2- 
year.- Yang Po had previously mentioned the figures for 1932 
and 1956 at "comparable prices", and Niu Chung-huang did the 
same but he referred to them as "computed at 1952 constant 
prices". Both also made available tho percentage distribution 
of national income of 1952 and 1956 by industrial sectors and 
by types of ownership. 26 Hst Ti-hsin in his monograph made 
known the increase of national income in 1957 over 1956 in 
percentage form. 27 The results of the First Pive Year Plan 
revealed also the distribution of national income by types of 
ovnership in 1957. 28 
The "Great Leap forward" period 1958-59 saw the massive 
quotes of statistics, and national income data were no exception. 
From the speeches of Li Pu-chun, the absolute increase as well 
as the relative increase for 1958 were known.29 The communique 
on the economic achievements of 1959 also revealed the percen- 
tage increase in national income.'" The annual COMMUIAQUOS for 
1958 and 1959 gave figures in terms of 1957 prices. However, 
in the Ten Great Years, the first and the only statistical 
handbook to date, are contained the percentage increase for 
1949-58 at 1932 constant prices. 
31 
Data on national income aggregates at current prices are 
scanty. Po I-po in 1958 estimated that the 'national income 
at current prices' for the first plan ouinquennium amounted to 
421,400 million yuan. The national income aggregate at cur- 
rent prices for individual years had had to be derived indirectly 
;TOM ratios relating to national income. Even then, it is by 
wirtue of the fact that the other component of the ratio is 
usually expressed in terms of cur Pent prices that the national 
income component is similarly valued. The ratios referred to 
are, for example, budget revenue to national income, with cer- 
tain deductions explicitly stated in one of the cases; admini- 
strative and defence spending to national income; and capital 
construction appropriation to national income. The 1958 Peking 
Review article did mention in the relevant context that current 
prices' referred to 'financial revenue' or to 'national income'. 
The dilemma is self-evident in the text; Ji 
"Between 1952 and 1956, China's financial 
revenue, in terms of current prices for 
the years concerned, amounted to some 30 
por cent of the national income." 
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Apart from the national income total, data on accumulation 
and consumption, at 1952 as well as current prices, were pub- 
lished in the same sources. As referred to in the previous 
section the accumulation (and therefore consumption) can be 
estimated y applying the ratios to the respective national 
income. Unfortunately, direct estimation from the ratios is 
not possible because we do not have data on tnation3 income 
for disposal' for the years concerned. The different ratios 
for 1952 are confusing enough, although according to Liu and 
Yeh, the 18. 2 per cent seems to be the correct one because it 
is the only, ratio which is the same whether valued at both 
-14 
1952 prices or at current prices.'" This is a reasonable 
deduction except for the fact that Nia not only stated 18.2 
per cent at 195 prices but 16.1 nor cent at current prices in 
the same source. There is the possibility that, ii 'national 
income produced' is greater than 'national income for disposal', 
the percentage on the basis of current prices (18.2 per cent) 
yould be greater than that based on 1952 prices (16.1 per cent) 
provided it can be proved that the former is a percentage of 
'national income for disposal' and the latter one of 'national 
income p1.0aucedl. On the basis of scanty data on aggregates, 
tne testini; OS the various ratios has not borne out whether the 
hypothesis is rigni, or wrong. It certainly leaves much room 
for speculation. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF CHINA'S NATIONAL INCOME f:CCOUNTING OUTSIDE CHINA 
Owing largely to lack of data non-Chinese estimates of 
national income made prior to 1956 were merely simple aggregates 
ith no breakdowns. Some of them wore extrapolations based on 
pre-war data. Western national income concepts wore implied in 
these estimates. Contributions to national income accounting 
work began in 1957 when more economic statistics wore available 
to the non-Chinese scholars. 
National income aggregates 
The national income aggregates 
scholars may be suLaziaried as follo-Fa: 
Estimator Period 
estimated by non-Chinese 
Forms of national income 
aggregate 
1. Chu-yuan Chong 1932 NNP at factor cost; GNP (d); 
NDMP (?) 
Yuan-li 19'33 NNP at factor cost; 
3. Edward f. Szczepanik 195ff NI 
4. United Nations 195-5f, NDMP at current market prices 
1949-37 NDMP at 1952 prices 
5. Choil-min6. Li 1952-57 NNP at 1952 prices 
Paul Lucy 1952-59 NDMP at 1952 and at current 
prices 
1960-62 ND MP at 192 prices 
7. William W. Hollister 1950-57 GNP at 1952 and at current 
prices 
193-60 GNP at 195 prices 
6. Alexander Eckstein 1952 GNP at market prices 
y. Ta-s;.atatxg LiA). < 
Kaang-ciYia. Yaa.. 




1933, GDP, NDP at market prices 
1952-59 (1933, 1952 and 1957 prices) 
1952-57 GDE and Ns'3E 
at 195' prices 
1952-62 GNP and GNB at 1952 prices 
1. C-xur41. In his Income and Standard of Living in 
.tiaizYlaln.si. Chá.na. Cheng made three estimates of national income 
for 1952! each eüAplJyitYj a different method. 3 
6 
His first esti- 
mate, äv:idm at factor cost in U.S. dollars, was an extrapolation 
of national inecDI:.Aa3 for 1936 made by Pou --san Ou to 195 on the 
basis Lc fragmentary industrial and ag~i.cul cu .ill output data 
reported , the Chinese press .57 4.*31: tö..L in L'+_`YL, tii2314.yv communist jl"I.-cvJ TÏ"Ye implicit assump- 
tions appear to be that gross value output of industry and 
ìgiiculi3Ic increased over the period 1936-5 at the saue rate 
as NNP :iL r'actoz' cost and that the ratio of gross value output 
of industry to agriculture renamed , i:lllcili=L?1geCL throughout the 
period. le next attempted to estimate national income (presumably 
NI) by distributive-share method. +?.k the b--3sis of employment 
d.ata embodied in the First Pive-Year Plan and of collected data 
on per capita annual income he estimated the income of employees 
1.si..t :a?_ SiC3'.`s's . Thit3 , t.oG,e t fle_r ?37th the income of the I bourgeoisie f f 
constituted the income of the non -agricultural sector.3' 
Income of agricultural sector ;-ro.::, estimated by the same method, 
i.e., total caa.ge bill equals income per head times population. 
The third and :last ciatpÉ;«3ry ;:k1.5 the income of state enterprises. 
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J á a 2if ; 1`33m the classification he employed, hi; third *>>; ßm3t^ 
appears to ue based. on the official methodology. !,l'[:Í2Q,a-?! he 
aid not nt36l ti3ct to consider that services are part or national 
:Iacono, tÉfL method he employed was in line a3 th the official 
practice. The economy was thus divided into six sectors, i.e. 
the: five sectors by Chinese classification and the service 
sector.-3 9 7,o assumed that the value a,c1:3e:1. from .services con- 
stituted 5 per cent of the total national income. 
4, National income ï'or 1951 estimated by Ou was 
40 employed ï';, r his extrapolation to 19o3. He made use of a 
Ti:rt3G3.':..Ct3.on index which he had devised and the assumptions used 
,,.:re similar to those employed by CítenG. 
3. Szczw61:e.,.r SIik He merely assumed a per capita ii1co;:1t? 
of QTSVtO and arrived at NI by multiplying the per capita income 
Z6 .L 
, iti3. the total go)zl.atiu,.z. 
4. United Nations. In the 195ó report of the Economic 
t,tia<3lrtià:.- ion for :Ls io and the Far East we re the national income 
42 at current a;:í'trki:t prices for the period 19:5:- )l). They .'.'ere 
based on the official ratios of state revenue to national income 
and figures ou state revenue. The Commission explicitly stated 
that the aggregates were valued at market prices. The aggro- 
Gates at 1952 prices for the period 1949-57. published in the 
annual report of 1961p were based on the national income index 
published i.r. the :c,.ri Groat Years. ̀  They were converted into 
net product by adding a ma-rk-up of 20 per cent onto the Net 
22 
Material Product, the reason for this procedure was similar to 
that given V C. A. Li, ;dhich Yìe shall describe presently. It 
is of interest to note that the NMP derived were different from 
the rpfficial 4ggre&ates, probably due to an errot' in tne are- 
ate fol' the given year to which the index was appiie 
je Li. The procedure adopted by Li in his reconstruc- 
tion of the Chinese national income accounts was first to cow- 
pleto the series of NDMP for the period 1952-57 and then add 
44 
an assumed value for services to arrive at ND?. 1952 prices 
were maintained throughout. Official data at the time of his 
lero by no means complete. Ho only had data on gross 
value output and not value added of some of the industrial 
=,.ectors and national income total for some years to contend with. 
Gross value output of industry and agriculture was available 
and the gaps were filled in by applying the net to gross ratios 
to the appropriate gross value output. NDMP was converted into 
NDP by applying a conversion factor 1.1905, which was based on 
the assumption that services constituted 16 per cent of the NDP 
as in the India case. The NDP was then net of international 
payments to arrive at NNP. 
6. Lucy. The estimates oi NDMP at 1932 prices for the 
- 45 period 1952-'];9 were made in 190. At the time NDMP for 1952-57 
'Tero available from Chinese sources as well as from non-Chinese 
national income studies. During the First Five-Year 21an 
period (1953-57), the NDMP was reported to have increased by 
'53.2 per cent. Figures at 1952 prices were given or 
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through 1956 and therefore the NMI) for 1957 could be derived. 
As for 1958 and 1959 information available were limited to the 
rates of increase of NDMP in these years and the absolute increase 
between years at 1957 prices. Thus it vas necessary to dater- 
minate first the NDMP at 1957 prices for 1937. This could be 
done easily. The aggregates at 1937 prices for 1958 and 1959 
vare then derived by applying the annual rates of increase of 
the respective years to NDMP at 1957 prices for 1937. 
In order to convert these figures from 1957 to 1952 prices, 
ve employed the conversion factor 0.935S which was derived by 
uividinc the NWIP for 39,7 at 1954 prices by that at 1957 prices. 
auMp or 1998 ano 1959 at 1)52 price:, were obtained by apply- 
ing the conversion factor to the figures at 1957 nrices. The 
result for 1958 was later confirmed by the SST which gave a 
national income index at 195,-: prices for the period 1958 in 
Ton Great Years. 
NDMP at current prices were also estimated for 1912-59. 
'We made three estimates, out none of which could hi' conclusively 
said to be Aaore reliable than the other two. Two sets of 
ratios to nation,u income were used in deriving the estimates: 
(a) state revenue to nci,tionsi income, ana ( ) state revenue net 
if surplus brouht forward from the previous year to national 
income. In view of the possible ambiguities in interpreting 
the ratios, which we described earlier, we applied ratio (a) 
to actual revenue as well as to actual revenue net of foreign 
loans, and ratio (o) to actual revenue net of foreign loans. 
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As regards NDMP at 1932 prices for 1960-62, we only had 
scanty data to contend wita. On the basis of available inior- 
aation on ¡.,-;rain output and increase o; industrial gross value 
output for 1960-62 1,,e made p:-ojections of the fiLures, available 
Cor the oe/iod 19.7,-57, for the various comnonents of NDMP. 
The estimation was done between L960 and 1963 and the results 
as well as the methods of estimation are presented in Appendix j. 
7. Hollister. The framework of accounts WaS patterned 
after that or the U.S. Department of Commerce with some modifi- 
cations. 
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The economy was divided into agricultural business 
s,:;ctor, non-aaricultural Inisiness sector, household sector, 
and government sector, Two general departures from the U.S. 
system were made: a sector account each for the agricultural 
and the non-ajricaltural business sectors, instead of a conso- 
lidated business sector account for hoth; the rest the world 
,occount was omnitted on account of inadequate information, and 
Lransactions with the rest or the world were put under non- 
aricultural .asiness sector account. The division into agri- 
cultural and non-agricultural sectors make it possible to show 
tae 1:u:0i-relationships between the two sectors. rollowine the 
U.S. system, all state enterprises were incorporated into the 
easiness sector. Such practice would reduce government activity 
to merely providing economic and social services, which seems 
inappropriate in tne case of a planned economy. 
Hollister used the final sales method in his national 
income estimation. fly this method, he relied heavily on udget 
data and retail sales data, both of which constituted more than 
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half of the GNP for 1952. Imputed value of farm home consumption 
and the value of house rent and consamer oervices, constituting 
)2 per cent of the GNP had to bc estimated by indirect moat 
so were the private investments and inventory change. Rather 
than leaving private investment to he estimated hy using the 
ros:Idual .iethod, Hollister attempted to estimate it by using 
fixed asset data. He estimated inventory change by means of 
,lata on the changes in stocks of state trading enterprises, in 
capital of private trading enterprises, and data on working 
capita! or state industry. chreas 2ck,3toin rejected value 
data on changes in stocks, ACIlister made 1:1211 use of them. 
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The aggregates were valued at current prices. The GNP 
at constant prices were converted from the current price aggre- 
gates by using retail price indexes, computed price indexes, 
4holesale price inoxes, and unit cost indexes. For consumption 
expenditure, price index derived from figures on average money 
wage and average real wage for industrial workers for 1950 and 
ior the socialized sector for 1952-!J7. Exact derivation method 
:as not given. Imputed farm home consumption and farm house 
rent, which were aaso part of the consumption expenditure, were 
converted by price index for farm sales of all agricultural 
Products. Government purchases were deflated by indexes of 
world prices in U.S. dollrs from indexes of exports and imports 
/-? countries with roughly the same commodity composition of 
exports anu imports. ibw,ever, the exact method employed again 
was not given. As regards gross domestic investment, imputed 
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fa.t-ïïl investment expenditures were d.As;3la 1.eC1 by price 3..it3ex for 
:-ari procurement; f a rn investment purchases from :r.a.exa-a ;rZCtal- 
4ural sector was deflated by wholesale price index; increase in 
inventory :a5 also deflated by wholesale price index; whereas 
coI'S.straacti_c,r. was deflated hy unit cost index. 
Tfoll1.st;er ttdS-.Iatrvd his estimates to 1960. Tho method of 
" ^ t33aGin1y t1Ou6ä published, is not aiG1lìi1 E. , ° 
Li. iickf.°"'tv1.iL, The accounting approach was adopted. 
The form el accounts he adopted 1-"a5 in essence that "used by 
iert;:3íi'Y8 and his associates in '1;a8el.r Soviet a111i.tiGaaaál. 111Come 
studies. The Ca":7o concept and definitions e!'3I_+3 those used 
divided the U.S. Department of Commerce.- j,'.ïlc3 economy was SAivid
into the iltaílse.d1C.<°.ï%, the private 1;ía;:31'3ess, and the ptli)lic sectors. 
There should ?àü an _:td:ct53u12t ouch `it?'c1iV].F:', but because of F,11C? 
relative insignificance, of t110 private LSusirac;ss sCctt347 in a 
"po.rtá.ril1:, commercialized area s ch as t,_lat or Mainland China", 
i1La business sector =S.cCoLiY'li, tas merced with the household 
<:,ccCu'il.t:. TilY'et? sector :?C.çoIa.ntis were pr"-:-iF3lâtQï}.¡ the household 
and pri.vatc, sector account, the public sector account, and the 
national product account, 
::e hod. 
Eckstein estimated the f'ri3'P at market prices by a hybrid 
Per the agricul:cural sec tol: , value added approach was 
but for the 81CD.ca-FAG:ric9llf.Li:rLal sector, distributive share 
method was employed. In estimating 111d-] agricultural product, 
apart from calculating the gross value output by the sum product. 
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of price and quantity, the material inputs expended on agri- 
culture were estimated in detail. Owing to lack of data, data 
of pre-war era were used. The wage bill of non-agricultural 
sector was based on his research on employment and average 
annual wage. Estimates of transfer income as well as enter- 
prises earnings were based on published data in scattered 
sources. Although there were both GNP and GNE, Eckstein's con- 
tribution was the GNP since GNE was not entirely an independeni, 
estimate. 
9. Liu and Yeh. Value added approach was used in 
estimating GDP and NDP for 1933, 1952-57. 
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As for GDE and NDE, 
they were partially estimated by the expenditure approach and 
partially by value added approach. Thus they were not indepen- 
dent estimates. The aggregates were valued at 1933, 1952 and 
1957 prices. The estimates for 1958 and 1959 were 'conjectural 
estimates', in the sense that they were extrapolations of the 
1937 figures on the basis of information known on the increases 
of output in the various sectors of the economy. 
10. Vu and associates. Wu and associates revised Liu 
and Yehls national income figures for 19$2-59 and also made 
GNP and GNE estimates at 1952 prices for 1960-62. 53 While both 
Wu and associates and we ourselves were working on the estima- 
tion for 1960-62 at about the same time, neither of us were 
aware of each other's work. Wu and associates made adjustments 
to Liu and Yell's figures for agriculture, manufacturing, utili- 
ties, h,ndicraft and mining. The revision was to be used as 
the basis for projecting beyond 1957. The reappraisal of the 
agricultural sector was centred on grain output from 1949-62. 
The value added in the industrial sector was revised on the 
basis of progress in consumption of electricity in industry and 
in finished steel production. The reappraisal of utilities 
value added was /jolted tu 19(0 and after; for tne period 
1952-59, Liu and Yabes figures were retained. As regards, value 
added of mining, Liu and Yehes figures were revised on the 
;3asis of figures for coal mining giveu in Wu and Linges study 
on energy resources. 54 Handicraft value added was revised using 
1933 as a point of reference; the basic data for 1933, 1932-59 
were obtained from Liu and Yehes study. 
On the expenditure side, they extended Liu an: Yehes 
estimetes on domestic investment beyond 1957 by correlating with 
machine availability (1950-62), assuming that in 1961 and 1961, 
domestic investment was one-third of that in 19()0. 
With regard to government consumption, Liu and Yehes 
figures for 1952-56 were retained. Wu and associates revised 
the 1957 estimate on the basis of a separate investigation. 
The figures for 1958, 1961 and 1962 were projections of the 
1957 expenditure estimate, on the assumption that expenditure 
varied with population. Government consumption expenditure 
ior the period 1959-60 was taken from Hollister's other studios. 35 
Personal consumption expenditure for the period 1952-57 
was estimated on the basis of (a) minimum maintenance level of 
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consumption -- 'personal consumption I', sad (b) actual grain 
consumption -- 'personal consumption III. That for 19553-62 
as estimated on the assumption that increase of personal 
consumption I or II was at the same rate as that of population. 
Personal consumption I (Jr II gave rise to the estimates CNE (1) 
3P GIVE. (II) respectively. 
A COMPARISON OF NATIONO, INCOME ESTIMATES FOR 1952 
The table below shows the different estimates of national 
income for 1952.16 Ile have excluded the estimates made before 
1957 because they liere extremely crude estimates. The estimate 
Given by ourselves in our estimation of NDMP for 1952-59 was 







Liu and Yoh 
Uu and asso- 
elates 





GYP at market prices 71,255 
GNP at market prices 67,860 
NDP 71,410 
GDP 74.670 
GNP at market prices 75,000 
NP at market prices 72,400 
The SST; estimate is used here as the standard while non.. 
Chinese estimates are used as an alternative to the standard. 
Our immediate concern is how much difference there is between 
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tiro standard . and the alternative. There are two ways of approa- 
ching the comparison of aggregates based on different coverage, 
one is to reduce the comprehensive aggregate to the level 
comparable to the material aggregate and the other is to expand 
tue material aggregate to the level of the comprehensive aggregate. 
Taking the first course, Ecksteinss GNP at market prices 
is converted into GDP at factor cost which amounts to 64,606 
million yuan, from which are subtracted the value added due to 
modern banking and insurance, dwelling services, government 
services, defence, and others which total 9,185 million yuan, 
the resultant figure is 55,E21 million yuan which is the GDMP 
at factor cost The GDMP at factor cost would be the lower 
limit since it is not certain that all the value added due to 
"others" is not Material product. Furthermore, in the compu- 
tation of value added of services that contribute to material 
production, the prices used might possibly include indirect 
taxes. On the other hand, because the aggregate is in gross 
terms, it is ceteris paribus, higher than the official aggre- 
gate. In purely statistical terns, the derived GDMP at factor 
cost is 5,710 million yuan below the official NMI); and if it 
is on a net basis, the gap could be considerably widened. 
Hollisterts GNP at market prices after deducting 7,900 
million yuan for government purchase of goods and services would 
be reduced to 59,860 million yuan. Since the GNMP at market 
prices includes allowances for capital consumption, and also 
it has eliminated net foreign export and property incomes, it 
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is to be expected that the NDMP converted thus should b, 
hence in comparison with the official NM?, ic is loer y more 
than mere 7,000 million yuan (net export earnings and property 
income:3 amounted to 920 ilIlou yuan which must Le deducted to 
arrive ab GUMP). 
The NDP as estimated by Liu and Iwo., being 73,410 million 
yuan, includes value added due to government administration, 
finance, personal services, and residential rent. These may 
he classified as non-productive activity and thus ho excluded 
from calculation of material product. These amount to 7,500 
million yuan. The NDMP is alas 63,900 million yuan which is 
higher than the official NDMID by 2,600 million yuan. 
Wu and associates' estimate (i.e. the revised and extended 
Liu and Yoh estimate) of NNP is given as 72,400 million yuan. 
To convert it into NDP, it is necessary to subtract inflow from 
and add outfl-r ci income to abroad, i.e. 
NDP 7-; NNP (M-L) 
where M is outpayment and E inpaymont. M consists oC (a) 
imports, (o) employment or forein experts, and (o) expenditure 
of Chinese communi,At diplomatic, cultural, and trading missions 
abroad. 13 comprises (a) loans from abroad, (b) export trade 
earnings (both legal and illegal), r->mittances from abroad, 
and (0 foreign diplomatic, cultural and trading missions' 
expenditure in China. Hence, 
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NDP = 72,400 4. (1,050 - 1,396) million yuan 
= 72,400 - 346 million yuan 
= 72,054 million yuan 
The adjustments necessary are concentrated .111. the "non-product- 
ive" sectors, namely, government aOministration, finance, 
personal services and residential rents. These, being parts 
ol the nine minor sectors in Liu and Yehls estimate, have not 
been adjusted by Vu and hi associates. Hence the deductions 
,rom the NDP are of the same macnitude as those from Liu and 
Yea, namely, 7,500 million yuan. The resultant, being the NDMP, 
is 7,054 - 7,500 ,.- 64,3i4 oillion yuan. 
As regards Lits NNP, since it is derived by a mark-up 
of &lout 0 per cent of the NDMP, the NNP converted NDMP is 
irrelevant in this case. 
The calculations suggest that the NIMP is overstated 
according to standards set oy Eckstein and hollister, but 
accotaing to these 6y Liu and Yea tine official NDMP is lower. 
One might suggest that the valve added of industry must have 
-eon over-estimated since relative prices have been said to be 
in favour of industry rather than agriculture. However, an 
examination oÍ the value added of the component figures would 
she that, definitional differences apart, the value added of 
agriculture and industry in the official ND TIP is 47,190 million 
yuan as against the 45,170 uillion yuan in 3cksteints GNP at 
market brices. ); The official value added figure lies .3eteen 
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the two non-Chinese vì . lue addd of agriculture and industry. 
furthermore, the ratio between the industriLl and agricultural 
value added also indicates the uncertainty about the implica- 
tions of the price structure at the time. The official data 
Live a ratio of value added 3f ac;riculture to industry of 3.3:1, 
Ecksteines is -..:1, Liu and Yeh's is Z.7:1, Hollister's comes 
to 3.5:1, and finally Vu and associates' is 4:1. If there were 
any suggestion that value added of industry had been overestimated, 
then Ecksteines asW Liu and Yehes ostiELates rathel:. than the 
officiai estimate substantiated the statement, which then leaves 
the higher magnitude of the official NDMP unexplained. Holli- 
stores ratio would be more favourable than the ofilcial one in 
disproving the suggestion, especially when in absolute terms 
the value added of both agriculture and industry are larger than 
those of the official estimate. Ve have thus far assumed that 
the baskets of goods and services in the value added of agri- 
culture and industry had been the same in all these calcula- 
tions. The extent to which this assumption can be held depends 
on the quantity data employed. Since w-o have not been able to 
deduce the way in which the official value added vas derived 
apart from the fact that gross value output was first estimated 
und thon intermediate product output value and capital allow- 
ances were deducted from it, any furthr deduction must be 
guesses,IThich is no Use for our present purpose of establishing 
the magnitude of error. 
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A closer examination of other value added within the 
national income aggregate reveals that trade occupies a :ìu 
stant1_a? share of the national income estimated by the SSB. 
The following table illustrates the magnitude of value added 
J 













share in variant 
value aa1d:<d 
in trade 
NDMP 9,660 1 j. 8 
GDMP 5.380 /0.0 
GDP 6,630 11. 0 
NDiP 9 v ry} 0 15.1 
NDMP 9.700 15.02 
It ..=cauld seem that the discrepancies in the national aggregates 
lie in the value added of trade of the different estimates. 
If the information on labour force in trade and the net value 
added per worker in trade could be relied upon as indicators, 
then it is possible to deduce that the official estimate of the 
value added of trade has not been overestimated. This negative 
xrrprfTc'I.cÍ2 assumes that the net value added per worker in trade 
co3z.ÏLs3 be used as a guide, possibly the upper limit of the true 
value added if it were net the true value. The value added of 
trade for 19'i6 might be arrived at by simple product of the 
labour ïoa,ce (6,482,000) and net value added per worker (2,499 
yuan), which gives 16,420 million yuan.'' The value added of 
trade in the official NDNI) gives only 14,:?4ò million yuan. 
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Tho net value added per worker per year is therefore 34i; yuan 
too high according to the official national income data. If we 
assuwe that the net value added were half that of the 1950 
level, namely, 1250 yuan per year, in 1952, and the labour 
force engaging in trade were 6,014,000 as reported, the value 
added of trade would have been in the order of 10,000 million 
yuan. 
However, it must be borne in mind that the traders in 
the private sector were mainly single operators. The folloing 
table shows the size of and the number of people employed in 
the establisnments: (,1 
Eallia= No, of units No. of personnel ----- 
Resident trade 1,20,000 





peddlars L!,180,000 2,427,000 
If the traders vare mainly single operators, then choir earnings 
=.ould :_e. much higher than the workers in industry. Only the 
resident merchants and the stall wmers had fixed estal)lish- 
ments and had more than one person operating. Even then, the 
value added could not have been such that the non-wage portion 
inL; twice that of the wage portion in the value added. Should 
that be the case, there should have been an influx into the 
trade business, particularly when the wages in industry were on 
the average 560 yuan a year. There is na confirmation that 
there was such a transfer ö labour resources. is, possible 
check might be made on the basis of th s: data on direct taxes 
paid by the private enterprises E'-ngil,gi 10 in trade. However, 
since most traders were lone operators, their earnings t7(?T'e 
r^gí3.rCÏETd as í3e7.'son4F.l, income. Although they L-:'01^e subject to 
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income taxation, such levy had not been carried out in practice.' 
t52'r`.t event, whatever !áE? earned, even as much as more than 
1,2592 yuan a ?;'ear, he escaped the tax; hence, wC. .would not find 
data :L.`í'). the state Lax revenue to dC tE3rT:13:tI::: the s3..3E ? - -.=ü.r1"3i.ià(,S. 
It was not until later when these traders were members of 
.r r, 
cooperatives tíit they had to. pay income t1xeS .v 
iis regards trade in the pi.1;îlic sector, if C,h? net value 
ï:iil.dc^,d per worker of 1_,=250 yuan really meant for statE? enter 
dr i,,;ec; 0..'.1l_y, t.fal(? large S.ì2aurt, of nun-wage f:arï1i.12g;. in it is 
possible, though very unlikely. ~ven if it were so, trith . a 
labour force of i,,:zt-G,VVL, the resultant total value c:lLileFJ. of 
trade would not reach the level 0=-* 9fj: {) million yuan. 
It ...4áe3'k:á0's.^á seems that one is skeptical of the value 
added ®t trade in the JUMP. However, i,iv. and Yeb present a 
close estimate o2: that s ecto.o, of 9,700 yuan. But it 
,e:;I?Is for the d:2t3ïEC'3Ii;, lt'E have not enough evidence to prove that 
ft).'. tY)_3e121. estimate is incorrect. can only bear in mind 
that 1.h: ,.ti3s3nc link liC: in the trade sector snd e are 
ca .i.? it. 
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The tentative conclusion to be drawn from the analyses 
is that the official NDMP seems to be reasonable. Independent 
estimates have shown that the NDHP could be understated as well 
as over:,,t-ted. While the coverage or services -which' the Chinese 
define as non-productive miE,nt not conform to that ,,Thich we 
have deducted from 22,cksteints, Hollister's, and Liu and Yohs 
estimates or China's national income, one significant point has 
been brought out, namely, the NDMP is not necessarily over- 
stated, as evidenced by the fact that net all three of the non- 
Chinese estimates are belot the official NDMP in magnitude. 
The conversion of ND? EP into NN?, however, shows that 
even Liu and Yehls estimate is low. Since the 20 per cent mark- 
up on the NDMP is based on analogy, and is added to it by a 
non-Chinese estimator, 64 tho NNP thus derived offers no real 
basis for comparison. 
The non-Chinese estimates, as has been shown, are of 
varying magnitude. The coverage seems to have been partly 
z'sPonaiòle. Comparing with Eckstein's findings, Hollister's 

























6,64o 1-1 47o 
71,255 69,524 
The procedure for readjustments is kound in Appendix A. The 
readjustment has brought Hollisteres GNP at market prices up 
:4,611, million -yuan. dollister has an item called "imputed 
consumer services" which we could not find a place in Eckstein 
national accounts. I this value, which_ amount to 1,680 mil- 
lion yawl, wert- included in the adjusted Aollister GNP, the 
total 'would have come close to .6cksteihes GNP. The imputed 
consumer aervicos probably have been included in rental income 
In Lelcoteines Ta.)10 1. The three independent estimates thus 
are losc, in disa¡;reement in total macnitude than is imagined. 
The methods by which aollister arrived at his data for the 
national accounts might (,e questioned. Uis estimate has been 
regarded as "very inaonious, but artificial"; his assumptions 
of si,o:Ue input-output relationship have been said to :A.: quest- 
iona'olo; and ti-10 possible maruins of error ha-senot made known, 
and finally, he has not criLically examined the implications of 
the official price and -,:aL;e indexes which he employs in his 
constructi3n. In so far as the comparison of the magnitude of 
national income for one single year is concerned, the comments 
are not reasonable. Eckstein has also resorted to expedients, 
SUCA as the use of pre-ar data in his calculation of a6rieul- 
tural production, and scattered data on non-ac;ricultural ,Jages 
on whic h the value added of non-agriculture are heavily based. 
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The possibility of overlappina sectors cannot be ruled out. 
irace his study is focussed. on 1932 only, he does not have to 
make use of price i:tadexes, nor does ,eue have to close glas; (saps, 
and his data, of course, could not be used for analysis o:C 
6rowtb.. There arse limitations usiiik; the final sales approach, 
particularly i_ th the kind of price sys teau as existed in China, 
uut those have little significance in coiaparina the national 
totals for one year, especially 1952 which is the hase year 
;or all three estimates. Mar6ins or error are important, 
.ere exact measure is not available, the approximate ma;iiitude 
should be made known. However, it must also be borne in mind 
that in makinu apo aisal of one set of data by another_ set, it 
is necessary to make certain that the standard set of data is 
not itself subject to variations. We need hardly emphasize that 
consistency of data does not necessarily mean they are reliable. 
There is such a thin as consistent errors. To appraise stati.s- 
ics on the basis of i ualitative information suffers from the 
exorcise of inherent bias of the estimator. Therefore, unless 
it can be proved on statistical terms that data are uareliablr , 
any estimation of ma.rf;in of error is subject to the implicit 
assumption that the standard sat of data are reliable and 
v S-' `.... !lecL. Ú () 
Liu and. Yehts estimates vo,a.ld be subject to the same 
hi.aa.d of criticisms accorded to Hollister when analysed on the 
basis c)?' series. 
In conclusion, it should be expected t.:1:,t the four 
estimates approximate une another. Tie sources of data were 
"ialMOIL, and undoubtedly some nad been used by all four esti- 
mators. The state budget data were accented almost without 
Luestiom, at least in Hollister's and il;ckstein's case. It 
(10-o.1,1 also be expected that the statistical reliability .ould 
oe a problem. China could not be expected to develop au ef;i- 
ciont unu cope ten statistical organization overnight. Sta- 
tistical inaccuracy could have originated from ,;--enuine incom- 
petence than frosa political mani.oulation;r7. The institutional 
set up of ;11.0 Chinese statistical system, as described by 
C. M. Li is based oil the Soviet patte_m in which the national 
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government is responsible for the whole statistical machinery. 
This entails a chain of problems running through the bureau- 
cratic organization which can be solved only through time and 
experience and also through less intervention of politics and 
ideology. As far as 195 is concerned, the SSB was at its 
infancy. 73y 1956 when. national income data vere published, the 
quality of data in general had been improvinc. Data covering 
the earlier .period were revised, altnough revision was not 
al,iays made knout) in all cases. Internal ineonsistcncies c-ere 
:tumorous, especially among the value data wnich are required 
in national income and accounts. 
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The effects of inconsis- 
tencies can he revealed in both Eckstein's and. Hollister's works. 
In the estimation of non-farm wage bill, the wages used wore 
different. In the estimation of agricultural ocoduction, the 
farm prices used were also not the same. Neither could really 
prove that his own estimates were the correct ones. 
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ESTIMATES OF :ZA.TIf3?'1.A.i. INCOME POR 1952-62 
ï(-ei. él .1. i10.t+.:/lità,i . income 
Estimates of national income by SS13, Hollister, and 
..iu. and Yei. have E.:eExa. C:L9e`!j?:3reí. i.".t. Vu and associates' study. 
Lin a3kd. Yoh had also compared the oi'fic:i_'r.Y,i estimates with their 
0<],iÿi j"u:i t eC_ {}i.'-ficial estimates', i. e. official (:st].T;IatE::ä which 
had h;aen adjusted to Western national income accounting concepts, 
and also with their own product and expenditure estimates. 70 
La the present i;ecí;]..`)n 3re shall exclude 1:.;.2e estimates made by 
t.i:lc? Uni Led Nations and by C. M. Li, as ì:'e1l as that ìey us 
J.a.. 195.'1-59, because in the firs t case úrea.x.doeais are noi, given 
and in the last t,.,r, cases tae estimates are SSD estimates 
;.a.3sfanti::Elly. 
for comparison, Liu and Yoh present aL - Lab1e showing the 
estimates made by them, tf)i;,';?t[Icì r ;oia;h t_le c.djt!`: tF-?d estimate of 
ci._,mL:, tic ::'ocáë.x,ct, for the period 1952-57, both at 1952 prices. 
`i;ïi.= is rt:taroducec7. in Table -:. They also produce a table on 
.+'econcilicetion of adjusted estimate and the communist estimate 
of net domestic material product for the period 1952-57 (Table 
A. Adjusted estimate of domestic material product is communist 
data acijustecá. to Western concepts of natiolaal income accounting. 
The cottparison of of:f.'iei.ai. figures and the adjusted estimate 
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TA3LL 2. COi:IPAñISOTú OF LIU YEN ADD ADJUSTED ESTTi':IA á OF GROSS 
DOII,,STIC PRODUCT 
(Liu cs Yeh data red_uced to zero) 








1. I! t,rricul- 
ture 2.59 
2. Modern man- 
ui'acture 0 
















4. Transport and corimnica,ti ons 
a. Modern 0 














5. Trade (ex. 
pedd7.ars) 0 +0.60 +1.03 +1.61 +2.61 +2.96 +8.81 
6. i in, nce 0 +0.20 +0.04 +0.0; +0.09 +0.27 +0.61 
7. IDE -2.86 -2.06 -1.47 +1.04 +4.33 +8.88 +7.86 
8. Deprec- 
iation -0.08 +0.01 +().03 +3.08 +0.28 +0.45 +J.77 
9. GDP -2.94 -2.0_ -l.4 +1.12 +4..61 +9.33 +J ' 3 
10. Ldjustecl 
UDP 74.67 73.99 83.31 86.57 97.28 100.82 521.64 
S 
úïileÌc, te 
11. L).2(1C) x 10LI: 
-3.94 -2.60 -1.73 +1.30 +4.74 +).26 +1.66 
Source: T.C. Liu : Yoh, 'T1le 1'aconoIr of the 2ainese Mainland: 
National Income and conomic Do vélo went . 10 Vol. T, 
Table )8. 
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TABLE 3. LIU & YEN'S IECOTdCII,IAiIOTy 0Z. ADJUSTED lZmIMATF AND 
OP2ICIAL ESTL'iA`E 02 BET DOMESTIC PRODUCT 
A.econe tructed 
official 







figures c-1.13 70. 04 73.88 78.80 88.75 95.33 
B. Adjustment 
due to diff- 
erence in 
concept +5.18 ±4.70 +1;.21 +5.84 +6.99 +7.52 
C. ïlnexp lained 
balance +2.24 -i.47 -1.28 -1.30 +0.67 +3.17 
D. Adjusted 
es ti.:-z te 68.55 73.27 77.81 83.34 96.41 104.22 
>'ource: Liu & -.C. Yell, The '3conomy of the r-liilzese 
? ainl4.nc1 : National Income Snd rfcono.aic 
Uovelo e.zt. ï;33-,, `Jm1.I, vlé 70. 
shows that after allowance has been made to the former with 
respect to diffe).ences in concepts, lack of data on old-fash2oned 
transportation which is included in the adjusted estimate, and 
difference in the structure of industrial classification, the 
unexplained discrepancy between the two estimates is relatively 
small. This suggests that there is some internal consistency 
in the official estimates and the raw data on which the esti- 
mates are based. 
With regard to the comparison between Liu and Yohts 
and the adjusted estimates of domestic product (Table 2), no 
observations are made by Liu and Yoh on their table showing the 
two sets of figures. The GDP figures indicate that for 1952-54, 
Liu and Yehfs estimates are higher than the adjusted figures, 
but for 1935-57, the reverse is true. Taking the pariod 1952-37 
as a whole, it can be seen that the adjusted estimates is only 
nigher than Liu and Yehts by 1.66 per cent of the latter. The 
chankao of the adjusted estimate from a negative to a positive 
aith respect to Liu and Yehts figure in 1955 seems to have 
derived from two factors. One is the narrowing of the gap 
(negative) between the adjusted and Liu and Ychts estimates 
for agriculture and for handicraft and the other is the widen- 
ing of the gap (positive) between the two estimates for trade: 
stores and restaurant. 
With respect to domestic expenditure (material production 
concept), the unexplained difference between the adjusted 
estimate and the official estimate after reconstruction and 
allowance for difference in concepts is larger than that for 
domestic material product (Table 4). For the period 1952-57, 
the lowest figure is +2,080 yuan (1954) and the highest is 
+5,930 million yuan (1936) in the case of domestic expenditure, 
the corresponding figures are -1,470 million yuan (1953) 
and +3,170 million yuaa (1957) in the caso oi domestic product. 
As regards the comparison of domestic expenditure as 
between the adjusted and Liu and Yehts estimates, a similar 
Picture us that el_ the comparison between the two estimates of 
domestic product is ob ained (Table 5), For the period 1952-57, 
the adjusted estimate is higher than Liu and Yehts by 1.68 per 
cent of the latter, Also, prior to 1955, Liu and Yehts esti- 
mates are higher than the adjusted ones, but in 1955 and after, 
the reverse is the case. The change of the adjusted estimate 
from negative to positive with respect to Liu and Yohys esti- 
mate in 1955 may be attributed to the narrowing of the gap 
(negative) between the adjusted and Liu and Yehts estimates 
for food and also the widening or the gap (positive) between 
the two estimates for miscellaneous personal consumption expen- 
diture. There is ao significant difference between the two 
estimates for either government consumption or net dome ,tic 
investment. 
It is interesting to note that Liu and Yes pay little 
attention to tables showing the adjusted and their own esti- 
mates of GDP and of GDE. Their study in two volumes comprises 
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TABLE 4. LIB &YEN'S aECONCILIATION OF ADJUST2Z ESTILATE AD 
THE OFFICIAL USTEATE 02 NET 0011,ZTIC EXPENDITURE 
(1,000 million 1952 yuan) 
1952 1953 1554 1955 1956 
A. Official 
estimate 62.86 71.09 74.25 78.96 88.15 
11, Adjustment 
due to diff- 
erence in 
concept 12.87 +0.32 +1.86 -13.35 +1.7$ 
C. iTnoxolainecl 
balance 1-4.56 +2.91 +2.06 +2.21 +5.93 
D. Adjusted 





..;o_arce: J, . Liu w E.u. oh, The ::conom;,- of the Chinese 
»ainlcmd: Uational Income and Economic Develo ment, 
Vol. I, :able 94. 
4.7 
ABLE 5. COMPARISON OF LIU & ICH AITD ADJUSTED ESTIMATES OF GROSS 
DOMBSTIC IMPENDITURE 












3. Net domestic 
investment 
4. Net domestic 
expenditure -2.86 
5. Depreciation -0.08 







(1)000 million 1952 yuan) 
1953 1954 1955 
-2.06 -1.43 +1.02 
-2.77 -2.70 -0.73 
+0.20 +0.25 t-0.20 
+0.51 +0.97 +1.55 
0 +0.01 +0.02 
0 +0.02 +0.02 
-2.06 -1.46 +1.06 
+0.01 +0.03 +0.03 
-2.05 -1.43 +1.14 
30.04 33.68 87.73 
2.36 -1.71 -1.30 
1956 1957 1952-57 
+4.28 +6.77 +5.67 
+2.06 +3.97 -2.87 
+0.32 +0.13 +1.24 
+1.90 +2.62 +7.30 
+0.05 +0.07 +0.15 
+0.05 +2.11 +2.20 
+4.38 +8.95 +8.01 
+0.28 +0.45 +0.77 
+4.66 +9.40 +8.78 
96.68 99.30 524.33 
+4.82 +9.42 +1.68 
Liource: T.C. Liu & Yehl 
National Income and I;]conomic Deve 1omentj2 7o1. I, 
Table 93. 
946 paE,,es, and ye-6 lie COAL c is made on these tables apart 
from references to conceptual differences in estimation. It 
cannot oe said taat space has prevented them from this neces- 
sary task. Probably they find that observations made on taem 
eill contradict their earlier opinion of the official national 
Income figures. Tnoir evaluations are valid la the discussion 
on rates el growth. Tne high rates of grow6n as claimed by 
the Chinese are due to their low estimate for the base year, 
and also to overstating the performance in the post-1955 period. 
Liu and Yeh, with their own estimates, have shown this very 
well. The rates of growth are summarized in Table 10. 
However, as borne out by Tables 2 and 5, Liu and yoh 
cannot say that the Chinese comailunist estimates have been 
overstated or understated to a significant degree. The dif- 
ferences bettreen their own and the adjusted estimates are less 
taan a" per cent oither way of their GDP. Granted that dif- 
ferences might be greater as between the estimates for the 
component items , the dissatisfaction over Chinese COLliiitkiii5 1.9 
-rises over tao national income total father than the component 
item). Liu and Yoh make the observation that there is a fair 
degree of internal consistency within tue official estimates 
.Lit that does not mean their estimates are accurate. Since the 
nLitioaal incomes in absolute terms approximate euch other, it 
cannot be said that the official figures (after conceptual 
adjustments) are to any significant degree inaccurate. Liu and 
Yehls statement is at best applied to certain components of 
national income. The extent to which their own estimates are 
reasonably accurate thus remains an open question. 
4.9 
As part of the examination on the available data on GNP 
of China, Vu and his associates compare the various estimates 
cf national product and expenditures. Only Liu and Yoh's, 
Ho7.1isterts, and the official estimates come into the purview 
of the comparison. Ecksteinv,. ,)stimate, though derived from 
national accounts, cannot be and is not included because it 
refers only to 1952 whereas Wu and his associates are interested 
in series. 
In Tables G and 7 are the various pcoduct and expenditure 
estimates, each in its original form of aggregate. Three series 
--re included under Liu and Yell: NDP, GDP, and GDE. It should 
be noted that the SSD national income for 1952 is given as 
61,0 million yuaa instead of the official figure of 61,130 
villion yuan, published in January 1958. The reason is not 
known, probably the data not 1:ieing available to Wu and his 
associates at the time. 
The comparison of these product and expenditure estimate-, 
is made with the following views in mind: (a) relative relia- 
bility and accuracy in quantitatively showing the Chinese com- 
munist economic development, (7)) points of agreement in spite 
of conceptual and methodoloL'ical differences, and (e) points of 
disagreement. 
We shall first of all compare some of the observations 
made by Liu and Yoh, on the one hand, and by Wu and his asso- 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Nu aua his associates note that owing to tne.different 
production concept used in national income accounting, the 
official fi;;ures are and should be lower than either Hollister's 
or Liu and Yoh's product es timates. 73 However, even allowing 
r differences in concepts as the cause of discrepancy, they 
think the official estimates are still too high, especially 
for post-1957 then consumption and possibly investment expendi- 
ture are ovorstated. Not enough information is known about 
the way the official estimates are computed, "one would he well 
advised to take the official data with a (:;rain of salt," espe- 
cially for post-1957,72 it is observed, that both Hollister's 
and Liu and Yeh's estimates ap.oroximate each other until 1957. 
For 1958 and 1959, Hollister estimates follow the trend of 
SS]) figures. 
There is no doubt that the officiai estimates beyond 
1957 are overstated. '3ut the general statement that "the 
official estimates are still too high" do not tally with Liu 
and Yeh's findings for 1952-57. It will be recalled that for 
the period preceding 1955, Liu and Ifeh have shown that the 
official estimates after adjustments with regard to concepts 
are lover than their own estimates. It is only for 1955 and 
after that the official estimates are higher. Even so, tne 
difference is loss than 2 per cent. 
It i5 true that the exact procedure followed by the SSB 
in national income estimation is not known, but Liu and Yoh, 
53 
through their comparison of the adjusted estimate and the offi- 
cial data with c,ynceptual adjustments, for 1952-57, have shown 
that the official estimates score fair in internal consistency. 
The steps followed by SSL in national income accounting are 
assumed to be those described generally in 1956 article on 
estimation method. To the official estimate for each year is 
added items that are not included in the aggregate and the 
estimate is reconstructed according to "Western industrial 
classification. The estimate is then compared with adjusted 
estimate derived on the basis of official data on component 
iteiis included in national income estimation. If the difference 
Ls slight, which happens to be the case, the methods which the 
SSD uses in national income accounting work are to a large 
extent confirmed through reconciliation between the official 
and adjusted estimates. Hence, that one might as well take the 
official data with a grain of salt may be regarded as an exag- 
geration. 
AThile it is possible to compare the SS3 and Liu and Yehls 
f.lgures because they oath employ Lae value added approach -- 
it is not possible to do the same for Hollister's and Liu and 
Yeh's except on the aggregate level. It is true that for the 
/oars through 1957, Uoilister's estimate follows closely that 
of Liu and Teli, but it also follows even closely the official 
estimate from the point of view of rate of growth. It is not 
possible to compare the SSB and Hoilister's produc), estimates 
using value added approach, but Hollister's estimate not only 
5'1 
approximates the adjusted estimate but the official rate of 
gto?v-t.h as well. This may also suggest that Hollister confirms 
that the ofv'iciai estimates are internally consistent, not only 
that, but the official rates of growth are reasonable as well, 
at least up to 1957. 
Wu and his associates analyse the factors exaggerating 
the growth rate in the SSD estimate under (a) inherent bias in 
1952 prices, (s)) "new g)rodd.ict01 effect and underpricing of farm 
products, ane: (e) underreporting of production in the 1952 
ease years.7"Ve are not concerned with (a) or (b) since the 
problems apply to both Hollister and Liu and Yeh. The under- 
reporting of production in 1952 varies between Hollister and 
Liu and Yeh. Hollister made adju stments to food crops, but the 
net effect is insignificant. Liu and Yeh are said to have 
partially corrected the underreporting. The eesults are that 
Molli ,ter's GNP estimate for 1952 is low while Liu and Yeh's 
is high. The effect on subsequent development is significant 
as Hollister +s estimates for the post -1952 period are made to 
compare with a low figure for the base year while Liu and YeIì's 
are compared with a higher product estimates. The rates of 
growth will be higher in the first case than in the second 
case, given the same or more or less the same magnitude of the 
national income of the compari year in both cases. 
For the post -1957 period, comparison is difficult because 
both Hollister and Liu and Yole made assumptions at a time when 
reliable dataw 3.re scanty, From the quantitative viewpoint, 
5> 
Li-i:u. and ';:i1's :s:iLg;a,a:.rc:s are lower than ;ZtìlZ3 sÌ Gî^'S, both absolutely 
í'.îd relaat? ̀veld'. 
Uirt.h regard to notional expenditure and its allocation, 
except 1952, Hrllister':3 and Liu arad Yen's estimates came close. 
Wu and his associates suggest accuracy of these two independent 
estimates is thus .::aite: high. If this is the case, it further 
affirms that in absolute terms the Chinese estimates in effect 
also are reasonably accurate. We now compare 4"l:t and his asso- 
ciate's with Lia .nci "Ychpa GNP. The i'oriiae:r4s GNP is a revisad 
estimate of the latter; the methods o.¿ adjustments nave been 
described ear-lied:. Tue revised GNP á1YLc#. LiN.d.w are shfJulì in Tables 
'.ld 10 6 _'111.1e GDP and GDa; ;-iiay d i_':í='e r, GNP and G.l T, do not. 
Tile estimates oà GNP and do slot correspond except for the 
yea, :c,' .1,35_.. Ua.iù:ni':iL 'ri.hvraß'. .;":2 and î,,:i.:: associates are only inte- 
rested in the: average of the Gitilï (g) and GNi; (II). If we con- 
sider iSéVfJi:, (i) GNE (II) separç;.fely Lr1t3.a GNP, tae discrepancy 
st:,.li exists, even for 1952. 
The discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the 
product and expenditure estimates aa'e revised independently. 
However, accuracy is not warranted for the revised estimates. 
Nevertheless when co t compare the +v'i,i's product estimates 
ith Lia and Yeh*s, we find that except for 195<, the former 
is lower than tJ;.c, latter, particularly so for 1958 and 1»y 
The discrepancy. is due to the downward revision of value added 
of d.ì.eric'i:?lturGc..i sector. 
As regards expenditure e ltîmrn.tc5, all components except 
personal consumption are based on Liu and rah, hence discre- 
pancy lies :iet:,>r3n the estimate for personal consumption by 'WU 
et al and by Liu and Ych. Liu and Yeh.ts estimate for the 
period 1952°-37 does not fail between 3,'ues personal consumption 
(l-) and personal consumption. (II). 
Finally, while breakdowns have been zrtadr.. available for 
our estimates of ND1+IP for the period 1960-62, because G T the 
particular methods employed in estimation, we have not been 
<:¡:.;le to adjust our estimates like Liu and Yc:2 .zdju:rttad the SSa`3 
c,tá.icr=ztes to conform ,vith ,festernt national income accounting 
concepts. For this reason, no attempt has been made to compare 
iïa and associates o estimates ours. However, our estimates 
111 :ae used in the coaîa.,a.rison of the different ratos o i' national 
àei].Id:, growth in i.Ätc', following ij°ctÌ.orn. 
a,<;:a..oiì',al income rates 
Ou the ;hole, there is a change in national income in an. 
+.T. ¡)ward directioïi. hinco 1949 (Table S), though the r tes t)i' 
:rowth of the different estimates vary. For the period 1933 -32, 
Liu and Ychls GDP estimates in 1.972 prices she, an increase or 
1.l per cent, but the GDP in 1913 prices show only an increase 
i°j.á per cent. It is possible that during the ?)exio,á 1949-5l, 
China's national income for any one year was beloar the 1933 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































index ci-v.es 59, 70, and 32 for 1949, 1950, and 1951 respect- 
ively, iven 1932 as 100. Nithin one year in 1952, the NDMP 
in 1952 prices increase had been 12 per cent, Since the SSIlls 
NDMP adjusted to GDP according to Tretern concepts is only 3.94 
per cent bolo- Lin and Yehfs corresponding ficure (Table fl), 
the GDP for the period 1949-31 would have been below the 193:1 
level, whether in 1933 or 1952 prices. Crude estimates made by 
Wu, Cheiw, and Mah seem to confirm Liu and Yoh's results. 
Vu's NNP at factor cost in 1933 prices gives an increase of 
over 30 per cent for the period 1933-53, while Cheneys Oyes a 
0 per cent increase ior the period 1936-52. Mahls estimate 
of the NNP in 1936 prices during the perio0 1936-56 is 99 per 
cent. If the SSD's NDMP index for the period 195;z-57 is applied 
to Mali's estimate of the change, the NNP in 3952 would be below 
tne 1936 level. 
Du,-ink., the First Five Plan period (1951-57), the change 
of national income le. 1952 prices varies with different esti- 
mates (Table 9). Liu and Yehts estimate of national income 
change for the period 1952-57 is 34 per cent (NDP) or 35 per 
cent (GDP), while Hollisterts is 51 per cent (GNP), and SST3's 
it4 53 per cont (NDMP). Vu and associates, revised figures give 
an overall increase of 30,5 per cent for the same period or an 
annual rate of 6,6 per cent. 
With regard to the national income growth of the period 
after 1957 in 1952 prices, the SSB's NDMP for the period 1937-59 
shows au increase of 6,9 per cent or an annual growth rate of 
TABLE 9. INDEX OF NATIONAL INCOME IN 1ß52 PRICES 
(1952=100) 






1951 93 32 
1952 100 100 100 100 100 
1953 114 105.4 114.6 109.9 114.6 
1954 121 111.1 120.9 118.8 120.9 
1955 126 115.3 128.9 123.6 123.9 
1956 143 129.0 145.2 147.2 145.2 
1957 151 133.3 153.2 153.4 153.2 
1958 151.2 205.3 205.3 




Notes: When converted into indexes, Cols. 5 and 6 in 
Table 8 give the same figures, hence only one 
series under Luey. 
Source: Table 8. 
23 per cent; Liu S:t.nf7. Yehts NDP £+`.Yff3. C'rD? r+vt3]'ali r,tia. rates are M 
31 and 32 per cent, annual rates being 14,5 and 14;9 per cent 
respectively; Ho,_1i=trerts GDP overall .:> roth rate for the 
period 1957-60 i., r, : per cent, that is an annual rate of 15.5 
per cent; and finally, Wu and associate:;;t G7^ change over the 
period 1957-62 is as fellow: 
Period Overall S','r o .'th Annual `,,'routi? rate 
1957-59 2 } per c E: Lî t 10.9 p G' J' coat 
1937-60 2.7 t.:) 
1957-62 -10.5 ,, , J;. 
1959--62 -27,6 -10.2 
3 have also estimated the national income For 1960-62 on the 
assumption é:ha`, the reported grain output aa.ta IITe:ee accurate 
(Appendix D). This is intended to be an extension c) ì the SSit t s 
NDMP series in 2952 p>^icLs. If the es tiilta.tio.a. vero reasonable, 
;roí.th rate o): NDMP í1.u:il:78g 1957-0.z would í:e 49 per 
cent or an annual rate of 3.2 per cent. I3u.riisa the period 
1959-62, the NDMP is estimated to have fallen by 8.i( per cent 
a negative annual rate of :-'. .9 per coat. 
Table 10 illustrates the ci:ta.n&e in the Liu and Yi3h 0 s 
and the o fTicial estimates of China's n è.tiona._ income per 
capita durin, 1952-6:1. Comparing the two estimates for the 
1952-62 period, namely, i u and associates' GNP and our extended 
NDMP, the divergence in gro, Va is large, the former hein only 
12.3 per cent while the latter 128.4 pur cent. The respective 
f)1 
annual rates of growth are 1.2 per cent and 8.6 per cent. 
Since population is increasiuo at 2.1 per cent per. annum, the 
population in 1962 would have been 23,9 per cent ever the 1952 
level. 7 .5 Even if 101 and associates, most conservative estimate 
of China's population would havo givon an increase of 1.9 
per cont.'. Per capita product increase over the same period 
based on this population projection would have been negative, 
that is, per capita product in 1962 would nave fallen by 7.9 
per cent below the 1952 level. On the other hand, if the exten- 
ded NDM? series were accepted, then per capita product would 
have increased at an annual rate of 6.3 per cent ever during 
period of 1952-62. 
It is possible that u and associates have understated 
the GNP growth, particularly for the post 1957 period. The 
cause of tu- negative GNP grolvth during the period (1958-()2) 
depicted ,y them lies perhaps in their estimation of the value 
z/dded of agriculture. Doubtless, the official data on agricul- 
tural production, particularly (Train Production, may have been 
overstated. On the other hand, Wu and associates, revised 
grain output data lead ultimately to a per capita consumption 
or grain during the period 1957-62 (except 1958) which is below 
'Alat they themselves regarded as minimum maintenance level. 77 
Adnittedly 223 kg. o' processed grain per adult per year as 
minimu=a maintenance level, is appreciably nigher than mere sar- 
viTal 03 near-starvation consumption level as u and associates 
-to 
have aptly pointed out, yetAinfer that ior the aiiiicult ,fears 
of 1960-64 the level of grain consumption being between 141 to 
15o ka. per adult per year is ceteris paribus above survival 
or starvation level lacks credibility. 78 In May 1962, when 
t,nere was an influx 02 illegal im;aigrants to Ilona Kong rroili the 
Chinese mainland, there wore reports of food shortages out no 
ide3proad sLafvation was known. The influx of Chinese from the 
mainland seems to have been due to the Pear of worsening o, 
economic situation in China rather than fleeing fro.a staryaUon, 
The change,ovorall picture of the period 1952-62 perhaps 
is unavourable or China since 1962 was a year of economic 
crisis due to weather conditions. If the period 1952-57 is 
considered instead, Chinafe per capita product growth does not 
-cem to be low vis-a-vis some Asian countries. The annual rate 
t)- per capita pr'oduct ;'.rowth during 1;he period is :_3.9 per cent 
-,rr both Taiwan and the Philip:linos, and 1.0 per cent for 
arna Liu and Yoh give a lo,Ter estimate for China of 3.r 
,Jer cent per annum while the SSD estimate is higher, i.e. 6,6 
4er cent per annum (Tale 10). If the former is taken to L-3 
the lower limit, while the latter the upper limit, the probable 
aean rate of per capita product growth may be higher than that 
of either Taiwan or the Philippines. 
CONCLUDING REMARK 
Ve have made a survey of the available estimates of 
China's nationl income published in China as well as those 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































our esti.a:rat::: of N.ïl,IP for the period 1960-62 which has been a 
part of our i)a.'c:3?21t research. Since there are more than one 
estimates C:ii national income for any given year, re a.ttnaitpted 
wake co:itpari:,oïis of the various independently estimates 
aggregates =a.z, well as the grovtt2 rates of the different national 
income series for a given specified period. In the comparison 
of the different estimates for 1952, .Q have found that, after 
adjustments for co:tacvotua.l and cie;'in.itïon-al differences, the 
t,., tir,aai,e3 made by tzar, non-Chinese scholars as well as by S,.ïJ 
approximate ono another in magnitude. In the case of other 
fears, the sama conclusion could be drawn. Since ve do not 
know the margin. of error of each estimate, all ve can say is 
ihat the absolute difference between any two alternative esti- 
mates i.ú sl.ic,.a.t. Vo also found that the rates of growth at';'Fox1t; 
the alternative series varied, irt_%.cn is not unexpected since no 
one estîr.is.tc, is consistently higher than the other. 
One striking Feature re:,tnit.i.nz; from the survey is that 
,.hile riatiQn-a.l income estimates made before 19_i7 \yere in one 
way or the other based on the ;;S;; estimates, thus in effect 
U2erQ vas not much Ct2o1-e<e. but to a,2s`.? S511 figures, since and 
after 1917, there were too many alternative estimates. A researcher 
iïit`resteCÏ only in citing 32ationa.4. 1.I1com4? fiVt:ire:., may be be- 
wildered ily ß"..Ì2e number he C.i.27 choose from. TRlk)re is urgent need 
to reconstruct and reconcile th ' alternative estimates, which 
is tantamount to yet another appraisal of the methods oi' F3st1.- 
d:tutilla the components of national income, 60 that the divergent 
rates of growth given by the different estimators may be elimi- 
nated. This is of course an area fsr further research. 
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The present chapter is concerned with the functions 
of prices and pricing of outputs and factors %,ri.th reference tu 
a centrally planned economy such as China's. The purpose is 
tm3-fel,0ti. F'3.1':; t, it provides an :d.Yl i;t':Jútac Ga3r y to Chapter III 
in ;,rî3..9.cäi `,iE? consider the problem of 4Jc3.laI3.a6 physical ï,é&Lj?âu.t6 
.vi scGJLlt32ki, purposes reference "GG all ;;cí}}'LVia;jT ..î1cíï. as 
V"i.ilai'3.fs. LjficCJ.ilCily, it sets ape_E'3pF;cti..'Je úL;;tti1:.s1k". krhicb. we 
e x:3.ïiiaïlc in Chapter IV the thesis that national Income series is 
an indicator of the chaziae in oco;2vic 
It should ;.Je noted at the outset tixe't. neither Eckstein, 
Liu. ane:p. Yeh, nor Vu and associates paid sufficient attention to 
the nature of tlle. Chinese price systfef:l. 1 ti.ti]071t, them, only 
Ee;kstein discussed the Valuation problem. Liu a Yeh ought to 
have given a fuller account of the Chinese price system than 
the one they hod presented, eince interpretation of their pro- 
duct one expenditure estimates wou?d demand in the first instance 
an understanding of the method employed in pricing pti.ysica.l 
output in China.'' Yu and associates hardly touched upon this 
aspect at all. The sam e criticism could be directed against 
Hollister.' fe constructed Chinota notional income accounts in 
terms o±_ current prices, yet he mad no reference to the nature 
of the price system in China. tie arc not in a happier position 
when we look elsek3z.er°e for a description or an analysis of the 
Chinese pJrîee? system. It is true that there is a speeá.=.l study 
on par ic;.ir,.t> ir;. CI?îx1a, :.ut it limited to price control d.u.rï:.n.g 
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the period 1949 r" Perkins recently bublished a pape based 
on part of his Ph.D, dis9etatien on price formation in China, 
lqat the article itself did not touch on pi-ice formation. Some 
non-Chinese scholars in the United States are encaainc on the 
,cudy or Chinese pricing, .)ut the findings have as yt-,t to be 
pu1'lie3Led. It might be argued that one could refer to litera- 
ture on Soviet pricing SiACO the Chinese have been said to 
follow the Soviet model in their planning. However, 7A-illo in 
oth the Soviet Union and China, the theorectieal principles 
might have been evolved from the oconoldics o ;,;a.rx, the study 
of the problems enamatod from the ;,pplication of Marxian prin- 
ciples appears to have been developed independently in the t,ro 
countries. This is at least true since. 1956. For exa-alple, 
the Chinese began to study the problem of theory of comuoditv 
price formition in or about 196,, but the Soviets have boon 
reported to have had a debate over the sane issue before then.7 
All these have led us to the conclusion t at io must look into 
the primary sources ourselves for an account of the nature of 
price:, in China. 
The chapter is divided into three parts. First, we 
examine tne pricing of out)utF, and factors in different types 
or economy. We begin itii abstract models of econ.Paic system 
and then examine the nature of prices in these systems. These 
provide tae scope for our analysis in general terms of the 
institutional frameqork of the Chinese economy and the functions 
)' Prices in Chinese planning. The second part is concerned 
with Chinese discussions on pricing in theory. And finally, 1Je 
examine the price developments in Cniva. 
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PRICING IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF ECONOMIES 
The characteristics of a price system depends on the 
economic system under lAhose aegis the price system operates. 
One may refer to Bye for the different types of price systems 
corresponding to the different forms o societies. 
8 
He classi- 
fled the price systems into four main types: (/) natural (or 
tree) price system, which exists in a free enterprise economy, 
(2) protected price system, which exists in an economy with 
indirect controls (e.g. labour legislation, anti-trust laws, 
etc. ), (1,5) normalized price system, which exists in a centrally 
planned economy, and (4) manipulated price system, 1:hich exists 
in an economy with government directly controlling and influenc- 
ing the economic activity on an ad hoc basis. Bye laluld place 
the Soviet price system under type (4) on the ground tint wages 
pf labour and other costs are arbitrarily fixed and that the 
principle o, equating prices of goods -ith costs of their pro- 
duction is frequently viclatod.9 Since corresponding to every 
type of economic system is a price system, 'Wiles' eight allo- 
cation models -- ranging from ufull market" to "central command" -- 
and also Balassals four blueprints of centralized planning would 
suggest that in each model or blueprint the price system has 
its particular characteristics. 
20 
While wo are aware that the functioning of price system 
varies according to the type of economic system within which 
prices operate, an analysis of the many different types of 
economic systems falls outside the scope of the present study, 
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which in any case is more competently dealt with elsewhere. 11 
Nevertheless, c:e need to have some theoretical framework against 
which we describe the Chinese economic system and appraise the 
role of prices and the methods of pricing physical outputs and 
factors in that economy. For our durposc, we first re-state 
the basic working principles of free market economy, which 
sets a framework for examining the salient features of a dia- 
metrically opposed system, namely, a centrally planned economy 
o the communist type. Only a resume of the former is necessary 
here for a fuller exposition will be given in Chapter IV. We 
are aware of the fact that these two systems are abstract in 
character and are not devoid of weaknesses. Yhile no economy 
in the real world resembles either of them, the models ne'ver- 
Lholoss form the bases of our analysis of the price system in 
China. 
Free market economy 
The free market economy, which is a model of capitalism 
and operates under conditions of pure competition, is charac- 
Gerized by the following assumptions: (1) The private. sector 
L-ns the factors of production and production is attributed to 
the initiative of private enterprise and is consumption-oriented. 
(2) Income is derived from sale of services of factors of 
production and also through profit of private enterprise, both 
in monetary form. ()) There is freedom of choice with respect 
to consumption, occupation, saving and Investment. (4) The 
economy is not planned, controlled or regulated by the government, 
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the latter, while satisfying collective wants, does not com- 
pete with the private enterprise, tc:11 people where to work; 
or what to produce. 
Analytically, therefore, the economy may be divided into 
to sectors, consumption and productica. The former consists of 
household units and the latter firms or enterprises. Each micro 
unit, trades on two markets, i.2. commodity and factor marketz. 
The household is a buyer of consumer goods ana a sellcr of 
productive -,2rvices hi/o tlio enterprise is a buyer of produc- 
tiAe services and a seller of intermediate goods to other enter- 
prises and a seller el consumer goods to households. Both the 
consuming and producing units are thus dependent on exchange 
and they attempt to get as much as they can out of exchanges: 
all seller of goods and services attempt to obtain the highest 
price possi'clle while ail buyers of goods and services try to 
pay the lowest price possible. Against the acquisitive ten- 
dency (or utility and profit maximization) is the fear of com- 
petition thich may result, when necessary, in the willingness 
ol the sellers in accepting lower prices and of the buyers in 
paying higher prices. Competition is pure and perfect. The 
two driving forces, acquisitiveness and competition, give rise 
to establishment of prices which equilibrate supply and demand 
on both the commodity and factor markets and which result in 
efficient allocation of scarce resources among competing ends. 
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Fanctisn1REices in a free markataamTa 
prices in such an economy perform allocating and coor- 
dinating in addition to the obvious aggregating and accounting 
functions. Suffice to say that they allocate efficiently commo- 
dities among consumers and factors of production among competing 
uses and at the same time coordinate consumption, production 
and ro source-supply. In short, through price mechanism, the 
ox post allocation and coordination should be such that the 
relative prices of any tno goods correspond to this marginal rate 
of substitution betaoen tile goods, and at tile same time, corres- 
pond to tne relative marginal costs 0-, producing t.J.Cje goods, 
which in turn correspond to the inverse or marginal rates of 
transfsnmation. 
Pricin under conditions of uro competition 
It follows from the last analysis that when the economy 
is at n state of ouluilibrium, given the conditions of pure com- 
petition, prices are scarcity prices and are determined by 
scarcity of resources, production functions, an d the desired 
final bill of goods which express the preferences of the con- 
SUMCPS. Their determination may lie visualized as solving a 
set of simultaneous equations representing consumerst demand 
functions, producerst production or transformation functions, 
and resource-holders t supply function. 
12 
To be more precise, 
the data for determining a consistent set of (scarcity) prices 
are utility and production functions of all consumers (silo are 
also the resource-holders) and producers, and the initini 
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ondoments of factors and/or commodities of these consumers 
and producers, wile the variables are the prices of all factors 
and cwiczodittes and the quantities bought and sold by each 
COUGUMer and producer. The behavioural assumptions, which we 
have stated earlier, are utility and profit maximization. And 
every market, wilether factor or comodity, must be cleared, 
i.e. aggregate demand equal aggregate supply, awl in the long- 
run proilt must also equal zero in every enterprise. TheEqui- 
liurium depends on relative rather than absolute rlces and 
raaciled when there is no incentive to reshuffle further 
production or consumption. In bringing about tae economy tu 
a state of equilibrium, au enterprise, in order to maximize 
its profit (or minimize its total cost) tends to equate the price 
of the commodity with the marginal cost and pays the resource- 
holder a price ,,bich is equal to the revenue of marginal pro- 
duct of the factor in question. At the same time, the house- 
hold as a consumer tends to maximizeks utility by payinE; a 
price for the commodity which is equal to the marginal utility 
Of the commodity and as a resource-holder, tends to equate the 
0,.2100 offered bith the marginal dieutility of releasing the 
factor for hire. 
Centrally planned economy of the communist Limla 
It should be noted at the outset that co,ltrally planned 
economy of the communist typo is an ideal system and does not 
correspond to the actual centrally planned economy of the 
Soviet-type. Here, °communist" has an ideolooical rather than 
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a ;;eoraphical cannotatio.n. The charrLeterio,tics of such an 
economy ara diametrical13, opposed to those of a free market 
economy: (1) it is a ceatrally planned economy; the government 
oas the material factors of production. ('.) The Government 
oeciucs hat is to oc oroduccd, hoo much of each commodity is 
to be produced, how to produce, and who should have what. 
(3) Skilled la;iour ik assiE;ned to areas by the government -horo 
tho talent of individual labour is hest suited and unskilled 
labour is allocated as if it were homogeneous in quality over 
space 114cre it is needed. (o) Households have no freedom of 
cnoice Lith respect to consumption, occupation or saving, and 
enterprises themselves have no freedom of choice with respect 
to savin6 and investment. Ail these decisions are made by the 
government. (3) The governuent operates through a central 
physical plan. Yllocation is done in physical terms without 
the Use of prices. (6) honey, if allowed to exist, serves as 
an accounting unit and has no command over commodities and 
factors. 
1,hilo the economy okay b functionally divided into t o 
sectors as id the case of the free market economy, acquisitive- 
ness lad competition at the he lovel are by definition absent. 
The equilibration of supply and demand of each commodity or 
f'octor is achieved through the 11.-,e o1 phyoical 'oalanceo. Given 
the final 'Ail of goods, the central authority or central 
planning board uould have to estimate resource requirements 06 
the assumption of knocn constant technological coefficient. 
By the methcd of "successive approximation" or other trial and 
error methods, and with adjustments, if necessary, of the 
plann::rs preferences, the resource-demand the to a given bill 
of goods may be equilibrated with the supply of resources. 
Resources would then be allocated physicilly, so would be the 
commodities produced. The final bill of goods which express 
the planners' preferences may or may not coincide with con- 
sumers' preferences. The planners tend to need out or reduce 
the quantity of the items on the lower priority if they find 
the resources available inado(juate to produce all the goods 
originnlly listed. 
The process of computing an overall balance is a time- 
c)nsuming one. Of course, the equilibrating process of aggre- 
gate supply nith aggregate demand might be 6peodod up if "all 
the economic catetnories of tho old regime....: prices, salarios, 
interest, rent, profit, saving, etc." were available and used 
instead of the trial and error method employed in absence of 
any past price data. Lith historical prices as data, the 
central planning board could theoretically solve the set of 
simultaneous equations, a function Jiich is performed mecha- 
nically by price mechanism under conditions of pure competition. 
This vie., had long been sucstod by narone. 1J Whether alloca- 
tion of resources by the central planning board is as efficient 
as by price mechanism depends on a number of factors, such as 
whether collecting and processing of economic data can be done 
instantaneously, whether the computation Process itself employs 
7 5 
part of the already scarce resources, etc. But we snail not 
pursue this aspect here. 
Functions prices in 
cenmunist type 
centrally planned economy of the 
Prices are superfluous in a centrally planned economy 
of communist typo in the sense that they have no operational 
significance. 
14 
Since production and allocation can be carried 
out Yithout the use of prices, prices have no allocating or 
coordinating function. Uovever, wo have said that money might 
'o used, in which case, prices morel serve for aggrok;atinu and 
Icconilting purposes. Vhatever price is fixed for a cowl.,odity 
or factor, it has no influence on the cconorllic decision-3 oi 
either the planners " 2,-,:ource-holders (the government), 
the enterprises or the !louseholds. In fact, price data need 
not appear in the accounts of the enterprises or households. 
Develoolo, o i;he c,:yrilmunist tyoe: Cain case 
China has not reached the stage lAlerc its institutiona/ 
frameuork is compatible with that for a centrally planned economy 
of the communist type. 
15 
Thus, iC iay refer the Chinese economy 
as a dcvolopint; economy of the communist type. 
It is difficult to enumerate precisely the institutional 
assumptions of a developing economy of the communist type as 
exemplified Uy the Chinese economy. Any attempt in this direc- 
tion implies a thorough knowledge of the structure of the economy 
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at every stage of its development since 1949. Since a detailed 
a study on the institutional aspect for the period since -1949 
is not yet; available, it appears that ue would have to wake a 
thorough survey of the institutional structure and its develop- 
,.).esat ourselves. Aowever, this would be a piece of researcn in 
itself an would fall outside the scope of the present study, 
iThat ie shall do is to depict the salient features with reference 
to the institutional assumptions inherent in either the free 
market economy or the centrally planned economy of the communist 
type. Generalization is inevitable but general statements may 
be qualified as we go alonk;. 
As an economy of the communist type? China subscribes 
to central ,dlanniu. Implicit in the rationale behind central 
planning under such circumstances is ownership of factors of 
production by the government. Ho;,ever, not all factors are 
under state c.nershi2 in China. Unlike the Soviet Union, China 
embarked on the First Five-Year Plan -yith some of the productive 
resources under private ornership. In the urban areas, socia1i3t 
transformation or industry -as virtually completed only by 1956 
(the fourth year of the first plan ,uinquennium). 
16 Even then, 
because socialist oi.mership covers joint state-private owner- 
ship as well as full state ownership, legally speaking, house- 
holds still have claims over productive resources, though in 
practice tney are silent partners. In the rural areas, except 
in the case of state farms, ownership has been vested in the 
nousenolds (even during the mutual-aid teams era lower 
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ar.,.cu).t;ural production cooperatives, higher a,gricu.ltu.ral. 
cooperatives, and rural people's communes iíz chronological 
order. 
In tha unan areas, the government decides what to pro- 
duce, how much 0.;:' each commodity is to be produced, and how t:3 
?'3"oduee. ;,jpeve,`, only key cé)i`meCL? i,.iC?-s of bot heavy <a:Eri light 
industries are subject to these government decisions. :ìs 
regards ciis tï'i:1'iatioll, capital goods (particularly key products 
1.#.f:?1 as 3.d13.C11in+.Ds cìírLé i:Èac31iI2C- products, major r í3.id materials etc.) 
are subject to state allocation. In tue rural reas, tïae 
government may decide -"Lai; üf.jor coEe"l:'iloE1.X.t1.C-'s are to be ?}r<3cÌu.c:'ia. 
and how Y.3ach of each is to be produced, out not how to produce, 
the last being a decision to t,e made by the producing uszit:.í, 
nauael.y, ïi.ousehi3lds, mutual-aid teams, lover agricultural pro- 
duction cooperatives, higher agricultural cooperatives, vE3:-:, r iaral. 
people's communes, production :origaúes, production teams in 
chronological order. 
Households have limited freedom of choice with respect 
to consumption in the ser,.se 'L'1z;.-t they may choose among the 
alternatives offered and their decisions in no way influence 
production decisions E;Iadi' by the government. They have free- 
dom of occupation, though there may be legal restrictions 
governing mobility of labour ';otwoen urban. and rural areas.l¡ 
4 
The households may also have freedom to save. 1 
8 the whole, 
enterprises have no freedom of choice with respect to saving 
:333d investment, since such decisions rest with ti2e government. 
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The 6overament operates through a central plan in ,411ch 
targets are set for anjor sectors and key products. PL:trining 
is said to be patterned after the Soviet model during the first 
plan quinquemnitua, While there were proposals for the Second 
Five-Yar Plan, there as no forKlal Five-year Plan for the 
period in question, only ad hoc annual plans of which there 
were only three we knew anything about. 19 
Production on thr, whole is geared to planners, preferences. 
Coordination be teen. aggreate supply a.nd aregate demand is 
said to be done by means of physical balances, though none has 
ever been po,ill,33.1.ed. 
physical allocation of commodities and factors are 
not universal, money and therefore exch,n6c Jith the use of 
money are iiermitten to exist. prices, however, are made to 
serve certain purposes, bich is made possible oy the fact that 
prices are fixed by the e,.overnmcut. 
20 
It would be erroneous 
to assuwe that throuhout the period since the eve of the First 
Five-Year plan there were no free markets iarboth commodities 
and factor's. It tAll be recalled that socialist transZomation 
in the urban areas was only virtually complete by 1936 and at 
. certain stages free market was alload. Until China achieves 
lull communism, prices have a role to play. We now turn ta the 
of orice 43y.iteu lu. 71aaaintJ; ía ChiaLto 
Iancbion of_2Eices ia a devolobin economy. of the communist 
IL2c: Chiao case 
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W AF;Er-c: gatir.ac ,rind accounting îa}nctiora:3 ; Sine China 
is in eÉ:sF332i'e ..- v;h'_.'o3.cú.ii7 planned economy, the ?ìgf;l'ETcoting and 
accounting functions of its price system are relatively more 
important than they ë1-ppea:', These functions are taken for 
granted in a `see market economy. vhile in principie the 
Chinese subscribe to physical allocation ol cnmBl<.adities and 
actors -.,ritA-zoaat prices, prices are necessary in that the pF,r- 
arnan.ce of the economy as a whole has had to t,, measured.'"- 
In China, material balances have been claimed to be the bases 
r,,:,_ economic p3,anni.rxv', and for _Ucs'. balance, physical measures 
of ctDrtïmesdit3.cs such as tons, costt.i:°s, tan, feet, bushels, etc. 
are su.f i'icienat. It has been eci.Tlc;:le:tgerï that ;..ua.ntita.tive 
measures in physical terms do not lend themselves to o,F,g:reoatior. 
-iï:Lch is necessary in computing Social Product. It is also 
ocïssaeawld;d.gecE that, 1-r_ït4anut prices, physical measures have 
limited uses in economic accounting. /t is known thot only with . 
prices can the relationships vetoeen producer and consumer 
t;aods, or between capital .zca:rvpulotá.on a.aatf consumption funds 
be shoo h. In any event, fin::,.aci...i. hacigetin.o (or "financial 
plarsniaa," ) requires the use of prices. 
(`" ) Allocation functions: In a pure competitive <:cou.omV, 
pricing á4:leCt?.nY1isit ensure-3 3ff'7LQ:7L,°:n.'é: allocation of consumer goods 
among consumers, productive factors among producers, and of 
a°oducti'v. #:zà,ctore among alternative uses. At the same time, 
it coordinates the supply anct demand in ooth the commodity and 
:Oa.ctor mhr+cst:s. Ja a priori grounds, allocation functions of 
pricing system in a planned economy do not exist since olla _.;.- 
ta..o.xn is carried out f.aa`>3 t in physical terms, and given the p:'îCs , 
the material allocation is then expressed in value terms. In 
Chinese economic planning, an enterprise is to produce a.pre- 
determined types of goods from a pre-determined combination of 
inputs stipulated in the enterprise pian. Any changes in types 
of commodities produced or in the types of inputs used require 
the permission of the superior organs. However, certain types 
of consumer goods, owing to their large number and quality, 
ire not assigned specific quantity targets.-- The enterprises 
concerned are obliged to fulfill only the value output targets. 
Thus, it is possible for the enterprises to produce the goods 
which yield the highest profits at ths prevailing commodity 
prices. 
In ths sgricultural sector which is not subject to con- 
. 
tral physical plsnning in toto, agricultural pucchasin prices 
sii4sht inglncnce the allocation of resources in the folio finr 
way. Pil-st, the change in relative purchasing prices for 
,-srains and industrial crops might influence the proportions 02 
cultivated ,4r0,1,3 for the )reduction of each. Second, when no 
soeciic ruling on orocurement is made with regard to "private 
oiots", individual peasants might divert their energy to their 
orivste plots" than to collsctive production. Finally, the 
1.ve3 of purchasing prices of agricultural subsidiary products 
.sight aise influence the level of production. in 1957, it was 
ofiici,tlly admitted that wnen the purchssing pries for live 
hogs was rsised, the numuer of hogs increased subsequently. In 
the previous year, 1956, tile shortage of pork had been attri- 
21r 
uted to the 10 procurement price of hogs. 
(3) 
31 
Coordinating functions In principle, the Chinese 
pricing system has no automatic coordinative significance. 
Material balances are supposed to be means of equilibrating 
the supply and demand o:t: material products and services directly 
connected with material production, However, it is not clear 
how such balances have actually been drawn np. 
2 
5 In any event, 
they would be drawn up only for key products and services, such 
as basic raw materials and key consumer goods. It is virtually 
impossible to draw up balances for all goods, particularly con- 
sumers goods which are not subject to state production plans, 
unified purchase, or planned supply and purchase. Those con- 
sumer goods are so numerous in number that they defy material 
balancing. It is in this area that price might play a role of 
automatic coordination. 
However, what coordinating function the Chinese pricing 
system performs, it is in essence different from a paro compe- 
titive pricing system. It does not automatically coordinates 
economic HctiAties as in a free market, it requires an agency 
(e.g. the state) to implement coordination. Of course, coordi- 
nating function of prices could be dispensed with by substituting 
for it a rationing system as is done in the case of basic con- 
sumer goods. 
Coordinating function of prices in China is such that 
coordination between economic activities at micro-level is 
subordinate to coordination between economic activities at the 
macro -level. 
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(4) Factor and commodity differentiating functions: 
These are the minor functions which ara taken for granted in a 
competitive price system, but must be explicitly mentioned in 
a physically planned economy. According to Ho Chiang, prices 
perform functions nich are beyond the capability of physical 
measures, such as differentiating the degrees of quality among 
final products, the variety of uses of intermediate products, 
and the degrees of labour productivity. 
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In a free enterprise 
economy, these are built-in characteristics of productive fac- 
tors or commodities and such characteristics do not require 
conscious identification by differential prices. In a planned 
economy like China's, where each commodity or productive factor 
is assia;ned a price by the central authorities, the differen- 
tiating functions of price system become significant. It is 
generally the rule to assign a higher price to a good of superior 
quality, and a lower price to on of inferior quality. In 
spite of the Chinese economists, reverence for the differen- 
tiating functions, these may be regarded as corollaries of the 
aggregating and accounting functions rather than some function; 
peculiar to a pricing system of a planned economy. For example, 
sugar crops may be used for oil or suger extraction, and the 
,aalue of the crop varies with the utility of it. Hence, a 
physical measure tan which would give equal weights to both uses 
is unsuitable as unit of account. When the performance of 
sugar industry is to be analysed, the aggregating and accounting 
functions of price system make it possible for an overall assess- 
ment, and also by virtue of these functions, the difference in 
quality and use of commodities or factors can be taken into account. 
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PRICING IN T.11,011./: CHINBSb, DISCUSSION 
Since prices are necessary in a developing economy of 
the communist type, there is then the question of pricing 
commodity outputs and factors. In what follows we shall examine 
the theoretical discussions on price determination in China. 
Pricing of cowmodities 
Discussions on theory of pricing is a recent development 
in China. They have been part of the discussions on economic 
problems which began with the blessin g. of the state in or about 
1961. The price theory discussions centred on commodity pricini. 
A controversy over pricing of commodities began in 
Decomuor 1963 when Yana Chien-plea published an article in 
Ching-chi Yen-chin (Economic Research), in which he advocated 
price be determined, inter alia, by "capital-profit ratio" 
Jhich we shall return to presently. 
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This was not the first 
article on pricing nor was it the first on pricing employing 
this particular method, but it provided more information on 
the price discussions on which our present analysis is based 
and it was the article which triggered off the debate.- 
As is customary, proposed methods of price determination 
must be compatible.with Marx's law of -value if they are to be 
accepted at ail. 
system. 
Social value must he the basis of the socialist price 
It is against this background that a proponent of a 
34, 
particular method of pricing is required to prove that the 
pi-oposed method is consistent with Marxfs law of value. 29 
UnZortunately, Marx did not provide a set of empirical rules 
for determining prices. The Chinese admitted that a "completely 
scientific method" of measuring value has not been found." 
Although liarx stated that price was the monetary expression of 
value in a commodity, because value is "incalculablen and is 
ran indeterminate quantity", complete equality between price and 
' - value is impossible and unnecessary.31 All that is required 
is a price approaching value. That there is a heated depute 
is not surprising, since each method claims to have fulfilled 
th., general theoretical req-lirement laid down by Marx by defin- 
ing the indetermiu,tte notion of value to suit the method. 
1.21aof commodity price determination in theory 
It is commonly acknowledged that a commodity can have 
only one price, irrespective of the region, province, etc. It 
is also agreed that in theory the price of a commodity should 
-oe a level which will cover not only the cost of product, 
(c y), but also guarantee a certain love/ of profit. This 
condition applies to all sectors. finally, it is tacitly 
assumed that the State fixes prices for all goods. 
The calculation of (c v) is assumed to be possible. 
The problem at hand is what size profit is supposed to be.3- 
The different methods of price determination are related to the 
2.ays in which the size of profit is calculated. 
1. Wage-profit ratio method 
The first method is represented by o v (v.#1, 
being wage-profit ratio.33 The argument put forward in favor 
of this method is that, according to Harx, only living labour 
can create new value. Since wage and profit have inverse rela- 
ionships, 1f wage is given, profit can be determined. Material 
labour is only value created by other production departments 
and transferred without any change GG the commodity in consi- 
deration. This compares with Balassats description of price 
system of the value type in Soviet-type economies. 
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2. Cost-profit ratio method 
The second method, known as cost-profit ratio, I.E. repre- 
sented by e + v 4- /-(c + v). S 7, where S denotes .- 
C 4- V - C + V 
the average cost-profit ratio, that is, relation between cost 
of product and profit. The principal argument for this method 
appears to be that the consumption of material labour in any 
department implies the consumption is effected at a certain 
level of technology which influences the value created :;-3- liviu 
labour through a certain level of labour productivity. Living 
labour under favoured technological conditions can croate more 
value and therefore more surplus value (profit). Balassa 
denoted this type as the price system of production prico. 
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3. Capital-profit ratio method 
The third method, known in China as the production price 
method, is expressed in c v /- (kt k") S 
Kt + K" 
7 wilerc, 
"k") is capita/ invested in fixed assets and in material 
inputs and labour inputs respectively, and 
kt .g K" 
average capital-profit ra.tio.37 The ratio indicates the expected 
return (profit) :r om investment in any production department. 
Tile merit of the capital-profit ratio method is that under 
highly advanced socialisaaa, where scale of operation is large, 
labour i6 inteF;rs.ted:. to a nigh c_"te&s°oe, divl.sion. of labour is 
e.xtensivc, aaa.d tae production departments are mutually inter- 
dependent, living labour ca,aa create more new value, and chore- 
:ox p:r'of'ifi, through higher productivity derived from the uso of 
capital, particularly Äixed capital assets of the Gi.t:prta';lelßt 
concerned. It appears that this wethod demands "equalization 
csb profita to L:.pa w.t rua.atit:Les of investments. 
Criticisms against the different methods 
All these methods have been subject to criticisms, 
especially the capital-ratio method. Opponents to the 'wage- 
profit ratio method hold that it has limited application for 
such a method assumed .. .I.a.00ui' productivity being more or less 
the same in all departments. Once it is acknowledged that there 
exists a difference in tec;ónaologica.l levels in different depart- 
ments (e.g. the different levels of technology between. the 
Chinese industry and agriculture), there will be a difference 
in labour productivity, and the wage-profit ratio method has 
little, practical value. Tho main criticism against the cost- 
profit method centres on taie thesis that m.a.teria.l labour cannot 
create ne"::' value and ignores the effect esi the role of material 
labour. 
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The capital-profit ratio method receive attacks from 
those who suffer from "capitalistphobia". 'ran Hsi,aiang insisted 
that such a method does not ext in a socialist economy.-- 
His fear that socialist system adopting such a price system 
would degenerate into a capitalist system was shared by Huang 
Chili-hsien and Tsfai Chien-hua." They and a host of others 
attacked from the standpoint of the consequences of adoption 
of the capital-profit method but railed to criticize the method 
por se as to how it was not suitable. 
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It should be noted that Yang Chien-pal, whose article 
in December 1963 advocating price based on capital-profit 
ratio has become the subject of controversy, foresaw these 
criticisms. 41 He held that up to the present time, in a social- 
ist society like Chin;,ts, terms used in capitalist society are 
still in currency. Commodity, money, -value, pric, Jage, cost 
of produc;.., and otner ters are often used in Cnina, and ho 
could see no reason for the fear of the use of terras such as 
profit and Production cosr.. The key point to note, ho stressed, 
is not the uso of thou.) terms rier eu but the different economic alaP wcres. 
systems under 1-)hich they are being used: 
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"profit under capitalist system belongs to 
toe capitalists, and reflects capitalists' 
exploitation (of ltbour). But under socialist 
system, it oolongs to the peo,ae as a svholo... 
and is used directly and indirectly for the c,e1- 
fare of all members of the society. Again, 
production cost, under the capitalist system, 
reflects the economic relations among the 
capitalists. But under the socialist system, 
it reflects the economic relations between 
the society and the departments, and between 
the departments themselves. 
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Other criticisms have (Seen levied against the various 
methods, Luf_'ice it to mention here tr.at they have no relation 
to price formation under asociali.st economy, or for that 
iï.atiLr, under a "Har:xist-Lei2in3.strf system, Some attempt to 
analyze the merits (or demerits) oî the different methods, and 
use commonsense examples to illustrate their f;oinLs. 
Determination of a.grzcultural. ;;rïer 
The foregoing methods of price determination assume 
existence of state-ownership, that is, all means of production 
are owned by t2_¿ state a.:iid allocated by it through unified 
, plans (comprehensive planning). _iowevef, China today is far 
from this level of sJc3.ia.l:LS:.ï. ssll heavy- and some of the light 
industry are ,ytcate-ov:-í,ec.ä part of the ligh-ä, industry is jointly 
operated by the state and former i.iC:r cc^;.¡Ji é.ali3ts 9 and agriculture 
is oTÙii-L'd and opera'ted by collectives, namely, rural peoplf-:ls 
commun<cs Under these conditions, the three methods of price 
determination can he said to ha,ví>, applications at best in the 
industrial sector uìzich is under direct state control. A dif- 
ferent method .would then be required fi'or the agricultural col- 
lectives. In determining the price of agricultural product, 
4j 
there are two schools of thought. One proposes that the 
price of an agricultural product should be determined in accor- 
dance with its value and the departmental cost of product under 
average conditions.. The proponents assume, of course, that 
agricultural production is carried out under the state directly 
through state plans and that the agricultural sector is also 
owned by the state. The ot:Iec ,,chonl recognizes that vith 
the exception of the production in state farms, agricultural 
production is operated by collectively o:gned econo,Iiic units. 
1i:once, the method proposed by the first school of thought is 
not suitaolc. The second group proposes tnat the "diCferontial 
rout" should be considered. Instead of under average condltion,7, 
luJ.erior conditions should be the state considered in price 
determination. According to the second group, price ai an 
agricultural product should bo determined by the labour expen- 
diture on its production and the aepartmeatal cost of product 
uhaer Inferior conditions. The reason for this proposal i5 that 
even the inferior units should be allowed to operate in such a 
way that not only (c v) is recovered but also profit is 
realized. 
Pticint el facto-,s 
Pricing of factor services appears to be liuited to labour. 
Land and capital in theory have no place in pricing discussion. 
In practice, etlarges are made for the use of theso factors 
under certain circumstances but these are nominal rather than 
_oonomic. In urban areas, the State undertakes the construc- 
tion of urban hou>int, which presumably is subject to state 
-11ocation and charges a. nonlinal rent for its occupancy. As 
regards capital and credit supply, this is subject to govern- 
ment control through the Peoples 1uk. There is no charge for 
long- term investment capital but there is nominal interest 
charge (Irhich incidentally is quite high: ranging from 0.43 
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to 1.35 per cent per month as at March i, 1956) for circulating 
iy . 
capital and for agricultural credit in rural ..reas, 
Wage level in urban areas is supposedly based on the 
"principle of each. according to his work" . 
1j 
T'..ic wage structure 
takes into account of the different levels of skill and train- - 
inn and it provides f tue ;workers exceeding the labour pre - 
Cpuctivity norms. Collective bargaining is absent; trade unions 
do not perform fiauttio is such as vage bargaining or pressing 
for Lotter working conditions, nor are they allowed to strike. 
Wage level in rural areas is also supposed to be based on the 
" zwork" principle. During the initial phase of the rural people l s 
commune movement, the princiole of ";rom each according to his 
ability, to each according to his need" was cette peed, Out it 
$s ,lithdra n because such a distribution system resulted in 
too much :.as te . 46 The wage structure in th - rural areas is 
planned, :,ut the size of the individual gage packet depends on 
the harvests. 
Entrepreneurship as such has no place in an economy of 
the communist type, though former private enterpr_ ene urs have 
been employed to run the state or joint state- private enter 
rids. Bonuses for fulfillment or overfulfill tent of targets 
do not accrue to individual factory managers but to the organi- 
47 nation of the factory as a ;-:Thole. There are of course non- 
material incentives such as banners or an audience with Chairman 
Sao. If planners could be termed state entrepreneurs, then we 
are not aware of any special material reward liven for correct 
9l 
and accurate planning. It is difficult to place profit. In 
one sense, it is a surplus, and in another, a tas. It certainly 
d..):.s not appear to be a charge for use o factor services. 
SoM3 observations on the discussions 
It can be observed from. the foregoing account of the 
theoretical discussions on pricing that price is cost-determined, 
:,rith price i.;Iplîciti_y eozaal to some vague concept of value. 
Fro-m this it is assumed that thr, cost components, however defined, 
are given as data. The wage component IlIaf be conceivably be 
calculated on the basis of the current wage scales, but it is 
difficult to appreciate how the prices of the items inclucJed 
in, the coïrioonent constant capital are first determined. To 
explain it away as the result of p.o.st, labour does not eliminate 
the practical difficulties involved, especially when the material 
inputs are not necessarily the direct result of simple labour 
bit o1 number of processes between the use of :iií:2áJl^. labour E1.ikd 
the final result. To assume the cost components to be known 
obviously throws the whole idea of commodity price detetlti3.xl.a.tior2. 
ver board. 
Assuming that the components C a- V are given as data, 
tnere is still the question of the correct ratio relating to 
profit. Nothing has been said of the determination of the rate 
of profit, however defined, in the debate. 
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It is clear that marginal costino has been left out of 
discussion. The ex ante price is made to equate. the average 
total cost in all the three methods of commodity price deter- 
mination and is made at the industry level rather t:t2a.ra, at the 
enterprise level. As regards factor pricing, the price offered 
to factor labour does not appear to equate with the revenue of 
,-arxrLina1 product, at least not at the enterprise level, T=.z 
any event, decisions on production are in physical terms rather 
than in value terms, arad, decisions on labour inputs are deter- 
mined by production requirements rather than, though not inde- 
pendently of, the tage bill. It is conceivable that additional 
labour inputs are Aired, given the budget constraint, unf:3_±. 
:3argi,:aal physical productivity equals average physical prod:_ict- 
isity of labour. 
Price formation in 2ractice 
The recent debate on commodity pricinr; in theory has 
not produced any unique solution, from which cae may infer that 
commodity priciiâg in practice probably has little theoretical 
When Hsaeh Mu-ch4iao, Vice Chairman of the State Plan- 
ning Commission, stated that the price of a commodity must 
akoí7»oc`a.ci1 its value and teat this "law" is applicaole in all 
communist countries, he was paying lip service to the principle. 
Our contention is supported by the fact that it has been acká:10- 
3_edued that no empirical counterpart has úeen found for this 
basic pricing principle.48 
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prices commonly referred to in relevant literature have 
been ex-factory price, agricultural purchasing price, and retail 
price. Wholesale prices of trading organizations are scarcely 
mentioned after 1958. The State Statistical Bureau (SSE) 
appears to have stopped reporting on the wholesale price index 
for post-1958 period. 9 However, wholesale trade prices are 
not abolished. The ex-factory price (or agricultural purchas- 
ing price) and retail price are of operational significance in 
that they are means of control, whereas wholesale price of 
commercial enterprises is a simple mark-up on ex-factory (or 
agricultural purchasing) price appears to have little to do with 
the control of operation and management of enterprises or the 
control of retail markets. 
The structure of official prices in China at the end of 
1958 appears to be as follows: 
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Industrial products Agricultural products 
Depreciation 
Material and fuel costs 
Labour costs 
Enterprise profits AGRICULTURAL PURCHASING PRICE 
Consolidated industrial and commercial tax 
EX-FACTORY PRICE 
Wholesale distribution costs 
Wholesale trade profit 
WHOLESALE PRICE 
Retail distribution costs 
Retail trade profit 
Consolidated industrial and commercial tax 
(3% of retail sales) 
OFFICIAL RETAIL PRICE OF INDUSTRIAL 
OR AGRICULTURAL) PRODUCT 
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The basic determinant of the official price of a commodity is 
enterprise cost, that is, direct expenditures on material inputs 
and 13.bour. The price must be at a level which guarantees a 
reasonable margin of gross profit (that is, tax and net profit) 
for the producing enterprise. The crux of the problem in the 
value approaching pricing principle is what is considered as a 
reasonable margin of gross profit. Since no satisfactory solu- 
tion to the whole question on correct profit margin has been 
found, the size of planned profit must have been based on 
historical experience or a value judgment of the pricing autho- 
rities. 
Historical prices extending back into the pre-1949 period 
form the bases of post-1949 pricing of some commodities. This 
can be seen from the pricing policy concerning tie "scissors 
problem" (price differentials between industrial and agricul- 
tural products). 51 Historical prices are necessary as points 
f departure if any effective implementation of a policy on 
closing the gap between the two prices is to be carried out. 
Where historical prices are not available, especially in the 
case of "new products", arbitrary prices seem to be the alter- 
native. It is true that the general practice is to price the 
unelP product on the basis of the price of an "old" product 
which has more or less the same utility, in the event of a 
large disparity in production costs, arbitrary pricing seems 
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Factors affecting the relative prices of commodities 
such as the following are supposed to be considered at the ex- 
factory price level: (1) products which are basically different 
in nature but have the same utility, for example, soap and 
soap detergent, (2) varieties of products with the same utility, 
for example, rubber shoes, leather shoes, etc., (3) products 
with different specifications, for example, a large, medium, or 
small size battery torch. 53 In determining the ex-factory 
prices of products, reasonable price differentials are main- 
tained between finished and semi-finished goods, finished goods 
and raw materials, superior and inferior quality goods, princi- 
pal and joint products, and principal and by-products. While 
in principle, there should be one ox-factory price for one 
commodity, departures from the standard national average are 
allowed for reasons such as industrial location, difference in 
natural resource endowment, proximity to raw materials, dif- 
ference in scale of production, degree of specialization, and 
degree of capital intensity in production methods. 55 All the2 ? 
contribute to the large disparity in enterprise costs, which 
in turn influence the level of selling prices. 
Adjustment of prices for the purpose of clearing the 
market seems to be at the retail level, and is generally made 
on the basis of supply situation. If there is a surplus at a 
time when warehouse space is urgently needed, prices might be 
lowered in order to encourage sales. And if there is a shortage 
retail prices might be raised to curb consumption. Of course, 
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ration system might be substituted for rise in prices. Prices 
at the retail level may also be revised for the purpose of 
implementing other economic policy decisions, such as controlling 
the purchasing power of wage earners. 
Agricultural purchasing prices, as noted in the earlier 
part of the chapter, are in theory based on the same principle 
as ex- factory prices net of tax. However, since these are mono - 
sopnisti c prices, they may have no relation with the actual 
costs of production. The agricultural products subject to 
state purchase are sold through the usual channels in the urban 
areas at prices which include consolidated industrial and com- 
merr:ial taxes at comparable ex-- factory- level and at retail 
level. 
As regards factor prices, as noted earlier, only wages 
are relevant. There is a difference between the nature of 
wages between the urban and the rural areas. Wages are not 
dependent on the total output sales of the enterprises in the 
urban areas. In the rural areas, except in state farms, part 
of the cyages is paid according to work points in the form of an 
advance, th3 balance is paid when harvest is sold and is paid 
according to the work points each individual farmer has e.,rned. 
It is not known how interest rates are fixed, but only circu- 
lating capital Is charged a nominal interest. 
It is erroneous to assume that all prices are fixed by 
the state. Industrial enterprises producing minor producer 
goods such as minor chemical materials, some specified types of 
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machines, and other products which have numerous specifications 
are permitted to bargain with the commercial enterprises.' 
The industrial enterprises are supposed to fix a price which 
takes into account the costs plus a "reasonable" margin of 
profit and which is acceptable to the commercial establishments. 
In the minor consumer goods category are numerous number and 
varieties of products produced by handicraft cooperatives.. At 
one time, they could be sold in the free markets, but since 
1956, they are first purchased from the producers by the state 
through its commercial network and sold to the consumers through 
its retail stores. 58 The so-called goods in the third category 
can be sold in the local rural markets at free market prices. 
The state reserves the right of control in the 
tionary prices, and except for the period between December 1957 
and June or July 1958, when local rural markets were suspended 
in favour of contract system, it permits free market forces to 
operate in these limited localized markets.59 Only goods in 
the first and second categories which are subject to the state 
unified purchase and planned purchase and supply systems fall 
under price control. 
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Black markets as against free markets 
have also been found to exist in urban areas. Free market 
forces obviously operate in such markets. 
On the whole, there is no functional relationship between 
the various official prices. The urban and rural merkets are 
separated such that supply control can be effectively imple- 
mented. Price differentials are arbitrarily determined in the 
57 
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sense that they are subject to the wise (or unwise) decisions 
the pr- cing authorities. 
PRICE DEVELOPMENTS IN CHINA 
Producer and consumer goods prices 
We now turn to de facto prices and their developments 
in China. Comparing with the price levels of pre -1949 era, 
it has been admitted that the prices of producer goods during 
the first plan quinquennium were high. For example, with 1936 
as the base, producer good prices rose by about five tintes, 
but commodity prices rose only by three times, and agricultural 
prices rose by two -fold. 6l 
There is no doubt that there were inflationary prices 
for producer goods during the 1949 -52 period. i1'or example, in 
Shanghai, with 1949 as the base year, the market prices of 
thirty -three types of metal products rose by 97 per cent in 
1950, and by 178 per cent in 1952.62 At the time, there was 
no unified pricing. The cause of this inflationary pricing was 
attributed to lack of experience in production and management of 
producer goods, - coupled with the increased demand for strategic 
materials for tne Korean War. This had caused a diversion of 
resources by private enterprises from consumer good and pro- 
ducer good production, as evidenced by the large number of 
small-scale private industrial establishments in Shanghai and 
the industrial cities.63 Only in 1 r Tientsin. which are r.ia jor 3' 9 >3 
did the state institute price control over producer goods by 
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introducinÿ a dual system of pricings a uniform allocation 
(or transfer) price for state industrial enterprises, and a 
state wholesale price which included a large gross profit 
margin for private enterprises.' The state deliberately lowered 
the prices of machine products, but raised those of timber and 
steel products. The private enterprises were made obliged to 
turn to the state wholesale establishments for input requirements. 
When the private enterprises were almost completely transformed 
into state or joint state- private enterprises, the dual system 
..as abolished, and henceforward, all enterprises were subject 
to transact at ex- factory prices. It should be noted that free 
market pricing existed as long as private enterprisesteere in 
existence. Thus, when there was a virtual socialist transfor- 
mation in 1956, free market pricing of producer goods faded 
out of the picture. There were debates at non -government level 
over the question of whether producer good prices were too 
high. Even after the dual system and free market prices had 
been abolished, this question still remained topical. 65 
Maintaining commodity- price stability has always been 
one of the objectives of China's policy. For obvious reasons -- 
ideological, political, :3 well as economic -- the hyper- infla- 
tion of pre -1949 period cannot be permitted to recur. Major 
consumer goods probably did not rise significantly over the 
period 1952 -63, if retail price index could be used as an 
indicator.ó6 Since the control of prices of consumer goods is 
connected with the control of purchasing power of urban and 
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rural households, it :Ls likely that when supply of consumer 
goods is increasing at a dower pace than wages, the prices of 
those goods whose income elasticity of demand is high are 
raised, and rationing is introduced where demand is price 
inelastic. 
The consolidated industrial and commercial tax rates- at 
ex-factory level are generally high for consumer goods and lolv 
for producer goods. The same tax at the retail level is at a 
flat rate of 3 per cent. 
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All are computed on the basis of 
sales volume of the enterprises concerned. The tax rates do 
not give any indication as to the prices of the taxed commodities. 
Prices in rural areas 
The establishment of agricultural purchasing prices began. 
with the commencement of planned purchase and planned supply 
of foodgrains in November 1953. 
ud 
Later, in March 1955, the 
State uas to fix norms for production, purchase, and sale of 
foodgrains.u' The pricing aspect was considered in State 
Council's Directive on the Planned Purchase and Supply of 
Foodgrains of November 19, 1953 in which it was stated teat 
prevailing official purchasing prices and ofiiciai retail 
prices ahich were too high or too low and which were conspi- 
cuously out of line should be properly readjusted. 
In line with the policy of improving the living standards 
of the farm households and also of reducing the price differen- 
tials between industrial and agricultural products, the official 
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prices paid to the agricultural producers by the State for 
their products not permitted to be sold in the local rural :free 
markets were to increase steadily over time. The fallowing 
shows the increase in purchasing prices for agricultural 
products.70 
Agricultural ;purchasing price index 









A recent report state that between 1951 and 1963, the 
increase in agricultural purchasing price was 57.4 per cent, 
71 
and that in grain purchasing price was 61.4 per cent..- Thus, 
except in 1955, agricultural prchasing prices have been r'.sing, 
which is supported by R. Hsia's compilation on these prices. 
Of the fourteen major agricultural products, only sugarcane 
maintained a steady price throughout the period 1953-56, and 
cured tobacco and tea experienced a price rise in 1953.1 
Producer goods were not allocated among but sold to 
agricultural cooperatives or the later rural people's communes. 
The State appears to have a special pricing policy for sales of 
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industrial goods in rural areas. On the basis of preductiLn 
needs and to encourage improvement in production techniques, 
the State might consider lowering the prices of those producer 
goods to agricultural production. Availa5le evidence sho ws 
that these goods are sTld to the production units at retail 
rather than wholesale prices. The intermediary is the supply 
aria marketing cooperatives and their lower organs. While it 
has been at least in policy to lower whenever possible the 
prices of chemical fertilizers, irrigation pumps, agricultural 
machines and other equipment, some of the prices did not seem 
to have changed during the period since 1954 -55. For example, 
the retail price index of ammonium sulphate, with 1950 as 100, 
:îor 1951 was 93, for 1953 was 73, and for 1954 until at least 
?3 1959, was 69* The retail price for insecticide spray was 29 
per cent lower in 1956 than in 1952, and had remained at the 
same in 199.74 Another example could be taken from the case 
of medium size double ploughshare; the retail price in 1955 was 
38 per cent lower than the 1954 level, and remained the same 
in 1939. 7 5 
The retail prices of consumer goods (industrial products) 
in rural areas also rose. However, with the general policy of 
improving the living standards of the peasants, and at the same 
time, tapping the buying potentials of the peasants, prices did 
not rise as high as the urban retail prices. Comparing the 
agricultural purchasin price index and the retail price index 
of industrial goods in countryside, the latter was made to 
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increase at a lower rate to ensure at least the apparent pur- 
chasing power of income earned in the rural 'areas. 
A comparison between the agricultural purchasing price 
index and the urban retail price index for 1952-58 would show 
that while the former increases by 25 per cent, the latter only 
by 8.3 per ceni.76 Yang Po reported that between 1951 and- 
1963, the prices paid by the State for agricultural products 
ere raised an average of 57.4 per cent and for grain by 61.k 
per cent, while retail prices of industrial goods sold by the 
state in rural areas rose on an average by only 13.7. per cent,77 
When indexes of agricultural purchasing prices and urban retail 
prices are compared, the changes for any one year are different. 
Of course, it is possible that the input structure of consumer 
good production might have changed, but in the short run, parti- 
cularly in a planned economy, frequent changes in state produc- 
tion plans are unlikely. 
78 
Free markets is for all agricultural products were allowed 
for one year between 1956 and 1957, and for goods in the third 
category since 1949 except during a brief period between 1953 - 
59. It is apparent that at least up to 1964, elements of private 
enterprise and therefore free markets persisted in the rural 
areas.79 The fact that private ownership is permitted gives 
rise to other aspects of free enterprise such as free market 
and automatic distribution of income. 
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Individual operations within the communes can be found, 
such as the activities on the privately owned land of the corn_- 
mune members. These peasants also engage in subsidiary occupa- 
tions and also domestic handicrafts which are purely for their 
self -interests. Associated with the ownership of land, the 
peasants own small farm implements, odd pieces of production 
equipment (for example, animal pens), animals which among otner 
things are the source of manure, certain fruit trees and bamboos, 
and above all, the right to use the land in whatever manner 
they wish, though not the right to sell, mortgage or transfer, 
and to make profit out of their economic pursuits arising from 
A 
their own land. 
The produce from the private plots are sold in the rural 
trade fair (the local rural (free) market). Inasmuch as the 
central government wishes to claim that it is different from the 
capitalist free market and that it is a necessary supplement 
to socialist State -operated commerce and the commercial activi- 
ties of the supply and marketing cooperatives, there is evidence 
that a local free market for products gives greater incentives 
to peasants to produce. Chiang Huai noted that free market 
prices influence the level of production. 
31 
In 1936, it was 
common knowledge that production in private plots increased 
at a faster rate than collective production in general. Local 
rural commerce also results in a re- distribution of income in 
favour of those whose means of production are larger in quantity 
and higher in quality, available funds are simple, labour 
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problem does not exist, management of operations is good, and 
the power and state of individuales selling. activities is 
better. While in collective production, distribution of income 
according to labour is the general rule and ensures to a limited 
extent that distribution is in accordance to needs, the nre- 
send of private ownership production, and commerce often _tunes 
upset the applecart as regards the basic distribution principle 
ci a socialist economy. 
CONCLUDING r. Er ßA i.K 
With a price system which is basically not oriented to 
resource and output allocations or to automatic coordination 
economic activities, and in which subjective price decisions 
are made by some impersonal authorities such as the government, 
it is to be expected that on the whole ex ante prices have 
little or no correspondence with prices in a free market economy. 
In theory, efficient allocation can be carried out without the 
use of prices, but in practice, unless communications between 
producers and consumers are simultaneous, it is difficult to 
sec efficient allocation could even be made in blueprint forma. 
In the case of a developing economy of the communist type such 
as China's, prices in principle have no operational effects. 
It is conceivable that the possibility of equating supply of 
inputs to the demand for them derived from plannerse demand for 
final bill of goods can be reached without any change in prices, 
ex ante or ex post, since prices are in principle extraneous to 
physical allocations. From the foregoing account of price 
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developments, and also from the ancillary analysis os' the 
degree of physical allocation of resources and outputs by: the 
government, prices to a certain degree have certain. effects. 
The price adjustments, for incentive or clearing of the market 
reason, may not have affected the planners' decisions on pro- 
duction and allocation in the current period but they may-well 
have affected these decisions somewhat in the ensuing period. 
It is, of course, difficult to assess analytically the magnitude 
of the effects of the rather arbitrarily determined prices. 
The Chinese method of price determination will have 
effects on valuation of physical outputs for national income 
accounting purposes. In orthodox national income accounting, 
valuation at cost is derived from valuation at market price 
by subtracting indirect taxes (less subsidies) from the latter. 
The underlying assumption of this practice is that indirect 
taxes (less subsidies) are not accounting charges for factors. 
However, as we shall shoe in the next chapter, the method of 
price determination followed by the Chinese may render the 
assumption invalid given certain assumptions with respect to the 
accounting framework. 
Needless to say, the de facto prices and also the indexes 
computed on the basis of these prices should be interpreted 
.ith the method of price determination well in mind. The neces- 
sity can be shorn with reference to welfare implications of 
national income accounting, which we shall consider in Chapter IV. 
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In Western national income accounting, national income is 
valued either at market price or at factor cost. The task of 
the present chapter is to consider some of the conceptual 
problems of valuing physical outputs for accounting purposes 
with reference to China. 
The purpose of this chapter is to bring to the fore the 
valuation problems with reference to China, which may affect 
the usual interpretation of national income aggregates. The 
discussion in the next chapter on national income as a measure 
of economic welfare is intended to be developed with an aware- 
ness of the problems considered in the present chapter. 
We shall first consider what products are to be valued. 
Having established in principle the type of goods and services 
to be valued, we shall look into how the products might be 
valued in practice. Then we shall analyze past discussions on 
the relationships between the alternative valuation methods, 
namely, market price and factor cost. Next we shall examine 
the effects on alternative valuations when we define the govern- 
ment sector in a certain way. And finally, we shall turn to 
the alternative valuations with reference to China. 
SCOPE OF VALUATION 
Valuation of national income implies valuing final 
products only. Therefore, we may first consider the end of 
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economic activity. Since this problem has been treated in 
general terms in literature on national income 'accounting, we 
shall confine ourselves to a discussion with reference to China. 
EnaaLLEITPE:'-a2LLLLLLX 
What is the end of economic activity? Is it national 
power in terms of military strength? Certain statements mace 
by Mao Tse-tung and also those made in China's First Five Year 
Plan and its 2222_21 for the Second Five Year Plan seem to 
imply that this is so. Mao was reported to have said that 
"without industry, there can be no solid national defence, no 
people's welfare and no national prosperity and power." 
1 
In 
both five-year plans, heavy industry was said to be the basis 
of a strong economy and national defence. The order of words 
may be taken to be the degree of emphasis to the effect that 
national military power is of primary importance in China's 
economy. The end of economic activity may be what Schwartz 
called the "Maoist vision"? 
2 
If it is, this is at best a value 
judgment and would be true ín the case of China alone. 
Reminiscence of what Kuznets advised us that end of 
economic activity was not to be found in "constitution, charter, 
or any other basic documents", some hypothesis about the end 
of economic activity is necessary. 
3 The hypothesis that people 
would like to have as many goods and services as possible for 
final consumption seems reasonable and might be applied in 
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general to all societies in the real world. The problem arises 
when we consider whether the individuals and the state's pre- 
ference system go, in the same direction. No government is 
likely to admit that it is not doing its best for its people 
or that it is not doing what the people as a whole want or that 
it is not thinking in terms of the welfare of the community. 
Thus, whether there is any conflict of preferences between the 
individuals and the state is a polemic issue. In the case of 
China, the present political structure based on a virtually 
mono-party dictatorship with no real opposition seems to be 
such that it is difficult to say that such conflict does not 
exist. Even if there were conflicts, the state would have 
pursued its own ends anyway, be they military power, tigher 
level of living, "Maoist vision" or otherwise. However, where 
value judgment is inevitable, we would choose the hypothesis 
that the end of economic activity is to make available as many 
goods and services for final consumption. 
In what follows, the expedite exposition, we retain such 
terms as enterprise sector and government sector and the nomen- 
clature of activity attributed to these sectors, but at the 
same time, we hear in mind that enterprise and government sectors 
subsume under one main production sector (or the state sector). 
Intermediate and final roducts 
Goods destined to be used for ultimate consumption are 
here defined as final products, the rest are intermediate 
l'o 
products, given the area of production. Final products in 
national income accounting include not only goods and services 
for ultimate consumption but also goods and services which lead 
to final consumption after , conventional time period of one 
year. The convention thus separates the intermediate products 
which are for current intermediate consumption and that which 
are for future intermediate consumption, the latter being 
defined as ultimate consumption from the standpoint of thc 
capital formation sector. 
The criterion of final product is essentially Kuznetts. 
The convention used by the U.S. Department of Commerce involves 
conceptual problems one of which has been that "products pur- 
chased not for resale" may well extend to raw materials pur- 
chased by the enterprise sector for intermediate consumption. 
This convention has been exhaustively dealt with by Kuznets.+ 
The products of the enterprise sector can be easily 
distinguished into intermediate and final products. However, 
the difficulty arises, when the criterion is applied to products 
of the government. In Western national income accounting, 
government product has been defined as final product. This, 
however, has not on unanimous approval. Hicks, Calm, for 
example, favoured the inclusion of government products as 
final products while Matol)sy and Varga in the 19301s con- 
sidered all government products intermediate products.5 
in 
Final Drociuct oi _:;overn ient 
products of government for current Intermediate consump- 
tion are conventionally regarded as intermediate products. 
The goods and services of the government sector for ultimate 
consumption on payment of a prescribed sum or for ultimate 
consumption collectively, are final products. Of the first 
group, the price may not be determined on the market, and the 
price is merely a monopoly price regardless of output. Never- 
theless, the products are final products by virtue of the fact 
they are purchased by final consumers. In addition, there 
are products which are not priced, such as free state education, 
free medical and health services, etc. These are final products 
by virtue of the accepted notion that they are necessary for 
human existence nsi that they contribute to the welfare of 
the people. 
There are other free services of government, such as 
administration, maintenance of law and order, defence from 
external attack, and other such means to ensure that the exist- 
ing institutional framework continues to function. These are 
generally regarded as final products in Western national income 
but they are a subject of controversy for the theorists. The 
difficulty seems to arise from the question as to whether social 
Framework is a final product. The goods and services, so far 
defined as final products, can be subject to individual choice. 
With this criterion, one could argue that the action in courts 
of law resulting from a complaint of injustice or a crime by 
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the people is final product.' However, whether the action of 
the courts resulting from a person charged with treason by the 
state is final product depends on the acceptance that the state 
represents the people as a whole. This question is difficult 
to resolve. If the state is such that it does not represent 
the people as a whole, according to the individual choice- 
criterion, such action cannot be final product. In any event, 
one could argue that if the legal action is not a direct result 
of people's complaint, but only an indirect one via the state, 
it is not a final product. 
Maintaining the institutional framework can be consi- 
dered an end purpose when a country is at war. People have 
been found to be patriotic enough to fight for their country. 
In this case, national defence can be classified together with 
goods and services for ultimate consumption as the 2pal of 
economic activity, hence a final product. Short of an outright 
war, it is reasonable to assume that people in general are less 
concerned with military production than with goods and services 
for ultimate consumption, and therefore, national defence should 
be classified as an intermediate product. Since we have stated 
earlier that the aim of economic activity is to make available 
as many cpods and services for ultimate consumption of the people, 
any means achieving toward that end should be regarded as inter- 
mediate products. In the case of China, national defence, any 
administration and maintenance of law and order connected with 
the upholding the institutional framework should therefore be 
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regarded as intermediate products. This implies that such 
goods and services as are available for final consumption are 
possible only through upholding the institutional framework. 
Had the political framework collapsed, either through war with 
foreign countries or through internal revolt, the whole economic 
system, with all its methods of improving the level of living 
of the people, would have had collapsed also. Whether the 
people actually prefer the present system of government is a 
Boot point, but accepting the present government is here to 
stay, any activity contributing to maintaining it status quo 
must be intermediate product rather than final product. 
If the services just described are intermediate products, 
there are nevertheless conceptual problems. The China's People's 
Liberation Army (PLA), though under the command of the Ministry 
. of Defence, is unique in that it performs functions which are 
away from what is normally conceived as the function of armed 
forces, namely, national defence, and also, as in. some Asian 
states, the henchmen of the government. In China, the armed 
forces perform non -military fuuctiens in peace time, not only 
'consolidating internally the people's democratic dictatorship, 
preserving social order," but also "carrying out all kinds of 
construction work" as avell.7 While armed forces carrying out 
relief work in time of peace during emergency situations is not 
peculiar to China alone, the PLA is unique in that it under- 
takes normal economic activity. It is an army which at times 
produces its own food, and on some occasions, supplement the 
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local supply in the markets. In the year of the "Great Leap 
Forward" (1958), a year of dramatic upsurge in economic activity, 
the PLA had been reported to have had carried out projects in 
industry and agriculture totalling 59 million man -days, and 
in 1959, more than 44 million man -days had been devoted to 
construction in agriculture, industry, communications and 
transportation, and civic projects. 8 The PLA also had been 
reported to have been pioneering in the frontier provinces of 
Sinkiang where troops stationed there formed Production and 
Construction Corps under the Sinkiang Military Command in 
December 1954.9 Thus, the PLA has a dual economic personality 
like a farmer, being a producer of services for final consump- 
tion as well as fur intermediate consumption. 
Similar conceptual problem arises when we consider the 
llitiamen who are well known for their work in the early phase 
of Chinese communist movement and who are civilian armed forces 
ancillary to the PLA!_. The principal feature is that the members 
are engaging in their own professions and trades. "In the rural 
areas within the counties ... the members are predominantly 
peasants, organized into non- specialized units of the regular 
militia corps. In the suburban districts within the principa- 
lities, the membership contains a mixture of workers and peasants, 
organized into units of a so- called suburban military corps. 
Within the regular urban districts, where workers predominate, 
specialized units of the so- called Workers, Supervisory Corps 
have been set up. "Z0 These are supplemented by military 
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protection corps or self-protection corps. By virtue of "unity 
of labor and arms", tht is, employed civilians charged with 
military responsibilities, the tate does not have to draw 
large resources from the treasury. In theory, militiamen are 
not drafted. Whether in practice "voluntary participation" 
principle is carried out is an open question. If it is a 
-101untary service, charged in times of peace Iiith duties such as 
population census-taking, assiting public security organs, 
transmitting intelligence reports, protecting state properties, 
carrying out land reform programles, assisting the Anti-American 
Aid Korea drive, counterrevolutionary campaigns, and productioxi 
drives; or in times of war, with functions such as supportinL; 
the regular armed forces, maintaining law and order in the 
rear areas, rendering logistic services and curbing activities 
of the enemy in the home front, such service may not 'oe vital 
for sustaining the institutional framework. However, since 
msny people might have enlisted in an atmosphere where there 
is what Walker has called psychological mass coercion, volun- 
tary participation would lose its original meaning. 
11 
One of 
the characteristics of psychological mass coercion is the 
effect of mutually spying which is an effective check to any 
. 
12 reactionary tendency among the people. Then under this con- 
dition, militiamen indirectly perform a functioa similar to that 
of the PLA: sustaining the existing institutional fxameJork. 
As militiamen, people become the instruments uf the Chinese 
Communist Party, and they should be classified as engaging in 
GovernmeiLt activity. 
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In a similar situation is the cadre. Cadres are thought 
of as dynamic elements of the Chinese Communist Party and are. 
the transmission belts among the Party, the government, and the 
people. They come from all walks of life. A cadre may be a 
Party official, a Party member, a Young Communist League member, 
or a non -Party "activist ".13 The procedure of training cadres 
is considered to be the most important part of psychological 
mass coercion. Through criticism and self -criticism based on 
six principal themes, the cadre is brainwashed with a bias for 
the Party and performs functions which are to the interest to 
the Party.14 The activities of the cadre should therefore 'ce 
included under government activity. 
Since both the militiamen are instruments 
to :keep the existing form of government :statue quo, their ser- 
vices should be considered as intermediate products; expenditures 
on militia and cadros hould be costs to the economy. 
However, because the services of the three groups are of 
a dual nature, some practical criterion is necessary to delineate 
them into intermediate and final products. It is best to use 
the normal services provided by the group as an empirical rule. 
Thus, PLA services are intermediate products, the services of 
the militiamen and the cadres are intermediate products if they 
are production -promoting and final products if they are final 
consumption- promoting. Goods and services consumed by the ?LA 
will be intermediate products, but those consumed by the militia- 
men and the cadres will be final products. Goods and services 
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consumed in the course of administration should be treated in . 
the same way as PLA's consumption recause, administration is 
part of the state machinery which must be maintained if the 
means towards the economic welfare of the community is to 
remain status cuo. 
There is nothing too new about the maintaining of the 
institutional framework being a cost to the economy, for Iïuznets 
has dealt -yith this more than a decade ago. But there is more 
urgency no than ever before because with China now being 
included in the communist camp and also with the cold war between 
the West and the communist countries (particularly China), the 
defence of a particular ideology must be a cost to the economy. 
The above exposition resembles the Matolcsy and Vargas 
approach to distinction between intermediate and final products. 
However, they treated all government products as intermediate 
aile w e only consider those services such as administration, 
laaintenance o_i:' law and order internally, and national defence 
as interinectiate,15 The present approach also seems to be in 
accord with the market concept of production. However, we 
include these goods and services which are not sold on the 
market but have a market analogue (for example, production of 
grain for o.n consumption by farmers). 
As far as national income accounting is concerned, inter- 
mediate products which last for more than a year are final 
products, not from the standpoint of the people as consumers, 
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but from that of the capital formation sector. This is retained 
in our approach, which implies that changes in stock of mili- 
tary goods are also final products. 
VALUING PHYSICAL OUTPUTS FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES 
If the scope of valuation were as described above, valu- 
ing physical outputs for accounting purposes would depart from 
the usual practice. 
In welfare economics, and also in macro- economic analysis, 
market price national income aggregate is an important variable. 
Actual prices being the basis of valuation, market price aggre- 
gate forms the component part of consumption function (that is, 
propensity to consume). Whether the actual prices of goods 
correspond to their respective marginal utilities is a moot 
point, but at least given the ecuality, market price valuation 
of national income can be estimated directly on the basis of 
de facto prices.lo Factor cost aggregate, on the other hand, 
is estimated indirectly. Instead of aggregatint the factor 
cost of production of each final product, the modus operandi 
consists of deducting from the market price aggregate indirect 
taxes net óf subsidies. The factor cost national income aggre- 
gate is supposed to conform to the efficiency standard, to use 
Bergsonos phrase: the prices of any two products are inversely 
proportional to the corresponding marginal rate of transforma- 
tion, and correspond to the respective marginal costs. 
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Certain final products of the government are not priced. 
Instead of imputation, we suggest that they remain unvalued. 
Since the use oZ these products does not involve the income at 
t- ae disposal o the individuals directly, these free goods grad 
services do not come under individuals, choice decisions. As 
f'ar as the people -cua- -final consumers are concerned, they are 
:Lee goods. Marginal cost equal price principle in their view 
:ould be irrelevant. One way of interpreting this situation. 
is that the consumers in demand for these free goods are not 
aware that they have actually paid for them. They may have 
paid more than their due share or gain more than what they have 
paid, but they are not aware of this. Individual choice is 
assumed to be a conscious choice. He is conscious of what he 
is doing when he is choosing between two goods at the given. 
prices. By purchasing these goods at given prices, he may not 
be conscious at the time that he is also buying an unknown 
bundle of goods which may comprise one or more free government 
products (public parks, borough library, and the like) and which 
ho may consume when occasion requires (free state education, 
free medical and health facilities). Of course, a parallel 
can be found even in the enterprise sector, for example, buying 
a "Crocodile Brand" shirt (which is what is wanted) but also 
given a coupon for mending a shirt collar of cuff (which 
is not wanted immediately but may be required in the future or 
ithich is not wanted at all). 
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Iim utation of a value on such a product would assume that 
this "unknown" product forms part of an individuales choice 
decision. This creates the problem of the possibility Of alter- 
ing the whole value system, which Frankel has pointed out. 
it involves the use of scarce productive resour- 
ces, but this is compensated for when the buyer purchases the 
known product. The price which he pays covers the factor cost 
or production of not only the known product but the unknoi.n 
product(s) as well. If the price paid by him does not cover 
the factor cost of the compound products, than the same price 
paid by another buyer may wore than cover i. to the extent that 
it covers the factor cost of the compound products purchased 
by the first individual which has not been accounted for. It 
follows that, for the economy as a whole, the use of scarce 
resources would be totally accounted for. 
The calculation of factor cost of products, both known 
and unknown, may not be a difficult problem if the factor cost 
is to be calculated on a product by product basis. What is 
difficult is the calculation of factor cost per unit compound 
product directly, unless it is acceptable to add an average 
factor cost of the all unknown products to that of the known 
Product. Given the aggregate demand schedule, the marginal 
cost equal price principle can be assumed, which moans the 
services provided free by the stateequal to those demanded by 
the people. In the event that only the preference system of 
the 
People for the known products is known, the principle is. at 
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best applicable to only these products, and it would not bo 
possible to know whether the use of resources for producing 
all final products conforms to the efficiency standard. 
What we have been in fact implying is that if we con- 
sidered valuing final product in the described fashion, there 
would be no difference between market price and factor cot 
aggregates. We have of course avoided the question of factor 
cost national income being interpreted as an efficiency standard 
on a product by product (whether "known" and "unknown ") basis. 
It appears that if we were to change the system of 
national income accounts to conform to a particular concept of 
the government sector, the valuation of physical outputs might 
also be made to depart from the usual practice. But first let 
us refer to past discussions on the alternative valuations of 
national income to provide us with a basis for discussion. 
EARLIER DISCUSSIONS ON ALTERNATIVE VALUATIONS OF NATIONAL INCOAgE 
The two alternative valuations of national income, namely 
market price and factor cost, are supposed to serve their 
individual purposes. For the measure of economic welfare the 
market price valuation is used; and for the measure of producti- 
vity or production potential, the factor cost valuation is 
employed. To employ Bergson's terminology, adjusted market 
price national income conforms to the welfare standard, and 




The alternative valuations have been in dispute 
for some time, a review of which will give us an insight of the 
caul factors and also a lead into an alternative set of opera- 
tional definitions for China's national income accounting. 
The participants in the controversy include Hicks, Mrs. 
Hicks, Studenski, Ruggles, Kuznets, Clark, Frisch, Rolph, 
Musgrave, Colm, Haberler, Hagen, Lindahl, Ohlsson, Nicholson, 
etc. 
; 
and also Bergson, Wiles, Mrs. Robinson, Hodgman, Granik, 
and Holzman with reference to Bergsongs adjusted rubles approach 
to Soviet national income valuations. 
19 
Those who accepted the 
dichotomy comprise Hicks, Mrs. Hicks, Kuznets, Nicholson, 
Studenski, Ruggles; those who were against factor cost concept 
include Clark, Frisch, Musgrave, Colm, Haberler, Hagen; and 
those who were against the factor cost concept and failed to 
see the need for the distinction between the two valuations 
found an ally in Rolph, The debate was rather confused in that 
not all were oriented towards the same theme in their arguments. 
The discussion might have been an offshoot of the controversy 
over (a) the role of government in an economic system, (b) 
incidence of taxes, especially indirect taxes, (c) macro- 
economic analysis, (d) actual computation of factor cost, 
(e) meaning of factor cost, whether it is contribution by fac- 
tors to national product or renumeration to factors, (f) valua- 
tion of government services in practice, or (g) invariant argu- 
ent of factor cost concept over time, While there were some 
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who questioned the utility of factor cost aggregate, others 
were concerned with the practicability of estimating factor 
cost national income aggregate directly. 
It is evident that all these issues stemmed from the 
fact that all were aware of the fact that the economy in the 
real world is a mixed economy with the government playing an 
economic role, contrasted with an ideal economy divided into 
functional sectors (production and consumption) employed in 
economic theory, as a result of which the government's taxation 
policy designed for some purpose might affect that national 
income valuations at a given point of time. It appears that, 
had there been no indirect taxes net of subsidies, there would 
be no distinction between factor cost and market price national 
income aggregates. Much then depends on the operational defini- 
tion of indirect tax in national income accounting. Hardly 
any government does not impose an indirect tax of some kind, 
indirect tax being defined as a tax on consumption. The con- 
cepts of direct and indirect taxes have as yet to be resolved, 
which therefore complicates the problem of factor cost and 
market price valuations. For example, Clark had likened indirect 
tax, conventionally defined, to be a monopoly profit to a mono- 
polist. If monopoly profit vere to be included in factor cost 
aggregate, why should indirect tax accrued to a gigantic 
monopoly -- that is, the state and local authorities -- be 
excluded? 20 Tue opposite view is taken by Bergson in the Soviet 
case. Soviet profit is not a part of factor cost aggregate 
because it is an indirect tax and can be shifted to the buyers. 
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Even "unplanned profit" is excluded because it is a counter- 
part of the windfall gain under a free enterprise system and 
thus has no place in Bergson's adjusted factor cost standard. 
He contended that prices were in principle fixed in such a way 
that they not only covered all accounting charges for factors 
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but also "planned profit" for producers. The gross profit 
(or surplus) was channelled to the state coffers, either through 
taxation or planned profit submitted to the state. For this 
reason, planned profit resembled turnover tax, and therefore 
was excluded from factor cost valuation. 
In our view, if the role of government is treated dif- 
ferently from that assumed in Western national income accounting, 
it is possible to reconcile the two alternative valuations. If 
instead of being a final consumption sector, it is a production 
sector; and instead of being merely a producer of goods and 
services not normally provided efficiently by the conventionally 
defined producers, it is a.. giant monopoly, indirect tax takes a 
different meaning. We therefore return to a system in ,hick 
there is just a production, (or State) sector and a household 
sector instead of one where there are an enterprise sector, a 
household sector, and a government sector. 
GOVERNMENT AND ALTERNATIVE VALUATIONS OF NATIONAL I1dGORí;~. 
The case where government is regarded as a separate and 
distinct sector from the rest is first considered. 
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Alternative valuations of national income with government as a 
separate entity 
Assuming that an economy is based on the model of capi- 
talism described in Chapter II, it could be shown that if the 
rates of indirect tax were not uniform throughout for all 
products, ceteris paribus, the marginal rate of transformation 
of one product for the other would not be proportional to the 
inverse of ratio of the corresponding prices net of indirect 
taxes, which means that valuation at cost in practice does not 
conform to the efficiency standards, and that while the marginal 
costs may be equal between industries, given the prices in a 
situation where no indirect tax is imposed, they are not equal 
to their respective market prices of the products net of 
indirect taxes. Uniform ;mates of indirect taxes for all pro- 
ducts are not considered here because they have the same effects 
on consumers' behaviour as direct taxes, in which case, ce'is 
paribus, factor cost valuation conforms to the efficiency 
standard. 
In Fig. 1, x and y are any two products, PP is the price 
line representing the ratio of price of x and y in a situation 
where no indirect tax whatsosrer is imposed. E is the equilibrium 
combination of outputs of x and y from both the producers and 
consumers' viewpoints at the prices represented by PP. To the 
Producers, that equilibrium output represents the maximum they 
can attain at the given prices, given the availability of economic 
























represents the upper limit of. the quantities of products they can 
purchase at the given. prices. 
Next, we introduce into the system the government, and 
the government imposes an indirect tax on x only (or an indirect 
tax on x at a higher rate than that on y). The relative prices 
inclusive of tax are then represented by price line PP'. The 
equilibrium output from the consumers' viewpoint will be at El 
which is on a lower indifference curve than E. From the pro- 
ducers' viewpoint, the indirect tax on x has ex hypothesi no 
effect on the efficiency standard, However, they are not likely 
to overproduce x and y, and accordingly withdraw resources to the 
extent that they attain a combination of outputs x and y on 
the same transformation curve as Et. This, of course, rests 
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on the assumption that supply of effort is infinitely elastic_. 
Now, since by assumption, indirect tax on x has no effect on 
the efficiency standard, the equilibrium outputs from the pro- 
ducers' vie -.point would be at E" on transformation curve TT' 
and at which the same curve is tangent to the price line .F" 
(which is parallel to the tax -free price line PP). Like at 
point E, the marginal rate of transformation is inversely 
proportional to the ratio of price of x (net of indirect tax) 
to price of y at E". 
In evaluating national income, while there are alterna- 
tive mct.iiods of valuation, the quantities of x and y must be 
the same in both cases. Therefore, if OW' of x and ON" of y 
are produced, they will be insufficient to meet the effective 
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demand of the consumers represented by the budget line PP, in 
a situation where indirect tax is imposed on x. And if OM® 
of x and ON are produced, while transformation curve TT/ is 
tangent to the indifference curve lI' at Et, and only through 
which price line PP' passes, the producers, relative marginal 
costs of x and y will be proportional to relative prices of x 
(inclusive of tax) and y instead of relative prices of x and y 
exclusive of tax, which ex hypothesi is inadmissable. And if 
the producers produce these quantities of x and y at tax -free 
situation prices, then the price line PP'" (which is parallel 
to PP or PP ") cuts the transformation curve at two points, 
Et and E$ ". Since the actual combination of output demanded 
is at Et, and if producers produce accordingly, the equality 
of the ratio marginal costs of x and y and the ratio of their 
respective tax -free situation prices does not hold, and also 
the marginal rate of transformation at that point does not equal 
to the inverse ratio of the corresponding pre -tax situation 
prices. It therefore follows that given the demand situation 
and given the tax -free situation prices, producers cannot 
conform to efficiency standard, which is represented by E ". 
The indirect tax revenue collected may have been employed 
to absorb the surplus economic resources unused by the producers 
due to contraction of output just described. The government 
may be producing services which are priced and produced accord- 
ing to marginal cost equal price principle. This necessarily 
assumes that its services are priced at factor cost, and that 
producers produce a combination of output which is to the left 
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of PP' so that given the same incomes, consumers are left with 
surplus purchasing power to purchase government products Impli- 
cit in these assumptions are that consumers have an effective 
demand for government products at marginal costs (which are 
equal to market prices), and that the marginal utilities of 
goods and services purchased from the enterprise sector and 
the government are equal to their respective actual prices. 
Since we have, on the basis of the last analysis, shown that 
the derived factor cost aggregate for enterprise sector does 
not necessarily conform to the producers! efficiency standard, 
even if government as a producer conforms to that standard, 
the factor cost aggregate for the s Thole economy does not neces- 
sarily conform to the efficiency standard. 
Alternative valuations of national income with government 
incorporated into the enter *rise sector 
If instead of a system with government as a separate 
entity, we have a system with the government and the enterprise 
sectors incorporated into one production sector with the state 
as a giant corporation, indirect taxes and subsidies as such 
would lose their original meaning, as a result of which there 
is not distinction between factor ost and market price aggregates. 
The accounting system would then consist of two sectors 
instead of three, namely, the state (or government) and the 
household sectors instead of the state (government), the enter- 
prise, and the household sectors. The state is assumed to 
control production, distribution, consumption, and other forms 
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of economic activity directly or indirectly. In short, it is 
an accounting system for the ideal centrally planned economy 
of the communist type. 
The state is assumed to have a perfect knowledge of the 
consumer demand. The central planning body allocates resources 
efficiently, given the final bill of goods. What are kno .n as 
indirect taxes are in fact partly factor cost and partly current 
expenditures (that is, expenditures on administration, internal 
law and order, and defence). It is implied that the central 
planning board will adhere to the marginal conditions. 
The question of discrepancy between the two valuations 
of national income noted in the last section does not arise 
because the eu ivalents of the former enterprise sector and the 
government sector are not competing for resources, given the 
area of activity in each. The discrepancy arises from the fact 
that there are a pre -tax and post -tax positions for the former 
enterprises and also the contention that the indirect tax does 
not alter the production function of the producers. Such dis- 
crepancy does not exist with the elimination of the tax. In 
other words, the situation of the pre -tax position in Fig. 1 
is implied for both the state and the household sectors, with 
x and y each containing a certain amount of free final products. 
ALTERNATIVE VALUATIONS WITH REFERENCE TO CiiINA 
Valuing physical outputs for accounting purposes, under 
the usual national income accounting framework, in the China 
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case presents theoretical difficulties. Chapter II reveals that 
de facto prices in. China are not necessarily equilibrium prices. 
They are even less so when rationing system is introduced to 
control supply (and therefore to control consumption) to the 
extent that effective demand cannot be satisfied. The only 
area where market prices probably approximate eciullizrium prices 
are the free market prices in the local rural iiiarkets. Given 
the prices, whether they be equilibrium or state prices, con- 
sumers can allocate their incomes among the different expendi- 
tures. And as noted in chapter II, their demand has no influence 
on the producers in most cases. However, since main commodities 
are subject to ration, their effective demand id probably not 
met. If rationing system remains unchanged over a reasonably 
long period of time, consumers may adjust their consumption 
behaviour accordingly. If it changes once or twice within a 
;ear, marginal conditions are not likely to be attained. 
Iith regard to factor cost, if it is interpreted as 
contribution to national product, the accounting charges for 
factors calculated by the state are not factor costs. It has 
been said that increase in wages does not appear to keep up 
with increase in labour productivity. And returns to non -labour 
factors are more likely than not based on arbitrary rules. No 
interest is char ed on long., -term capital, and only nominal inte- 
rest is charged for working capital. Planned profit realized 
may be taken as return to capital, but this can only be so 
viewed when wages per se are returns to labour factor. It 
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therefore appears that factor cost as renumeration to factors 
has more validity than as contribution to product, in which 
case the wages, interest charges, rent, and profit retained 
by the producers are renumerations to productive factors. Is 
a matter of fact, it will be recalled that the theoretical 
discussions on commodity price determination as described in 
Chapter II made no reference to pportunity-cost. The Chinese 
discussants produced illustrations of price fixing by each of 
the three methods in turn, but the examples of the commodities 
used in any one illustration were treated as autonomously 
determined. The commodities had had to be produced for reasons 
other than economic rationale, e.g. use value, products to be 
produced under a given plan, etc. Substitution of factors in 
different uses was ruled out implicitly. In any case, in cer- 
tain lines of production at least, substitution of factors were 
not permitted once the plans for the enterprises were finalized 
and became law. Hence, opportunity-cost does not appear to be 
the basis of valuation and there is therefore the difficulty of 
resolving the ciuestion of valuation at factor cost right from 
the very beginning. 
Ii' we were to adopt the two-sector system of accounts, 
the equality between factor cost and market price aggregates 
would be a working hypothesis, given the role of central planning 
board to be efficiently allocating resources. At the product 
level, the equality holds only when the final product is a 
compound product consisting of the marketed good and a bundle 
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of free final products, given the assumption that the amount 
actual consumption of the free goods by each individual is 
not a condition. We have assumed that part of the indirect 
taxes finances the free final products and also that they are 
the only means of finance. It is possible that the ratos of 
indirect taxes might be raised, but in a two- sector system, 
they can he construed as a rise in factor cost attributed to 
more free final products being made, as a result of wliicn, real 
national income rather than money national income is raised. 
CONCLUDING n uPL1RI{ 
The available estimates of China's national income made 
y scholars in the United States, -. iiicl: we described in Chapter 
I, are based on U.S. concepts and methodology, the adoption of 
:ehich implies the acceptance of the formal difference between 
factor cost and market price valuations by exclusion of the 
former but inclusion of the latter of indirect taxes .less 
subsidies, The adjusted factor cost and adjusted market price 
standards introduced by Bergson in the studies on Soviet national 
income are also based on the same premises and they depart from 
the conventional valuations only in the particular empirical 
definition of indirect tax. In this chapter we have attempted 
to show that there is no difference between factor cost and 
market price aggregates if government product is differently 
defined, and if the government sector is not a separate and 
distinct sector from the other sectors of the accounting system 
but a sector which is part of the enterprise sector. It is true 
that the national income accounting concepts, both theoretical 
and operational, are supposed to be such that they ara a.ppli- 
cable to all economies, but bearing in mind that the Western 
national income accounting system and the concepts behind it 
are primarily designed for a 'free' society rather than for a 
'communist' society, the Western system does not transcend the 
different economic and social organizations over time and space 
any more than the two- sector system we put forward in the pre- 
-ant chapter. We therefore refrain fro : claiming universal 
application of the two -sector system. 
We differ. from Rolph, who maintained that there was no 
need for a distinction between factor cost and market price 
valuations, in that it is not because of the technical diffi- 
culty in reconciling the two alternative valuations as to that 
there is no case for it.23 Our argument has been that there 
are only two institutional sectors as opposed. to Rolph's implicit 
assumption of a three -sector system. The invariant argument 
of factor cost valuation over time regardless the change in 
tax policy is valid only when charges on consumption exist, a 
situation which is eliminated through the acceptance of the 
indirect tax conventionally defined being partly a surrogate 
of factor cost, the rest being current expenditure and having 
no place in national income valuation. This also implies 
that Frisch's worry over our not knowing how indirect taxes 
operate (whether they can be shifted on to the consumer, to 




The implications of our suggestion that there is no 
difference between factor cost and market valuations of national 
income -- on the assumption of a revised classification of 
institutional sectors - would be that factor cost national 
income aggregate (if it could be calculated) could be regarded 
as a welfare standard just as much as a market price aggregate. 
The present chapter touches upon only the frises of the 
complex problem of application of national income accounting 
system to an economic system whose concept is basically alien 
to that assumed in the conventional system. The proposal we 
have put forward for re- examining the framework of national 
income accounts and accounting concepts is only meant to stimu- 
late further thoughts on the question, for, as it is, it obviously 
leaves much to be desired. 
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This chapter is concerned with one aspect of' the appli- 
cation of national income accounting, namely national income as 
a measure of economic welfare, with reference to a centrally 
planned economy such as China's. The first part deals with 
some of the theoretical problems involved in the use of national 
income as a welfare measure. The other part is an application 
'f the observation with respect to an economic system such as 
China's made at the end of the theoretical discussions. In the 
application, reference will be made to the observations made 
in Chapters II and III. The accounting data we employ will be 
those estimated by some of the non-scholars whose work we have 
surveyed in Chapter I. 
NATIONAL INCOME AS A MEASURE OF ECONOMIC WELFARE 
The use of national income for measuring economic welfare 
began only in the present century. When national income was 
first estimated in the 17th century, it was for a different 
purpose. William Petty, the pioneer in national income estima- 
tion, estimated the national income of England with the view' 
"to prove mathematically that the State could 
raise a much larger revenue from taxes to 
finance its peace and wartime needs, and that it 
could do so by more equitable and less burdensome 
form of taxation." 
It is evident that national income as a measure of productive 
capacity or production potential was implied. Gregory King's 
national income estimates for England, the Netherlands, and 
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France, were not for the purpose of measuring economic welfare 
either. The calculations in his manuscript entitled Natural 
and Political Observations and Conclusions upon State and Con- 
ditions of England (1696) meant to be an estimate of England's 
ear potential.- It was not until 1920 that national income 
was formally associated with economic welfare. Economists owe 
an intellectual debt to Pigou who used it as a tool for theore- 
tical discussions on welfare economics. He led the later econo- 
mists in seeking "Social Income as an index of economic welfare, 
of the wealth of nations."-' He put forward the view that national 
income is the objective counterpart of economic welfare of a 
community, and said that "economic welfare is that part of the 
total welfare which can be brought directly and indirectly into 
relation with the measuring of money." The two concepts, 
national income and economic welfare, were described by Pigou 
as coördinate. The parallels were depicted in his chapter on 
National Dividend:5 
"Generally speaking, economic causes act upon 
the economic welfare of any country, not 
directly, but through the making and using 
of that objective counterpart of economic 
welfare which economists call the national 
dividend or national income. Just as economic 
welfare is that part of total welfare which can 
be brought directly or indirectly into relation 
with a money measure, so th reational dividend 
is that part of the objective income of the 
community....which can be measured in money ... 
Any description of the content of the one 
of the two concepts implies a corresponding 
description of the content of the other .... 
The concept of economic welfare is essen- 
tially elastic. The same measure of 
elasticity belongs to the concept of 
national dividend." 
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This view seems to have been accepted by later economists, such 
as Hicks, Kuznets, Little, Samuelson, Abramovitz, Bergson, and 
others.° Although discussions had been subsumed under the head- 
ing "valuation of social income" or "evaluation of real income", 
the terms "social income" and "economic welfare" had been used 
interchangeably. 
National income and economic welfare in a centrally planned 
economy of the communist type 
The theory behind national income as a measure of econo- 
mic welfare in a free enterprise economy may alternatively be 
approached from an analysis of the free market economy or pure 
competitive equilibrium, for economic welfare is initially based 
on the same premise. By the same token the theory behind national 
income as a measure of economic welfare in a centrally planned 
economy may justifiably be approached from. an analysis of the 
equilibrium reached under centrally planned economy of the commu- 
nist type. (Since a centrally planned economy of the communist 
type, as defined by us in Chapter II, functions without the use 
of prices, we have had to assume that in such an economy prices 
are used, though they may be determined by the central planning 
board through economic calculations. That being the case, such 
an economy would correspond the collectivist system put forward 
by the early socialists. Our later references to pure collecti- 
vist system are assumed to be those for a centrally planned 
x8 economy under full communism.) Thus, given the same assumptions, 
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a central planning board may be just as efficient as price 
mechanism in allocation of resources, given the fina3 bill of. 
goods. Instead of price mechanism coordinating the consumption 
function, production function, and resource-supply function, 
the central planning body may arrive at the same situation 
through solving the simultaneous equations representing these 
functions, given certain assumptions concerning the existence of 
a central planning body and its not involving the use of scarce 
resources, etc., which we have discussed in Chpter II. In short, 
we regard the following assumptions for the pure competitive 
case apelicable to the pure collectivist case: 9 
1. Market demand for final products is perfect. 
2. The satisfaction which any individual consumer 
derived from a given combination of commodities 
is not influenced by anyone elsets consumption 
in any way, that is, absence of external econo- 
mies and diseconomies in consumption. 
3. All the goods in the economy at any given 
time are uniquely allocated by the market 
among the consumers. 
4. Tastes and state of technology are given. 
5. Given the state of technology and know-how, 
resources are employed as efficiently as 
possible toward any particular end(s). 
6. At any time, there is a given level of 
employment of resources. 
7. 1ithin the range of goods available, none 
of them has been consumed to satiety, that 
is, everyone considers "the more the merrier." 
8. The community indifference curves, like the 
individual indifference curves, do not inter- 
sect one another. 
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9. External technological economies and dis- 
economies are absent, that is, absence of 
divergence between marginal private and 
marginal social costs of a firm:. 
Consider a two-commodity, one producer, one consumer 
case, in which prices are determined, by the central planning 
board. Given the initial allocation of goods x and y and the 
level of their respective publiely-determined prices p 
x 
and o , 
'Y 
every consumer who tries to be as well off as he can (assumption 
i) is at the highest level of satisfaction at the point D on the 
individual's indifference curve II', through which the indif- 
ference curve is tangent to the price line ?PI (Fig. 2). The 
central planning board aims at the e-luilibrium quantity-combina- 
tion of x and y, given their set of accounting prices because at 
that point, they anticipate that from the individual consumer's 
viewpoint, the marginal rate of substitution of good x for good y 
is equal to the ratio between their respective prices p x and p 
At the same time, the central planning board realizes 
that the individual producer has a range of possibilities of 
output combinations which can be produced with the given quan- 
tity of resources, given the state of technology and know-how 
(assumption 5), which is represented by the transformation curve 
or production-possibility line TT' in Fig. 2, but the board would 
aim at the output combination at point E which is on the trans- 
formation curve TT' and through which the curve TT' is tangent 
to the price line PP' because at that point, from the individual 
producer's viewpoint, the marginal rate of transformation of 
r 
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factors of production of goods x and y is equal to the inverse 
ratio of pricae of these goods. In essence, the planners' 
decision for the producer is the same as Lerner's rule that 
marginal cost equals price. 10 
The equilibrium output combination is therefore at point E 
since at the point, both the indifference curve and the trans- 
formation curve are tangent to the price line pp, and are tangent 
to one another. This is the ideal output, which is the same as 
that in a pure competitive system shown by Baumol. 
11 
Needless 
to say, it is assumed that the central planning board has an 
exact knowledga of the individual consumer's preference system. 
The one-producer and one-consumer case can be extended 
to n producers and n consumers. By assumption, every consumer 
is consuming that quantity of each good which makes him as 
"better off as he can be, given the prices, and the central plan- 
ning board sees to that that the individual consumer is satis- 
fied. Since by assumption there are neither external econo- 
mies nor diseconomies of consumption, it follows that the community 
as a whole is consuming the quantities of goods which make it 
as well off as possible, given the same limitations. Given the 
distribution of goods, the central planning board sees to it that 
the output combination is one on the community indifference 
curve which is tangent to a line which has a slope equal to the 
ratio between the accountin price p x and accounting price p 
Diagramatically, using also Fig. 2, community indifference curves 
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are U's, price line is PP', and the equilibrium output combina- 
tion from the community's viewpoint is at point E. 
As regards production, as under perfect competitive con- 
ditions, the producers must ensure that the ratio between the 
marginal costs of the two goods equals the ratio of prices p 
x 
and p By assumption 9, marginal private (that is, enterprise) 
costs equal marginal social costs. Hence, the ratio between the 
marginal private costs of both goods is equal to that between 
the marginal social costs o- the two goods. It follows that 
the slope of transformation curve at any one point represents 
the ratio of two marginal social costs. Equilibrium will be at 
the point where the output combination is one for which the slope 
of transformation curve is equal to the slope of a price line, 
that is, the price line through the equilirium point must be 
tangent to the social transformation curve. 
It follows that the social transformation curve and the 
community indifference curve must both be tangent to a line which 
has a slope given by the price ratio. Thus, these two curves 
must be tangent to each other, which is the condition of ideal 
output. 
Again, it is assumed that the central planning board has 
an exact knowledge of the community's preference system. 
Now, national income as a statistical measure is computed 
on the basis of Lpq formula, p and q being respectively the 
ex post price and quantity of a good included in national income 
calculation. Under pure competitive or pure collectivist condi- 
tions, the community's ideal output is at point T. National 
income of an economy in that situation would be the aggregate of 
the product of price and quantity of x and y, denoted in Fig. 2 
by the point E, and reflects tne maximum economic welfare. 
Social and private cost and benefit and national income as a 
measure o ' economic welfare 
Having established that national income measures maximum 
economic welfare at ideal output situation, whether attained 
under pure competitive or pure collective conditions, we now 
consider national income ls a measure of maximum economic lelfare 
in practice. How well national income performs this function 
depends on the degree of approximation of the output of an eco- 
nomy to the ideal output, which in turn means that it depends on 
the validity of the assumptions governing the ideal output 
situation. National income of any country is still defined 
statistically as Lpq, but whether this represents welfare at 
any particular time period is anotbc'r matter. Since no free 
enterprise economy resembles the pure competitive economy in 
toto nor any centrally planned economy in the real world is a 
replica of the pure collectivist economy, a 12212.11, national 
income measure is at best an approximation to maximum economic 
velfere. 
Let us consider two of the assumptions employed in the 
last analysis, namely, absence of external economies and dis- 
economies in consumption and production (assumptions 2 and 9), 
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and examine their effects on the welfare measure of national 
income. Ceteris paribus, any divergence between marginal social 
and marginal private cost (or benefit) implies that the output 
is short of the ideal situation. Since we have stipulated that 
national income measures maximum economic welfare if the output 
is an ideal output, a departure from the ideal output would 
render national income short of an ideal measure of maxi xium 
economic welfare. 
Ve should first note that private cost and benefit are 
motivated by self-interest and that social cost and benefit are 
motivated by social interest however defined. The objectives of 
individuals and the community at large may not be similar, and 
the time span which the individuals and the society as a whole 
flow for the attainment of their respective ends may also be 
different. In the analysis of divergences between social and 
private cost and benefit of the pure competitive economy, private 
cost and benefit are used as the bases of observation. The 
reverse is the case for pure collectivist economy. Divergence 
between marginal social and private cost (or benefit) is taken 
to mean that an indjvïdual l s marginal activity involves undesi- 
rable effects on the society without his renumeration being 
decreased as a result or vice versa. lú 
It has been shown by welfare economists such as Pigou., 
Pauinol, etc. that divergence between marginal private and social 
cost and benefit exists in an economy which permits monopoly and 
monopolistic practices. 13 Even without imperfect competitions, 
the existence of external economies and diseconomies of large - 
scale production would cause a departure from the ideal output 
situation under pure competitive conditions. If x is produced 
under.' conditions involving relatively large external economies, 
the price line would have been ED' and the point of equilibrium 
will not be at E but at B, as shown in i . 3. On the other 
hand, if x is produced under conditions which involve relatively 
large external diseconomies, the price line would have been DD', 
and the point of equilibrium will be at point C. Given the 
demand situation, both equilibria are inferior to ideal output 
at E because they appear on lower indifference curves. National 
income computed on the basis of ex post data provided at point 
or C would not represent the maximum economic welfare for 
neither of the equilibria coincides with ideal output at E where 
marginal social and private cost and benefit are equal. 
In the pure collectivist case, .motivated by social interest, 
divergence between marginal social and private cost and benefit 
should be absent at the outset. Prices are publicly determined 
for the community, and individuals are made to adhere to marginal 
principles in their production and consumption activities. By 
definition, external economies and diseconomies of production 
and consumption are absent, which also implies monopoly and 
monopolistic practices are ,sent. National income reflects 





However, it is possible that while prices are determined 
for the community by the central planning board, once they are 
determined, they are not likely to be altered until sometime has 
elapsed despite changes in other circumstances. The communica- 
tion system between the centrai planning board and the economic 
decision units is unlikely to be a perfect substitute of the free 
market price mechanism in the sense that time is a factor for 
the former but not the latter. Where there is a change in the 
nature of inputs for the production of x discovered at the base 
level, the producer of x may not adhere to the rule laid down 
by the central planning board. lriiile money prices are unchanged, 
prices in real terras may have changed. discrepancy between 
the marginal social (publicly determined) and private (real 
enterprise) cost may then occur. External economies or diseco- 
nomies emerge, reflecting the defects in the rigid publicly- 
determined price arrangement, resulting in the producer of x 
not being compensated (or compensating) for what it does to the 
producer of y. The producer of x under conditions of external 
economies (or diseconomies) should be confronted with a price 
line such as Hk,t (or apt) in Fig. 3. National income computed 
for the external economies (or diseconomies) situation would have 
been an aggregate o:.' the product of publicly- determined price 
and quantity (which departs from the ideal quantity) of x and y, 
the latter at point D (or at point C). Again, national income 
for either situation does not measure the maximum economic 
welfare, given the actual supply and demand situations. 
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Another source of divergence between marginal social and 
private cost may stem from organizational change in one i ine ' of 
production. It is well known that as a firm increases in size, 
it benefits from external economies.1 Such a possibility may 
not envisaged when prices are determined for the community by 
the central planning board; when it does happen, the board is 
unable to make immediate adjustments. 
Given the supply situation, divergence between rare in.al 
social and private benefit may occur in a pure competitive 
economy in which industrialists tend to be concerned with only 
the private rather than social benefit of their own operations 
or individual consumers consume their Goods in such a way that 
causes other individuals to enjoy less the goods the latter 
cosume. In a pure collectivist economy, the divergence between 
marginal social and private benefit may stem from the same 
sources. In production, owing to the particular incentive 
system such as monetary or non = material rewards for fulfillment 
or overfulfiliment of production targets in value terms, producers 
may endeavour to produce a larger but poorer duality output at 
the publicly-determined prices. The China example, which we 
ehall consider later, is a case in point. 
15 
Divergence between 
social and private benefit will then be in real terms. In 
consumption, the case in a pure competitive economy just described 
may well apply, unless the central planning board legislate on 
now Goods should be consumed. Thus, national income cannot 
provide an adequate measure of maximum economic welfare on the 
same grounds as in the case where demand situation is given. 
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In the previous chapter we have pointed out t<sat in a 
centrally planned economy such as that in China, where prices 
are determined on the basis of average conditions given the 
state of technology, divergence bet; -eon social and private cost 
seems obvious.lo The rule that marginal cost equals price at 
best can only be adhered by the firm producing under average 
conditions, given the state of technology, while the high cost 
firm may operate at a loss at the given official prices if neces- 
sary as long as the physical output targets are fulfilled, and 
also the low cost firm may operate at a profit without additional 
effort at the same given prices. Given the supply situation, 
divergence between social and private benefit exists when certain 
industrial enterprises are required only to fulfill the value 
output targets rather than the physical output targets, the 
factory managers may attempt to utilize the given resources for 
the production of goods which yields higher benefit to themselves 
rather than to the community (as seen by the central planning 
board).17 ;Another source of divergence may arise from the 
inaccurate community's preference system drawn up by the central 
planning board for its economic decisions. The board's preference 
system for the community may diverge from the community's social 
preference system. While the relative prices determined by the 
board are such that the price line is tangent to the board's 
social indifference curve at a given point of time at the point 
representing the ideal output, the same price line may only be 
tangent to the community' s social indifference curve at the same 
point of time at a point other than the ideal output (E). 
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It can be said that the board's preference system is ana.lo oixs 
to a social preference system and the community's social pre - 
°erence system to a private preference system, and since by 
definition marginal social and private cost and benefit are 
equal in ideal output situation, there is a divergence between 
marginal social and private cost and benefit, though of a dif-- 
ren.t sort. This is shown in Fig. 1- where II *s are community's 
social indifference curves derived from the viewpoint of the 
society as a whole rather than based on planners' preferences. 
National income computed on the basis of official prices and 
actual quantities bought, again, does not measure the maximum 
economic welfare. 
We may conclude that national income computed statistically 
by the 2.- pq formula cannot be a measure of maximum welfare of 
an economy operating under non -ideal output conditions. This 
conclusion lias been spelt out by Kuznets who regarded national 
income as only an approximate measure of economic welfare. In 
view of the fact that economies in the real world do not resemble 
the hypothetical models described above, national income is at 
Jest an approximate measure of maximum economic welfare, given 
the conditions for the ideal output. There is no empirical way 
of determining the degree of divergence between marginal social 
and private cost and benefit. Marginal social values can only 




National income change and change in economic welfare 
Given the concept of national income as an approximate 
measure of maximum economic welfare, we may now consider the 
change in national income as an indication of a change in econo- 
mic welfare. 
Fig. 5 illustrates the change in economic welfare of 
community. Consider a community in which two types of goods 
x and y are available for the demand market. CV and 0V,-. are 
composite-commodities, that is, totals of the value of quanti- 
ties of goods, valued at period I and period II prices respec- 
tively. pFI and PP" are price lines for period I and period II, 
°..:hich are ex post phenomena. III and II" denote the community 
indifference curves. 
ON1 
represents a constant ratio between 
quantities of goods x and y, which includes the point V1. 
Similarly, ON represents the ratio between quantities of these 
goods, which includes the point V.,. Wi denotes the alternative 
combination of quantities of x and y to V1 and is on the same 
indifference curve III as V1. L,2 is an alternative to V., on 
the same indifference curve II" as the latter. ow (or Ois!) is 
a hypothetical composite- commodity based on the same quantity 
ratio between x and y as OV,, (or oV1) and period I (or period 
Ii) prices. 0 -41 (or O O designates the hypothetical composite- 
commodity based on the same quantity ratio between x and y as 
0V 
2 
(or and pe riod II (or period I) prices. The assumptions 
for Fig. 2 community case still hold in Fig. 5. 
_ . . 
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Although OV2 should be compared with 0111, because there 
are changes in both the quantity ratio and prices, they cannot 
be compared directly. The composite-commodity OV2 may be the 
result of changes in prices, tastes, or distribution of income. 
To compare the economic welfare of the two periods, it is neces- 
sary to assume prices, tastes and distribution of income, and 
the number and types of commodities constant. In shont, change 
in economic welfare is to be measured in terms of the change 
in quantities of goods consumed between the two periods, which 
necessarily implies that the Quantities consumed in one period 
are to be regarded as the standard. 
In Fig. 5, if period I quantity ratio is assumed (that 
is ON 
1)' 
the change in economic welfare between period I and 
period II with economic welfare in period I as standard is 
represented by OW2/0V1, w2 being the alternative to V2 yielding 
the same level of satisfaction. Similarly, if period II quantity 
ratio is assumed that is, ON,), the change in economic welfare 
a 
with period I as standard is represented by OV2/0141, W1 being an 
alternative to V 
1 
on the mme indifference curve III. However, 
commodities being heterogeneous in nature, they need to be trans- 
lated into one common denominator, namely, value. Thus, prices 
of a standard period are required, which in turn means the use 
of index numbers. The measurement of change in economic welfare 
between the two periods may be summarized as follows: 
8 
Basis of change 
































Two alternative index number formulae may be used. In one case, 
the outputs of both periods are valued in period I prices, while 
in the other, the outputs of both periods are valued in period II 
pri:..3s; that is, 
and 




Where p anti q denote in the usual eay the price and quantity of 
a commodity and subscripts denote the time periods to which p 
and q refer. Hence, formula (1) shows the change in the Quantity 
between two composite-commodities in value terms at period 
prices. Formula (2) shows a similar change but at period I/ 
prices. In short, the ratios (B) and (E) can be transformed 
into Formula (1) type of index, and the ratios (c) and (D) into 
Formula (2) type of index. As the statistical concept ef 
national income is expressed by the formula of the 21 pq type, 
national income change is also depicted by index number formula 
appropriately weighted, in which case p and q are respectively 
the price which buyers actually pay and the total quantity 
bought by the buyers of a commodity and subscripts denote the 
periods. 
It is obvious that national income indexes give only 
appro:cimatien to actual change in economic welfare of a commu- 
nity even under ideal output conditions eetween the two periods. 
The choice of a particular ratio or index number formula there- 
fore depends on the degree of approximation it can give. On 
the basis of a situation given in Fig. 5, ratio (B) is prefered 
to ratio (c) because the former is closer than the latter to tiny 
ectual economic welfare change ratio (A). In short, given 
period I quantity ratio ON1, formula (1) is superior to formula 
(2). Similarly, ratio (E) is preferred to ratio (D) because of 
the same reason but with reference to the actual economic 
welfare change ratio (A ii). This shows that formula (1) is 
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still superior to formula (2), given the quantity ratio ON2. 
The shape of the community indifference curves given is a major 
determinant of the degree of approximation. For if ratio (e) 
is equal, or closer than ratio (B), to ratio (A i), formula () 
would be superior to formula (1). The same analogy applies to 
ratios (D) and (E). 
In addition to the two assumptions, we have followed 
Pigou in assuming, in the first instance, that no new products 
have been introduced and no products have been withdrawn from 
circulation between periods I and II, and also that the periods 
are at one year interval. 19 
However, the basic criterion that economic welfare of a 
community has increased is that when national income (or "divi- 
dend" as he called it) in period II is greater than in period I, 
"the items that are added to it in period II are items to con- 
serve which they would be willing to give more money thai they 
ould be willing to give to conserve the items that are taken 
away from it in period II". 
20 
The measures for this criterion 
are found in 
and 
2 P14:- > Piqi 
z p2q2 2 y: p2q1 in (3) is the same as (2) with the 
latter greater than unity, and (4) is a measure for the cri- 
terion of increase in economic welare using period I price 
..eights. We are aware of the changes in people's tastes and 
also in the distribution of income in actual life. If tastes 
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vary between periods, Pigou had shown that there would be a 
paradox. People in period II with period I tastes might pay . 
less for the commodities added than for the items taken away, 
and also that those with period II tastes might pay more for 
these added items than for those withdrawn. The measures would 
make national income in period II both greater and smaller than 
that in period I. The same paradox could arise if the distri- 
bution of income varies between periods. An assumption which 
is not realistic would invalidate the thesis. but Pigou dis- 
missed the possibility of invalidity by saying that if tastes 
and distribution of income do change, they "usually constitute 
a change in the same direction from the point of view of period 
II."21 He further maintained that "most causes ,... will 
increase the dividend from both points of view or diminish it 
from both points of view". He made use of the probability 
thesis without empirical evidence. 
The conditions set out in (3) and (4) may yield dif- 
ferent results for the period under observation, namely period 
II. VJAle it can be argued that for a given period, say period 
II, the index number based on period I price weights as well 
as that based on period II price weights may show an increase 
and therefore the economic satisfaction will have increased, 
the increase in economic welfare is absolute only when the 
magnitudes of the index number change based on the price weights 
of the two different periods are identical. If one is larger 
than the other, then "from an absolute point of view", the 
change is not measurable.--) 
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While national income is the objective counterpart 
economic welfare, the change of national income as reflectad 
by index numbers does not necessarily point to a change in 
economic welfare in the same direction proportionately. Pigou 
said that proportionality was not required. All that was neces- 
sary was to show that there was some increase. He seemed to 
imply that the exact magnitude of the size of increase of 
economic welfare was unimportant. 
What has been just described is concerned with indexes 
(1) and (2) greater than unity. It can be applied to the case 
of indexes (1) and (2) being less than unity, that is, conditions 
set out in (3) and (L) in the reverse. Economic arelfar =e is, 
according to the criterion stated in the reverse, diminished 
when national income is diminished in period II from both 
points of view, that is, using both period and period II 










This refers to the case where for period II, national income 
she vs a decrease when period II price weights are used but an 
increase when period I price weights are employed, and also the 
decrease is greater than the increase when these respective 
weights are used. In this case, the economic welfare has prob- 
ably diminished. If conditions of an opposite character are 
24 
the case, then economic elfare probably has increased. The 
two index (5) numbers and (6) are limiting expressions. There 
is no intermediate expression between the two limits which indi- 
cates that the economic satisfaction will probably increase or 
decrease in period II according to whether the expression is 
greater or less than unity. 
Only when moth indexes show an increase or decrease that 
an intermediate expression can be found. Pilou recommended the 
use of ideal index number. The merits of this index number are 
recognized, namely, the index satisfies the factor reversal test 
and also the time reversal test. He probably would have inclu- 
ded the circular test had he not been concerned with a two -- 
Jeriod case.--" 
As regards the assumption that the number and types of 
commodities are constant over the period in question, for short 
period consideration such as two years, the assumption that no 
new products are introduced and no withdrawal of old products 
from circulation between period I and period II is reasonable. 
3ut for a longer period extending more than two years, this 
assumption may become unrealistic and will invalidate the 
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results as a consequence. However, Pigou recommended the use 
o e 
of link index. In this way, when period II is compared with 
period I, if period I tastes are used, period II tastes are 
ignored; when period II is compared with period II, period II 
tastes are used but period III tastes ignored; and so on. 
Using the simple conversion method, the link indexes may be 
turned into an index using period I as the base. Obviously, 
small errors would be attached to each individual comparison 
of the pairs. Pigou said that the errors would likely be in 
the same direction. He was aware that if the chain or link 
index extended over a long time horizon, the cumulative errors 
might become large.-/ His conclusion was that if the link index 
showed that there was an increase between period I and period 
11, it was probable that the economic satisfaction was greater 
in period II than in period I. But he could not say with any 
confidence, unless the magnitude was large, that the economic 
satisfaction was less in period II than in period I when the 
link index showed a decrease. 
National income and economic welfare in a developing economy of 
communist type with reference to China 
Against the case just described which refers to ideal 
output situation, let us consider an economy in which prices 
are not determined by free forces of the market or rational 
economic calculations, but by administrative decisions. We 
could visualize the Chinese economy belonging to this typo of 
29 
economy on the basis of the planning procedures. in the 
16; 
first instance, we assume that these pricing decisions are meant 
to lead to a state of equilibrium which is comparable to that 
under a pure competitive economy. ?de uphold the working hypo- 
thesis that individual consumers would maximize their individual 
wants as much as they could. However, instead of being the 
"ultimate king", consumers are assumed to have only freedom of 
choice among goods made available to them at publicly -determined 
prices, and they have no influence on the producers/ decisions 
as regards what to produce and how much to produce. In other, 
words, given the publicly- determined prices, a set of community 
indifference curves can be drawn up from the consumers/ viewpoint. 
Since production and price decisions are made by planners, we 
assume that the planners have their own estimation of the com- 
munity needs at the publicly-determined prices, and thus draw 
up a set of community indifference curves which they think to 
lee the same as the consumers' community indifference curves. 
In both cases, we assume, as usual, that community indifference 
curves do not intersect. Owing to an assumed inefficiency in 
communication between the planners and the final consumers, the 
planners' and the consumers' sets of community of indifference 
curves may. not coincide. (If they coincide, the planners then 
have succeeded attrainin a the equilibrium comparable to that 
under pore comp titiv t iaditions without the allocating and 
coordinating ; t' unctions ,,f the pricing system.) The present 











Notations in Fig. 6 are the same as in Fig. 5. The 
planners' community indifference curves are left out in order 
to avoid unnecessary confusion in the figure. In short, the 
planners' community indifference curves lie to the right of 
the pre- determined price lines PP' and PP" and are tangent to 
them at V1 and V 
2' 
Plans for production of composite -commodities V1 and V9 
are drawn up by planners. The planned quantities of goods are 
produced and then sold at publicly -determined prices in the 
markets or transferred (or allocated) at these prices. If the 
preference system drawn up by the planners coincides with that 
of the consumers, given the publicly -determined prices, the 
change in economic welfare, given the usual limitations of its 
measurement by index number formulae, is revealed in Fig. 5. 
If, however, the preference system drawn up by the 
planners were erroneous, then a situation as given in Fig. 6 
would occur. Plans for production of composite -commodity in 
any one period are drawn up and all commodities are sold at 
publicly- determined prices as predicted. On the basis of the 
situation described in Fig. 6, it can be shown that at the 
given publicly- determined prices, the highest satisfaction from 
the standpoint of the community's consumers has not been reached 
in either period I or period II. Because the community indif- 
:erence curve is not tangent to the price line at the point V 
in the period concerned, consumers' wants are not satisfied. 
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The actual change in economic welfare as illustrated in Fig. 6 
therefore may be overstated or understated despite the allowance 
for the approximations given by index number formulae, the 
latter depending on the curvatures of the community indifference 
curves. The conclusion drawn from the figure is that if points 
leaves the consumers dissatisfied, then either formula (that 
is (l) or (2) ) exag {;erutes the actual change even further; 
in other words, the change is less than V1'.ó2. The same analogy 
holds for the case where V2 denotes a composite -commodity which 
is less than the highest satisfaction that can be attained at 
the given pre -determined prices. Of course, in the case where 
both V1 and V2 are below the optimal level, as in Fig. 6, the 
exaggeration, i..' any, becomes a matter of degree. 
It is also plausible that in China, prices are not 
determined by administrative decisions with attaining equilibrium 
prices in. mind. If a manipulated pricing system (the nature 
of which is described in Chapter II) is adopted, the principle 
of equating marginal rate of substitution and relative price 
ratio is irrelevant.30 The planners may fix the price of one 
type of commodity relatively higher than they should. In China, 
it has been said that producer goods are priced relatively higher 
than consumer goods.31 In this situation, the index number 
change and therefore national income growth might be inflated. 
Such a situation can be seen when Fig. 6 is superimposed on 
Fig. 5. The distance between VJW" is longer in the presence 
case as compared with the pure competitive case, if we consider 
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on the basis of period I uuantity ratio 01"ál, between, say, 
producer goods m and consumer goods y. As long as the gradient 
departs from that for the equilibrium position in rig. 5, the 
index number will show a change in economic welfare with a 
larger margin of error. 
Personal consumption and saving and economic welfare 
The China case causes us to enquire into whether there 
is an alternative measure of economic welfare, given the defini- 
tion of economic welfare. Initially, we have implicitly assume 
that economic welfare is defined in terms of individual choice, 
and that the final bill of goods planned by the central planning 
board corresponds to what people would get had the central 
planning board been replaced by free market price mechanism. 
National income as an approximate measure of economic welfare 
has been derived on that basis. In the same analysis, consumer 
sovereignty is assumed. However, it has been pointed out that 
in the China case, the preference system of the central planning 
board may not be identical with that of the society at large. 
The central planning board has been assumed to formulate plans 
which it thinks fit for the society rather than like in the pure 
collectivist economy where e n.sumer sovereignty as such still 
exists. In this case, the central planning board would have 
produced plans which include goods and services which in the 
eyes of the people are not for their immediate benefit. It will 
be recalled that people are concerned with their current wants 
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and it is on that basis they judge whether their welfare has 
increased. Whether the central planning board plans with the 
future interests of the people in mind is irrelevant for the 
latter's individual choice is exercised among goads and ser- 
vices currently available to them. We concur with Little's 
contention that economic welfare is "concerned with what people 
et, and not why they get it, and with what work they do, and 
not how they are paid for it," to which we would supplement 
that not only why they get it is irrelevant, how it is brought 
about is also irrelevant. 
32 
Therefore, only consumer goods and 
services over which the people exercise their freedom of indi- 
vidual choice are relevant. Given their income, they also 
choose between current consumption and saving with the view of 
accumulating purchasing power of future goods of the kind cur- 
rently available. This necesearily excludes producer goods 
(or investment) since people as final elnsumers are not con- 
fronted with this kind of goods in their decisions. Total 
personal savings are unlikely to be egual to total investments. 33 
The difference, if any, between total personal savings and total 
investments is forced savings through direct and indirect taxes 
plus other means of finance, all of which are beyond the purview 
of individual choice. In any event, decisions to save are in 
the main independent of decisions to invest. This is contrary 
to Ktuonets' view that decisions to save should correspond to 
decisions to invest, and that the value of producer goods is 
theoretically a discounted value of their future yields.34 His 
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contention that investment should be included as part of the 
content of economic welfare thus has little meaning even in a 
free society. 
Nevertheless, given the definition of economic welfare 
in terms of individual choice, only foods and services pur- 
chased by the people (as final consumers) and personal saving 
are the objective counterpart of economic welfare. 
Given the defined conceot and scope of economic welfare, 
the personal consumption expenditure and saving measure has an 
advantage over the national income measure in that it trans- 
cends all forms of societies. Whether resources are rationally 
allocated or whether the end economic activity is rational 
is irrelevant. For a planned economy such as Chîna +s, where 
investment deploys a sizeable quantity of economic resources 
at the discretion of the state through its planners, national 
income aggregate is less appropriate a measure of economic 
er 
welfare than personal consumption expenditure and saving, 
Valuation of real personal consumption and saving, 
however, encounters similar problems as real national income 
aggregate. The index number problem applies to personal consum; a- 
tion expenditure and saving just as to national income. This 
will be discussed presently. 
WELFARE IMPLICATIONS OF NATIONAL INCOME _ACCOUNTING 
In the last analysis we have suggested that personal 
consumption and saving tends to be a more appropriate welfare 
1 7 0 
measure than national income, especially in a developing 
economy of the communist type with reference to China. Having 
established in principle that personal consumption and saving 
is a welfare standard, we may infer that a change in this 
constituent of national income accounting ex post indicates a 
change in economic welfare. However, there are still conceptual 
problems arising from welfare interpretations of national income 
accounts ex post. These problems may be analyzed with reference 
to our findings in Chapters II and 
First, since personal consumption and saving is to ba a 
welfare standard (or measure), it is essential that the empirical 
findings on personal consumption and saving be consistant with 
the theoretical basis of the measure. In Chapter II, we have 
pointed out that it is difficult to assess the proximity of 
the Chinese price system to the ideal price system operating 
under ideal conditions, which thus implies that there may be 
discrepancies between the estimate of personal consumption and 
saving and the theoretical counterpart. One might then proceed 
to argue that it would probably be meaningless to attach any 
welfare significance to national income accounts ex post. 
However, as long as we are aware of this limitation of welfare 
interpretation of national income accounts ex post and until 
there is a better alternative welfare measure other than the 
one we have put forward, it ia legitimate to infer that a change 
in personal consumption and saving as a change in economic 
welfare. 
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Secondly, the personal consumption and saving as revealed 
in China's national income accounts may to a certain extent be 
a manifestation of the planners/ preferences, especially when 
there hava been indications that goods produced are short of 
or more than what are demanded,. We have observed in Chapter II 
that in China there have been reports of black market activities 
and that key products are subject to rationing. Under these 
circumstances, personal consumption and saving would merely be 
the objective counterpart of maximum welfare the planners allow 
the community to have rather than that which the community has 
attained with the incomes at their disposal and at the initial 
prevailing free or official prices. Thus, the possible diver- 
gence between the planners/ version of community preference 
system and the community's oean preference system derived from 
individual choice Thould he well borne in mind when welfare 
interpretation of China's personal consumption and saving is 
to be made. In the present analysis of accounting data on 
eersona.l consumption and saving, we assume that they are the 
result of economic activity based. on planners/ preferences. 
Thirdly, given that personal consumption and saving be 
an appropriate indicator of economic welfare, it should be 
pointed out that change in this constituent of national income 
accounts over time does not reflect the change in welfare of 
the community unless the aggregate is reduced to per capita 
terms. In our theoretical analysis, we have implicitly assumed 
that the population remains unchanged, hence increase in personal 
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consumption and saving would indicate increase in economic 
welfare of the people.. The per capita consumption and saving, 
however, is not without conceptual problems. We would have to 
tacitly assume that the tastes and other factors affecting 
choice of the people not previously included are the same as 
the people already included. Such an assumption may well be 
unrealistic since the tastes would vary with the age and sex 
tructure of the population. Nevertheless, personal consumption 
and saving on a per capita basis would be more appropriate than 
on aggregate terms as an indicator of welfare. 
It will be noticed that the previous chapter on valua- 
tions of national income lends support to our present discus- 
sion on welfare implications of ex post national income accounting. 
Our theoretical discussions on the relationship between national 
income and economic welfare have been based on an implicit 
assumption of an economic system consisting of two sectors, 
namely, producers and consumers, The Chinese national income 
estimates which we shall consider presently are based on the 
conventional accounting system, i.e., it consists of three 
sectors at least, namely, producers, consumers and government. 
If the two-sector system of accounts suggested in the last 
chapter were adopted (which would be consistent with our theo- 
retical analysis of national income and welfare), the national 
income estimates would approximate the personal consumption and 
saving estimates derived from the national income accounts based 
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on the conventional system. The adoption of such a system of 
accounts, however, would imply that the final product so defined 
would in the main be a compound product, embodying not just 
the commodity bought on conscious choice but also an "unknown" 
or a number of "unknown" commodities bought unconsciously at 
the time of purchase. In short, ex Bost data on purchase might 
well conceal some of the goods consumed, i.e. the "unknown" 
goods which are not priced, those which are not consumed at the 
time of purchase of the "known" goods, and those which use up 
part of the scarce resources for their production. In what 
follows we shall make no attempt to reconstruct the national 
income accounting data to fit in with the two- sector system 
since our primary purpose is to consider the uses of national 
income estimates based on conventional national income account- 
ing concepts. 
Change in personal consuraptic>n and saving with reference to 
China 
The available estimates of personal consumption expendi- 
ture, with the exception of Liu and Yehls adjusted SSB and 
their own estimates, show that there has been an increase 
throughout the period 1952 -57 (Tables 11 through 15). Wu and 
associates' second estimate based on actual grain consumption 
shows a decline in. 1957, but it is still higher than the 19 w 
level. The annual rate of growth varies from 0.4 per cent 
(Wu and associates' second estimate) to 6.9 per cent (SSB's 
estimate). On the whole, the rate of growth of personal con- 
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TABLE 11 GROWTH OF PERSONAL CONSUMPTION F ;IMMITURE 
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Source: T <C. Liu & iÿ:. C. Yeh, rirhe táeonou of tR;le 
Chinese ìlainland: rational Income and 
Economic Develozaent la3-b Voì.l, 
Table 10. 
TABLE 12. CäOG]'l'11 OP OONSI?'IPT3.O1F EXI7I3IDIiti1?E (I) 
BAS-13 ON IIOLLISTER'S DATA, 1950-57 
Consumption 
















1950 20.25 71;.1 - 78.2 
1951 23.04 85.4 113.I 87.2 111.5 
1952 26.97 100.0 114.4 100.0 114.7 
1953 30.75 114/. 114.0 111.4 111.4 
1954 34.14 ¡0 126.6 111.0 120.9 108.5 
1955 36.41 135.0 106.2 126.2 104.3 
1956 41.86 155.2 115.0 142.1 112.6 
1957 42.24 156.6 109.4 140.6 91. ) 
Annual rate of t,rowth. 
1950-57 11.1 3.7 
1952-57 9.3 7.0 
Ilote; This is an estimate of consumption expenditure 
of the nona,Gricultural sector. Hollister 
estimated it on the basis of retail sales and 
nonatric zlturai services. 
Source; Hollister, China's Gross National Product 
and Locial Accounts 7, PP-132-33- 
TABLE 13. GROUTH OF COMLEPTION DIT= (II) 



















1950 23.11 57.1 ... 101.1 _ 
1951 25.00 105.1 108.1 107.3 106.0 
1952 23.80 100.0 95.2 100.0 93.3 
1953 24.52 103.0 103.0 100.7 100.7 
1954 23.02 96.7 93.9 92.4 91.7 
1955 24.82 104.3 107.8 97.5 105.5 
195G 26.84 112.8 108.1 103.2 105.9 
1957 26.47 110.9 93.6 99.8 96.7 
Annual rate of growth: 
1950-57 2.0 - 0.18 
1952-57 2.1 - 0.05 
Ilote: This is an ostiate of consumption expenditure 
of the agricultural sector. Hollister 
estimated it on the basis of imputed farm home 
consumption and agricultural pin-.,chases of 
services. 
Source: bee Table 12. 
TABLE 14. ORO= OF PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE (III) 

















43.36 85.4 - 03.9 
1951 48.04 94.6 ï10.8 96.6 10.6 
1952 50.77 100.0 105.7 100.0 1G3.5 
1953 55.27 108.8 108.8 106.4 106.4 
1954 57.16 112.6 103.:,) 107.5 101.1 
1955 61.23 123.6 107.1 112.3 1u4.3 
1956 60.70 135.3 112.2 i23.9 109.8 
1957 60.71 135.4 ... 121.4 98.1 
Annual rate of Growth: 
1950 -57 6.8 4.6 
1952 -57 6.3 5.0 
Note: This is an estimate of total consumption 
expenditure based on the consumption expend tomes 
of both the non , icul aural and a. r icultura1 
sectors, which have been separately shown in 
Tab le s 12 and 13. 
Source: .sec Table 12. 
TABLE 15. GROWTH OF PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BASED ON WL, & ASSflCIA°ì'ES ' DATA, 1952-62 


















1952 52.3 100.0 - 57.4 100.0 - 
1953 53.5 102.3 102.3 58.6 102.1 102.1 
1954 54.7 104.6 102. 60.4 105.2 103.0 
1955 55.9 106.9 102.2 61.5 107.2 101.8 
1956 57.1 109.1 102.1 62.7 109.2 134.0 
1957 58.6 112.0 102.7 58.6 102.1 %3.5 
1958 60.2 115.1 102.8 66.2 115.3 113.0 
1959 61.5 117.6 102.2 58.0 101.0 87.6 
1960 62.7 119.9 102,0 44.5 77.5 76.7 
1961 63.3 122.0 101.7 41.6 72.5 93.5 
1962 64.6 123.5 101.3 42.8 74.6 . 102.9 
Annual rate of growth: 
1952-57 2.3 0.4 
1957-62 2.0 a- 6.1 
1952-62 2.1 - 2.9 
Notes: Estimate I is based on per capita personal consumption 
at minium maintenance level in 1957 multiplied by 
mid-year .:;apula Lion of the year concerned. The 1957 
figure é- i.ven by Wu Gi, associates tc is 52 yuan at 1952 prices. 
Estimate II is based On actual grain consumption in 1.X57 
times the (rain consumption index (1957 =100) for the 
year concerned. The 1957 fi sure is 58:600 million yuan 
at 1952 prices. 
The two estimates are linked together for the year 1957 
on the assumption that personal consumption (58,600 
million yuan at 1952 prices) was at the minimum 
maintenance level, 
Source: Y. L9 Uu et al, The Economic Potential of Communist China: 
Vo1..i, Table 80. 
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consumption expenditure is loser than that of national income, 
the latter being shown in Table 9. If change in personal consum- 
ption expenditure were a sufficient indicator of change in 
economic welfare, then the change in economic welfare in China 
would be negligible if Wu and associates+ personal consumption 
expenditure index were used and it would be fairly reasonable 
if the SSB index were adopted. 
At this juncture, we would have to make a choice among 
the various personal consumption indexes if we were to have one 
unique index only. Alternatively, we could easily settle with 
a range of possibilities with an upper and a lower limits. In 
any case, we should examine the bases on which the various 
real personal consumption expenditures are estimated. 
It will be noticed that Hollister +s estimates for the 
1952 -57 period approximate the SSI3 estimates except for 1956 
and 1957, the cause of which may be attributed to the fact that 
Hollister adopted the final sales method of national income 
es tinat.tioza. 3c The GNP and component estimates have been esti- 
mated in current prices initially and subsequently converted 
into 1952.p.rices using various price indexes as deflators. 
For example, retail sales and non -agricultural services in 
current prices -- one component of personal consumption expendi- 
ture -- for the period 1950 -57 have been deflated by a price 
index wa.ica, is derived from figures on average money wages and 
average real wage (Table 12). The price index for the period 
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195 2-57 has been derived from average money wages and average 
r 7.. wades in the state, state- private, and cooperative esta- 
blishments in the urban areas :37 
Average money wage 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 
index: 100.0 110.1 114.9 119.4 133. 5 139.4 
eal wage index: 100.0 104.3 107.3 
Price index: 100.0 105.ú 106.9 107j 109.4 111.4 
The real wage index in turn is the average money wage deflated 
by the cost of living index. The other component of personal 
consumption expenditure is imputed farm home consumption and 
agricultural purchases of services in Curren_; prices, which is 
deflated by the official price index for state purchase of 
agricultural products (Table 13). The index for 1952 -57 is as 
follows 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 
100.0 110.1 113.8 113.2 116.6 120.9 
It will be recalled from chapter II that official prices may be 
raised or lowered to clear the consumer markets, and at the same 
time rationing system may be employed to control demand.. Given 
the elasticity of demand, a consumer may find his wants are not 
satisfied at a particular price level owing to the interference 
through the rationing system into the amount he can purchase. 
The price index employed is based on cost of living index. Any 
price index, including cost of living index, may eliminate 
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change in money prices, and the deflated values should then be 
the real personal consumption expenditures. However, in the 
China case, the effects of rationing are still concealed in the 
c'.eflated values with the result that real expenditure cannot be 
shown. It is possible that the purchasing power left over 
through effective demand not being satisfied in one direction 
may be transferred to the purchase of other consumer goods. 
However, this may be restricted by the fact that other consumer 
gòods may also be subject to ration, particularly in periods of 
short supply. It may also be restricted by satiety of demand 
for these other goods, with the result that purchasing power is 
either used in the direction of black market purchase or left 
unused. Any black market activities would not have appeared in 
the official price index. The nature of cost of living index 
might also affect the resultant values. One may question the 
validity of the index as being representative of the whole of 
China when in fact it is constructed on the basis of data for 
only twelve cities. However, this problem is not peculiar to 
Chine. 
The state agricultural purchasing price index suffers a 
problem which is different from that inherent in the cost of 
living index. It is partially applied to consumption which 
does not go through the markets. The home consumed products 
on farms are imputed a value net of price changes which are in 
most cases not connected with disequilibrium of demand and 
supply situation. As noted in chapter II, certain categories 
of agricultural products are not subject to state planned 
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purchase and planned supply or to state unified purchase, such 
as the goods in the third category (except during the period 
December 1958 - June and July 1959). These are traded in the 
local rural markets at free market prices, which are not covered 
by the state agricultural purchasing price index. 
It stands to reason that since official indexe are used 
as deflators of sales data obtained from official sources, 
Hollister's and the official estimates of personal consumption 
expenditure should approximate each other. While this component 
of GNE should in principle be estimated from the expenditure 
viewpoint rather than from the commodity flow approach, in the 
China case, the reverse is recommended to eliminate conceptual 
problems relating to prices. 
The decline of personal consumption expenditure in Liu 
and Yeh's estimate is attributed to their contention that t -e 
situation in 1952 has been underreported. Wu and associates' 
two estimates give relatively lower rates of growth, which is 
probably due to the method of estimation which in turn seems 
to have a downward bias. For the period 1957 and after, Hol- 
lister's estimates appear to have been in line with official 
claim. His annual rates of growth for 1952-57, 1952 -60, and 
1957 -60 vary only by 0.3 point between the highest (1957 -60) 
and the lowest (1952 -57). Wu and associates' first estimate 
based on minimum maintenance level gives annual rates of in- 
crease centred around 2 per cent, and their second estimate 
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yields annual growth rates varying from a negative 6.1 per 
cent for 1957 -62 to negative 2.9 per cent for 1952 -62. Even 
for the period 1952 -57, the corresponding rate is only 0,.4 per 
cant._ 
Per capita personal consumption expenditure index gives 
an even more pessimistic picture (Table 16). It is expected 
that the official, Hollister's, and Liu and Yell's adjusted 
official estimates on a per capita basis are relatively higher. 
Wu and associates, first estimate suggests an annual per capita 
growth of about 0.1 to 0.2 per cent. Their second estimate 
yields a decline in most cases except for 1952 -58 when an 
annual rate of increase of 0.2 per cent is shown. In absolute 
terms, the picture shorn by the estimates based on actual grain 
consumption is dismal. From 1959 onwards, the per capita per- 
sonal consumption expenditure has been shown to be almost 
increasingly below 90 per cent of the 1952 level. This 1;lay be 
consistent with the common notion that China has never recovered 
from the agricultural crisis due to bad weather conditions 
during 1960 -62, but the almost negligible increase and even 
decrease) as compared with 1952 during the years of the First 
Five Year Plan, as suggested by Wu and associates, seems incre- 
dible, and implies that the increase in consumer good production 
over the years has been siphoned to foreign markets. 
We have established earlier that personal consumption 
expenditure and saving are a measure of economic welfare. Lack 
of data on saving prevents use from presenting a full picture 
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TABU.] 16. ITI3 ;ñTS 0.1 CRIPlA iä P CAkF2A P,rTSOZiAL COPàS1lMYï'ION lEXP,P2dBIáUÏiE 
SSB Adjusted 
SSE, 
Hollister Liu & Yoh Wu et al 
(75". 






1952 10c.0 10':.0 100.0 lüCG. 0 100.0 100.0 
1553 104.4 34.3 106.4 92.3 100.0 99.8 
1954 107.4 88.5 107.5 96.2 99.91 100.5 
1955 113.7 94.0 112.8 97.6 99.97 100.2 
1556 113.7. 106.0 124.0 105.0 99.97 100.0 
1;j 125.2 110.9 121.5 106.0 100.6 9i.7 
1958 - - 129.2 -- 101.0 181.3 
1953 - - 131.6 - 101.2 36.9 
1960 - - 138.0 - 100.9 65.3 
1561 -- - - - 100.6 59.3 
1962 - - - 100.4 60.2 
(1957=100) 
1957 - 100.0 - 100.0 100.0 
WIM 1958 - 106.3 - 100.5 110.5 
1959 -- 108.2 -- 100.6 94.8 
1960 - 113.6 - 100.3 71.2 
1961 - - - 99.97 65.2 
1962 - - - i =1n.1 65.7 
Annual i O'vFth 
1952-57 4.6 2.1 4.0 1.2 0.1 -1.7 
1952-62 - - 0 -4 9 
1957-62 - - CIO 
-0.2 --0.1 
1952-58 - _ 4.3 0.2 0.2 
1952-59 - - 4.0 
IMP 0.2 -2.0 
1952-60 - - 4.1 0.1 -5.1 
19,7-60 - - 4.3 
0 -10.7 
$ow ees: Based ozi ' ables 11 to 15 
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of the change in personal saving. We may refer to Perkins for 
the fragmentary data he has collected on bank deposits and bond 
purchase. However, these are mostly forced savings. Accord- 
ing to state regulations, savings deposits and bond subscription 
are to be voluntary, but in practice, people are said to be 
pressured by the communist cadres to place.eloney in savings 
deposits with the banks or credit cooperatives and to subscribe 
bonds. The extent of coercion is such that it almost takes on 
the form of a tax. Interest on savings deposits does give 
incentive to save, but with the relative poverty of the country- 
folk and the traditional suspicion of banks and bonds by the 
peasants, it is wondered whether such savings deposits in rural 
banks and cooperative and bond purchase in the rural areas could 
have been voluntary. Whatever personal savings there are, they 
probably constitute a small proportion of personal incomes. 
Hollister has made a direct estimate of personal saving for 
1950 -57, but unfortunately he has not described the method of 
estimation.40 In any event, assuming that voluntary saving is 
negligible, personal consumption expenditure would have been 
sufficient indication of the state of economic welfare. 
To reiterate, if personal consumption expenditure as 
estimated is consistent with the theory behind it as a measure 
of economic welfare, then the change in economic welfare of the 
people in China since 1952 has been insignificant or moderate, 
depending on the estimate of personal consumption expenditure 
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employed. It should be reminded that we have assumed that 
production and allocation decisions are based on planners? 
preferences and thus the magnitude of the change in personal 
consumption expenditure, w.iethcr large or small, would reflect 
the planners? decision with regard to the amount of goods and 
services the household sector should consume. 
CONCLUDING REMARK 
The present chapter may be viewed as an attempt to re- 
examine the whole question of the traditional use of national 
income as a welfare measure when the welfare of a community in 
a planned economy, instead of in a free market economy, is being 
considered. The contention that personal consumption and saving 
pends to be a more appropriate measure than national income of 
economic welfare for a planned economy such as China's has so 
far been based on the assumption that the conventional national 
income accounting system is used and that economic welfare is 
viewed from the household sector standpoint only. Under ideal 
output conditions, efficiency is resource allocation is assured. 
In the case whore we consider personal consumption and saving 
to be a welfare measure we have so far relegated the efficiency 
question to the background. As far as the China case is con- 
cerned, part of the difficulty in resolving thie question has 
been that production is supply rathr than demand- oriented. 
Further thoughts are required if the contention that consump- 
tion.and saving is a better measure of welfare than national 
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income is to be put forward as a general proposition instead of 
a measuring device which has not taken the efficiency aspect 
into consideration. 
CHAPTER. V 
NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMIC PLANNING 
Introduction 
Nature of economic planning 
Types of planning - planning in Western 
countlies - planning in communist countries. 
Techniques of planning 
Choice of techniques and models of planning 
- economic models.. 
Role of national income accounting in economic 
planning 
National income accounting system and economic 
models - national income accounting data 
and economic planning models - limitations 
of national income accounting 





The present chapter and the next are concerned with the 
other application of national income accounting considered in 
the present study, namely, national income accounting as a tool 
of economic planning. In the present chapter, we shall examine 
(1) nature of economic planning, (2) techniques of planning, 
(ì) role of national income accounting in economic planning, 
and (/4.) the use of national income accounting in economic 
planning in China. 
The first two sections are necessary in that they set 
the stage for the role to be played by national income account- 
in.g. And the whole of the present chA3ter may be viewed as an 
introductory to the application of national income accounting 
as a tool of economic planning with reference to China in the 
next chapter. 
NATURE OF ECONOMIC PLANNING 
By economic planning we mean economic planning at the 
centre. A plan containing quantitative targets is implied and 
it is formulated by a special agency of the central government 
or an independent national institution, which we shall call the 
central planning board. The procedure of forrzlating the plan 
may involve all level!: the planning hierarchy, but as long 
as the final plan is issued by the central planning board, it 
is economic planning at the centre. Government departments and 
agencies, whether they are at the central, regional, provincial 
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or municipal level, may formulate their individual plans on an 
ad hoc basis; such economic planning does not concern us here. 
However, if the central planning board formulates plans for the 
individual central or local government departments or agencies 
on an ad hoc basis, this will come under our definition of 
economic planning. In short, the definition is essentially an 
institutional one, 
Examples of central economic planning include planning 
in the Soviet Union and other communist countries P and in India, 
Japan, the Netherlands, France, to name a few. 1 The reorganiza- 
tion of the British rail transportation system initiated under 
the Tory government or planning by the Hong Kong Government 
Social Welfare Department is considered here as economic planning 
by individual government department or agency. 
Planning is a means to achieve the objectives of economic 
policy of the central government. The objectives may originate 
from the government, the parliament, congress or the like, or 
directly from the electorate. These objectives may include 
one or more of the following: a certain rate of GNP gro:nth, 
achieving and maintaining price stability, achieving and main- 
taining full employment, achieving and maintaining balance of 
payments equilibrium, a less unequal distribution of incomes, 
modernization, change of economic organization structure from 
private to state or semi -state ownership, etc. These objectives 
may be contradictory to one another. For example, in India's 
Third 1?1ve Year Plan, among the objectives are a rise in national 
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income of over 5 per cent per annum, on the one hand, and bring- 
ing about a reduction of inequalities in income and wealth, 
on the other. 
2 Given the circumstances in India, these may be 
contradictory because a GNP growth of that magnitude may well 
involve a sacrifice of the reduction of income and wealth 
inequality objective. 
Once the objectives have been decided upon, the central 
planning board is given the responsibility of translating them 
into quantifiable terms in its plan. The exact targets should 
be able to be achieved with the given information on known 
resources, state of technology, institutional circumstances, 
and also on their possible changes during the planned period. 
The roles played by the political process and the central 
planning board in planning procedure are not necessarily inde- 
pendent of each other. In making policy decisions, the political 
process might have the advice of the planning board on the 
feasibility of achieving the proposed aims and on the consis- 
tency of the aims in view. However, it is also possible that 
the central planning hoard is at the receiving end only, in 
which case, it formulates either a plan without internal consis- 
tency or one which fulSills as much as possible the requirements 
laid down by the political process. 
Types of plannins- 
When the final plan has been adopted, it might become a 
legal document in that individual economic organizationsare 
bound by law to fulfill as much as possible the targets fixed 
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for the economy as a whole, which implies that individual 
organizations will have their specific targets. This involves 
a transmission of microeconomic targets to economic organizations 
at various level of the administrative hierarchy, hence called 
administrative plannin. 
If the final plan is merely used as a guide, and it is 
up to the individual economic organizations to make decisions 
ah ch lead to fulfillment of the plan, we call this type of 
planning indicative planning. The basis of this type of plan- 
ning is the belief that enterprises and households know best as 
regards decisions which lead to efficiency and attainment of 
the national targets , which implies no targets are fixed for 
the individual organization. However, in practice, certain 
activities come under government direction or control, in which 
case, machinery is available for implementation of planning in 
these areas Between these two types of planning is competitive 
planning. In this case, the overall plan is an estimate of 
production and distribution over the planned period and is 
devoid of compulsory character except for the income in the 
sector under public ownership. The difference between indica- 
tive planning and this type of planning is that in the latter, 
plans are formulated by the individual economic organizations 
which are to be the bases of the overall plan. The link between 
the autonomous (micro) plans of the economic organizations and 
the national plan is secured at some intermediate administrative 
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level. Competitive planning differs from administrative plan- 
ning in the planning organization structure, In the former, the 
planning organs below the apex of the planning hierarchy are 
responsible to the .centia1 planning board, whereas in the latter, 
the planning organs below the central planning board are inde- 
pendent planning authorities in charge of preparation of plans 
but without operative authority. Soviet planning is basically 
administrative planning. Economic activities are planned in 
detail from a central planning authority, except for consumption 
and peasant agricultural production, in which only delivery and 
agricultural taxes are planned, Indian planning may be regarded 
as an example of indicative planning, and Yugoslav planning 
after 1952 an example of competitive planning» 
In all cases, the degree of planning depends on the stage 
of economic development of the country concerned. Technically, 
it also depends on the availability of relevant statistical 
data. The two factors usually go hand in hand, though in recent 
years, through technical assistance from international agencies 
or instu.tions of developed countries, statistics have been made 
available for sophisticated typo of planning even for develop- 
ing countries which are usually characterized by absence of such 
data. The size and quality of planning body also determine the 
techniques employed. Unless the organizat ='_on is extensively 
developed, collection of data per se may be a time -consuming 
task, let alone drafting an ambitious technical plan. China, 
though still a developing country, has at least a large network 
of statistical agencies, though the quality of it is doubtful.4 
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The format of the plan itself depends on the technique 
used. In a comprehensive pian, inter-relations among the 
various sectors composing the economy are taken into account. 
The techniques used is usually the input-output model or inter- 
industry models of the Chenery type. 5 However, macroeconomic 
plans emphasize the macroeconomic aggregates and their rates of 
growth, and are usually formulated on the basis of macroeconomic 
models of varying degrees of sophistication. In addition to 
these, there are the partial plans which include projects, pro- 
grammes (which are coordinations of projects), regional plans, 
and other open-ended plans.b These are plans for priority 
objectives, which, like the overall plans, may consist of targets 
for final output or of targets for both inputs and final outputs. 
There are implications on the unplanned sectors, hence the 
term open-ended plans, which are recognized but not considered 
in the plans themselves. The technique used depends on the 
degree of sophistication required, subject to data availability, 
as in the case of overall plans. Between overall plans and 
partial plans, there are the overall plans with priority atten- 
tion given to certain sectors. The functional relations between 
the priority and the less important sectors are known, but 
detailed planning is imparted on the priority sectors. These 
relations, however, may be approximations and may lead to an 
)verall plan without internal consistency, given the aim be 
planning for the economy as a whole, 
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Planning in Western countries 
Economic planning in Western countries is essentially 
indicative planning. Machinery for implementation of the plan 
is at best limited to the sector under direct control of the 
government. The government may employ other means which indi- 
rectly encourage the fulfillment of planned targets, such as 
fiscal or monetary policy, But the enterprises are free to act 
and the opportuness of their decisions are not subject to control. 
Depending on the individual countries concerned, the plans may 
be comprehensive, macroeconomic, or partial.. 
Planning in communist countries 
The major communist countries such as the Soviet Union 
and China adopt administrative planning. Their overall plans 
cover inputs and outputs. However, in the agricultural sector, 
only compulsory delivery of agricultural produce and agricultural 
taxation are subject to central planning. Machinery for imple- 
mentation of plan is present. Enterprises in the main are given 
control targets and their individual plans formulated on the 
ba.sis of the plans of their superior organs cannot be changed 
eithout prior approval of the authority concerned. The plans 
are comprehensive with priority given to industrial sector and 
macroeconomic aggregates are conspicuously absent in the China 
case., 
Yugoslav planning adopted Soviet type of planning before 
1952, after whici date, it adopted competitive planning. In 
the Second Five Year Perspective Plan (1957-61), the plan was a 
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result of the combination of the administrative and competitive 
planning bases on interindustry model.b 
TECHNIQUES or PLANNING 
We have stated earlier that the format of a plan depends 
on the technique of planning employed. Techniques of plannin 
may be said to be associated with the models employed. Models 
are necessary if internal contradictions are to be avoided, on 
which we shall say more presently. Since techniques may be 
broadly divided into input-output techniques and macroeconomic 
techniques, models would similarly be classified into input - 
output and macroeconomic types. The use of a particular tech- 
nique, however, is not necessarily limited to a particular type 
of economy. While the balance method, which is a version of the 
input- output technique, is usually associated with the economies 
of the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe, it should be noted that 
planners of these countries even the Soviet Unionl) have begun 
to think in terms of macroeconomic aggregates. An increased 
interest h :..s also been developed in the ;est in the input - 
output techniques of planning.9 
Choice of techniques and models of planning 
An ideal comprehensive plan taking ire the inter -relations 
among the various sectors into account may take advantage of 
both the input- output and macroeconomic techniques and therefore 
the corresponding models in its formulation. In practice, the 
central planning board might be confronted with a choice between 
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the two main types of techniques and models, and within each 
type, with a choice between alternative prototype models. 
In Western countries, given the objective'of planning to 
be income growth, the choice of the type of prototype model for 
plan formulation depends on a number of factors. The models 
presented earlier may require modifications to suit a parti- 
cular stage of development existing in a given economy. 
The availability of relevant data is an important con- 
sideration. Developing countries are usually statistically 
poor countries, and therefore, their choice might be limited to 
simple models, probably of the macroeconomic type. However, 
in recent years, even in these countries, more data have been 
made available to the extent that input -output analysis can 
sometimes be made. One might argue that this is tantamount to 
saying that the applicability of economic models depends mainly 
on what sort of statistical data are available. If this were 
the case, it might be further argued that this would beg the 
question of the underlying nature of the economy since an 
economy produces the kind of statistics it deserves. It should 
be pointed out, however, that our question is concerned with 
the choice of a model among given prototype models. It is 
doubtful that applicability of a model depends on the availa- 
bility of statistical data. Availability of data apart, all 
models are applicable to a given economy provided that they 
are relevant to the problems confronting the economy in question. 
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Whether statistical data are available has nothing to do with 
the hypotheses implied in the models, nor with the applicability 
of these models. If data were not available, all that that 
amounts to would be that the models in practice could not be 
tested, and that the models themselves might still sometimes 
bo applicable in theory. As to an economy producing the sort 
of statistical data it deserves, it all depends on the exact 
nature of the economy. If the economy in question were classi- 
fied as a developing economy, the state of development in making 
available economic statistics might well be more advanced than 
one might imagine. Whether they would be utilized or exploited 
to the fullest extent, say, in economic planning, may not neces- 
sarily be a question of the state of development of the economy: 
it may well be a question of the whole ideological or philoso- 
phical outlook of the government or planners. A country may 
have the relevant statistical data for planning purposes, the 
eight kind of people to be planners, and yet its economy may 
still be classified as a developing economy. India is a case 
in point. 
The choice of the type of models in communist countries, 
however, is dictated by ideological consideration. The Soviet 
and Chinese thinking on economic planning is very much influenced 
by Ma.rx e s reproduction schema, though the Soviets are less so 
than before. China patterned after Soviet experience in plan- 
ning in la.tter's early planning era. Consequently, the Chinese 
probably followed their counterpart in the Soviet Union in 
rejecting the Fel cdman :model for perspective planning. There 
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are indications that China's economic plans are not based on 
any model which covers the economic phenomena of the entire 
economic system. First, while the balance method has been said 
to be in use, none has been published. In any event, this 
method can be represented by the rows of the input- output model, 
and it shows the uses of output of each industry rather than 
the input structure of a particular industry, since even in the 
experience of the Soviet Union, only key products are balanced. 
S.,condly, macroeconomic models have been rejected, as evidenced 
by the criticisms of the U.S. trained economist Ma Yin Chu who 
was accused of being a neo- Alalthusian.lQ Further evidence 
could be found in articles on the subject of social accounting. 
The Chinese rejected the use of national income accounts in 
planning in Western countries, and recently, criticized input- 
output analysis and the interindustry models o' the Chenery type.11 
Suffice it to say that the criticisms are ideologically inclined. 
It is interesting to note that the Chinese do not appear to have 
noticed the interest developed in the Soviet Union in social 
accounting techniques. Finally, China still holds to the central 
physical allocation principle. Whether, in practice, the allo- 
cation is efficient is another question, but the recent criti- 
cisms of Yang Chien -peils view in favour of equalization of 
profit rate suggest that the Chinese planners are unwilling to 
change their thinking on physical allocation with value playing 
a secondary role.12 Obviously, the Yugoslav's experience in 
economic planning is not adopted by the Chinese planners, parti- 
cularly when the two countries are not ideologically aligned, 
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The use of a combination of Marxian reproduction schema, input- 
output analysis, and social accounting in formulation of economic 
plans by the Yugoslav planners for the period 1957 -61 would under 
the present circumstances not acceptable to China. 
Economic models 
It will be recalled that we stated that models are neces- 
sary in consistent planning. An economic model itself is 
internally consistent if properly constructed. A model is taken 
to be a set of relations among a set of economic variables if 
it is constructed to show the interrelations among the various 
economic phenor.,aena.13 The complexity of models may be asso- 
elated with the complexity of the mathematical techniques 
employed. If all the relations are linear, we have a linear 
model. If one or more of the relations are nonlinear, we have 
a nonlinear model. Linear models are much easier to handle 
than nonlinear models since mathematical difficulties in the 
latter can be numerous. While linear models give approximations 
if they are used within a limited range, they have been used in 
short- term planning. Because the relations are held simultan- 
eously, time does not play an explicit role, such models -- 
whether linear or nonlinear -- are static. If time plays an 
explicit role in the system, the models are dynamic. There are, 
however, two types of dynamic models: continuous and sequence. 
The first type involves the use of differential equations, the 
variables are taken to change continuously through time with 
observations being taken at certain points of time. The second 
type, on the other hand, involves the use of finite difference 
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equations, because it deals with quantities that are relevant 
to definite time periods. In this case, the variations are 
discontinuous or discrete. These two approaches are alternatives, 
for by making time periods smaller and smaller, the second type 
may be manipulated to approach the situation of the continuous 
variables. The second method has relatively more practical 
use, because economic data usually are presented in a form which 
is more suited to the sequence models. It is therefore not 
surprising that in economic planning, models employing less 
complex mathematical techniques are adopted. In both models 
of the input -output and macroeconomic types there are varying 
degrees of zi ?athematiaa sophistication. 
The economic models of the input- output type include 
models such as the simple input- output model, the Marxian simple 
and expanded reproduction schema, Ichimurats three sector model 
(henceforward known as the three- sector model) and the like. 
Models of the macroeconomic type may be exemplified by the 
Harrod model, the Domar model, the Ichimura macroeconomic model 
of the Harrod and Domar type (henceforward known as the Ich.ifnura 
model) , Ichimura t s two- sector model (henceforward known as the 
two-sector model), the Feltdman model which we referred to 
earlier, etc. The mathematical formulations of examples of 
these two main prototypes of economic models are given in 
Appendix C. 
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ROLE OF NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING IN ECONOMIC PLANNING 
To what extent is national income accounting useful In 
economic planning if ont of the prototype economic models listed 
in Appendix C is adopted as the basis for the formulation of an 
economic plan? This question may be examined with reference 
to the nature of national income accounting system. an to 
national income accounting data. 
National income accounting system and economic models 
We have so far implied that the model for plan formula- 
tion and national income accounting are independent of each 
other until the latter is used in connection with the former. 
For certain models there may be some element of truth, but 
not for models of the macroeconomic type. Macroeconomic models 
and national income accounting system are complementary. The 
accounting framework provides data in such a way tlat macro- 
economic models such as income- generating models may be con- 
structed. The increasing sophistication of a macroeconomic 
model may in turn demand a modi_ication of the national income 
accounting system such that the data required by the improved 
model could be made available. The chain reaction repeats 
itself. 
A simplified system of national income accounts reduced 
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From the above social accounting matrix, national income 
and related aggregates can be derived, not only for the economy 
as a whole, but for the constituent sectors as well. It provides 
information on the variables in the basic macroeconomic models, 
such as models of the Harrod and Domar type. In the case of 
one point of time, data for predetermined variables can be 
obtained. For example, the values of Io, Co and Yo are given 
(although Co would in this caseinclude Cl for the Domar model. 
The matrix may be modified to the extent of separating Cg into 
consumption expenditure and investment expenditure of the govern- 
ment sector, and also of introducing a rest of the world sector 
to show exports and imports, such that the parameters in the 
Ichimura model may be calculated. 
If the system were modified to the extent that the 
sectors were divided into producer good and consumer good 
sectors, statistics might be made available for all the para- 
meters and variables of the Feldman model. 
If a macroeconomic model were to be the basis of an 
economic plan, the role of national income accounting as a tool 
of economic planning is self- evident. The model could be tested 
with ex post facto data and in its proper form it could be used 
for prognostic purposes. 
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Howeveg if the model for plan formulation were one of 
the input-output type or one of the interindustry models of the 
Chenery type, one could argue that the model and national income 
accounting are two independent elements. Even then, the fact 
that national income accounting could be of some use, which we 
shall say more in the next section, may result in some new 
models along the lines of interindustry models or some synthesis 
of the input-output accounting and the national income account- 
ing. In partheses, input-output models and input-output 
accounting have a relationship analogous to that between macro- 
economic models and national income accounting. 
National income accounting data and economic models 
Wale input-output accounting provides most of the rele 
vant figures for models of the input-output type, national income 
accounting data are still required. The variables composing 
the final demand are national income accounting data. The 
input-output model requires not only figures for total output 
of each industry, the input from a given industry used in the 
CJs, 
roduction process of another industry in all cases, butthe 
net output of a given industry flowing to the final demand 
sector. In the three-sector model, the intersectoral relations 
(namely, agriculture, heavy industry, and light industry) are 
only part of the model,for statistical data for income accOring 
to each sector are also required, which could be obtained from 
national income accounts ex post. Similarly, national income 
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accounting data would be needed in Marx's simple and expanded 
reproduction schema, if only for checking the values of the 
Marxian equations. 
It should be noted that even in planning based on macro- 
economic models, national income accounting plays a role which 
is not without limitations. 
Limitations of national income accounting 
The limitations of using national income accounts in 
model building are partly due to the nature of national income 
accounting itself. National income accounts record income and 
expenditure flows but not the stock. In income-generating 
models where long-run phenomena are considered, national income 
accounts are inadequate in that data on capital stock at any 
period are not provided. Given national income accounts for 
different periods are available, these at best provide infor- 
mation for the calculation of the change of capital stock bet- 
ween any two prescribed periods. Marginal input-output ratios 
can be calculated, but not the average capital-output ratios, 
the latter requiring data on capital stock. 
National income accounts do not provide sufficient infor- 
mation for solving a macroeconomic model for another reason, 
namely, whereas a model is a set of equations showing the 
functional relations between the variables at a particular 
point of time or over a. period of time, national income accounts 
show only the accounting relationships. By themselves, the 
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accounts do not suggest how any event has come about but only 
that it has taken place. A model is concerned with ex ante 
functional relationships, but national income accounts reveal 
only the ex post accounting relationships. That a consumer 
spends only 90 per cent of his disposable income at a particular 
time is a functional relation between income and consumption 
expenditure and is a postulate in an economic model. This may 
be shown in the national income accounts if all consumers 
behave in the same way. But, given an increase in disposable 
income, the consumer may consume only 60 per cent of the 
increase in income. This functional relation is not shown in 
the national income accounts. The consumption. function in the 
income -generating model may include an exogenous variable which 
is not separately shown in the national income accounts, such 
as the constant a in the following: 
C = a + cY 
While this can be obtained elsewhere, it involves resources in 
addition to those required to compile data for the national 
income accounts. 
National income accounting records net flows. Therefore, 
the accounts do not provide intersectoral data which are neces- 
sary in input- output models. In theory, the net flows can be 
arrived at by the direct method, namely, recording the gross 
flows by stages as in communist countries where double counting 
is deliberate. In this case, input- output data would have been 
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collected in the course of calculating the net flows. However, 
in practice, the indirect method is employed, namely, the gross 
value output is first estimated and then is netted of material 
costs. 
Another limitation is that national income accounts are 
a descriptive tool. They do not suggest that the data pertain 
to full employment situation or any economic situation for that 
matter. If one of tne assumptions of the macroeconomic or any 
other economic model is a full employment situation, national 
income accounts data require evaluation before they can be used. 
Whether the economy in question is at full employment level is 
beyond the scope of national income accounts, and an answer to 
this question has to be sought elsewhere. 
Conceptual problems in national income accounting may 
also affect the use of national income accounts in model build- 
ing. The system of national income accounts has been an inven- 
tion of the economically advanced countries and are used as a 
tool in the analysis of these countries. Therefore, the con- 
cepts find relevance in those countries but not necessarily in, 
say, the developing economies. Modifications are necessary and 
have foun.: to be so when the system is used by economic planners 
in developing countries. Where modifications are not made by 
national income account, these have to be done by those who 
devise or apply a particular model. Furthermore, in the course 
of revision of the original framework, much depends on whether 
the revision is relevant to the model. It is possible that the 
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revised version is still not, suitable for its use in the model. 
This is not at all surprising because national income accounts 
-ay be improved with a purpose other than economic model or 
planning in mind. 
USE OF NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING IN ECONOMIC PLANNING IN CHIN& 
The type of planning adopted by China has been said to 
be administrative planning. The scope of planning in practice 
and the periods for which Five -Year Plans had been designed 
and published have been discussed in Chapter II, and therefore 
require no repetition here. The technique of planning is said 
to be the balance method, and the model for plan formulation is 
probably, at least in principle, the Marxian simple and expanded 
reproduction schema. Among the economic balances (comprehensive 
balances) there is a balance which shows the national income 
produced, distribution, re- distribution, and final disposal of 
national income produced. 
It appears that national income accounting is not used 
in economic planning in China in the same sense as in Western 
countries. In spite of the narrower concept of national income -- 
which is equivalent to the *estern definition less services not 
related to material production -- and the difference in the form 
presentation, national income accounts in China are basically 
of the same nature as those in Western countries: they 4ve a 
description of the state of performance. As we have examined in 
Chapter II, the price stem in Chinn plays a secondary role in 
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allocation of resources, from 'which it can be inferred that value 
planning has no place in Chin_.. The five-year plans contain 
targets, which through hindsight have shown to be fixed without 
due consideration to the resources available or to other sectors 
which are not rigidly planned. In any event, the targets are 
in physical terms and are fixed for the key products. Indus- 
trial production has been more carefully planned than other 
types of production. Supply and demand for the key planned 
commodities are supposed to have been estimated by the balance 
method, and technological coefficients have probably been used 
in estimating the input requirements in the main lines of 
industrial production. National income aggregates have been 
estimated as an indicator of past performance, but national 
income accounts -- or national income balance, to use the 
Chinese terminology exist in theory but none has really been 
known to be published, especially the primary distribution of 
income produced account, the redistribution of income account, 
and the income for disposal account.15 
However, in theory, as in Western countries, national 
Licoise accounts should provide the neeessary information for 
the predetermined variables in reltdmanos model, provided the 
model ii adopted. 
However, neither the Western nor the Chinese system of 
national income accounts su ?ply data on value added of the pro- 
ducer goods and the consumer goods sectors, nor on investment 
in the respective sectors. 
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Recalling that national income data are employed in 
analysis of Chinafs economic performance, it should be noted 
that the data as they are do not indicate whether the results 
have been due to efficient planning, nor to any measures adopted 
by the state which lead to a larger (or smaller) national income 
aggregate than would have been had there been no arbitrary and 
sudden interference contrary to the policy at the time of 
formulating the economic plan. If producer goods are relatively 
higher priced than consumer goods, and if, for some unexpected 
reason, resources are suddenly diverted from the production of 
consumer goods to producer goods, national income aggregate at 
constant official or established prices would have been magni- 
fied. One example can be taken from the production by indigen- 
ous methods of iron and steel during tho years of the Great 
Leap Forward (1958-59) which increased the iron and steel 
output in physical terms, and the value added from these indus- 
tries might have been calculated on the basis of physical 
output and 1952 prices regardless of the quality of output. 
16 
Experts on China's economy have times and times again suggest- 
ing that national income aggregates published by- the Chinese 
;overnment contain an inflated element through higher pricing 
of producer goods. One could therefore speculate that national 
income accounts are not used in China in planning because of 
the arbitrary pricing policy and of the day-to-day decisions on 
production and distribution. 
CONCLUDING REMARK 
With the national income accounts ex post based on Western 
concepts made available by non-Chinese scholars, one could 
analyze Chins economic performance in terms of GNP by using a 
macroeconomic model. We have pointed out earlier that, subject 
to other limitations, all prototype models are applicable to a 
given economy provided that they are relevant to the problems 
at issue. We have also stated that there is no reason for 
associating a particular technique of planning with a particu- 
lar type of economy. Hence, national income accounting as a 
tool of economic planning may be put into application with 
reference to China, given the objective of the plan (or model). 
Of course, in so doing, one should bear in mind not only the 
limitations of national income accounting as a tool of economic 
planning but also the limitations of the macroeconomic model 
selected. Since the usual macroeconomic models are based on, 
inter alía, the assumption of the existence of free market 
mechnaism, one should also take note of the nature of the 
Chinese price system which we have discussed and analyzed in 
Chapter II. Ceteris paribus, with the machinery for implemen- 
tation of planning in China, one might reasonably expect that 
there would be a strong correlation beteen the planned targets 
and actual results, if macroeconomic type of planning -- in 
hich national income accounting plays a major role -- were 
adopted. An exercise on the use of national income accounting 
in economic planning with reference to China will be attempted 
in the next chapter. 
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The previous chapter deals in a summary fashion with the 
use of national income accounts in economic planning, the latter 
being assumed to have been based on a theoretical model of some 
kind. We have suggested that China's economic plans were not 
based on any model, and if they were, then, for ideological 
reasons, they were probably based on the Marxian eeproduction 
schema. Again, if any growth model were used, the model which 
could meet the ideological requirements would probably be the 
Polvdman model. We have also suggested that there was no 
reason that a model of the Harrod-Domar type could not be used 
in the analysis of the Chinese economic performance. We were 
of the opinion that, ceteris paribus, the actual results would 
probably be achieved as predicted in a Western macroeconomic 
model since China had the benefit of a machinery for control 
and implementation of an economic plan. The task of the present 
chapter is three-fold. First, ve analyze the economic perfor- 
mance of the First Five-Year Plan period (1953-57) with the aid 
of a simple macroeconomic model. With the parameters derived 
from the analysis, we evaluate in general terms the performance 
of the Second Five-Year Plan period (1958-62), which is our 
second objective. And, finally, assuming that the objective 
of economic policy is to increase the economic welfare of the 
people in terms of real private expenditure and saving -- the 
concepts of measure of economic welfare change having been dis- 
cussed in Chapter IV -- we examine the various measures which 
can be taken by the government if it wishes to attain that goal, 
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RELIABILITY OF STATISTICS 
But first, we should comment on the reliability of 
Chinese statistics. China is classified as a developing country 
because of its low per capita product. Much has been written 
on the reliability of statistical data of the developing coun- 
tries and therefore requires no repetition here. The question 
of reliability of Chinese statistics, however, has been unique 
or the researchers in that the data cannot be statistically 
assessed. In spite of the numerous discussions on data reliabi- 
lity, the non- Chinese scholars in Chinese studies could only 
make overall qualitative assessments from an institutional 
standpoint -- which we shall return to shortly -- and, where 
reliability of specific data are concerned, the scholars had had 
to resort to other Chinese data for checking. 
Instead of a quantitative estimation of the quality by 
statistical methods, the assessment of reliability is based 
mainly on an analysis of consistency among data obtained from 
different sources or from the same source but published at 
different time periods. The attitude towards data reliability 
taken by students of Chinese economy has been, from the start, 
one of reluctance to accept the data as they are. There is 
always the advice on their part to treat Chinese statistics 
i:ith caution.1 Information on the Chinese economy is obtained 
in fracmentary form from press reports, official speeches, 
'periodicals, and official statistical publications. As far as 
newspapers are concerned, experts rank provincial newspapers 
above national newspapers, and non -Communist Party to Communist 
Party newspapers as reliable sources of statistics, The People's 
Daily, a national nee ?spaper and a Party organ, is said to be 
more inclined to conceal events that are not in the Party's 
favour. The provincial papers, being local in character, are 
less susceptible to censorship since local readers know the 
local conditions first hand in any case. Reliability of 
statistical data therefore forms a piece of research by itself! 
As regards official assessment of_ the quality of sta- 
tistics, it is generally accepted by the Chinese themselves 
that industrial statistics are more reliable than non- industrial 
statistics, those concerning the state enterprises more than 
those relating to non -state enterprise, and those referring to 
centrally- controlled enterprises more than those about the 
locally -controlled enterprises. The Director of State Statistical. 
Bureau (SSD), Iisueh Mu- ch'iao, in 1955, rated the reliability 
of statistics thus: (a) in terms of functional fields, industry 
was fair; trade worse; agriculture, woe^st; (b) in terms of 
sectors, the state sector was fair; the capitalist sector, 
worse; and the individual sector (craftsmen and family agricul- 
ture), worst; (e) in the state sector, the locally control? d 
enterprises were worse than those centrally- controlled; and 
nonbasic activities (such as industrial statistics of nonindus- 
try ministries, trade statistics of nontrade ministries) were 
ouch worse than b.c industries; and (d) in terms of indicators, 
physical output and value output were fair; labour and wages, 
worse; finance and cost, worst." Further, even statistics of 
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state enterprises in industry were reliable only to a limited 
extent. Physical output and value output and a our force data 
were better than statistics for indicators such as those for 
experimental manufacturing, output quota, and utilization of 
equipments According to Dr. C.M. Li, it was doubtful that 
the latter category of data was ever computed at all.4 It is 
interesting to note that although the 1953 population census 
was supposed to provide sufficiently reliable data for economic 
use, popi:ilation data had been rated as having weak foundation. 
Of the data for the agricultural sector, data on sown area, 
cultivated area and production by crops and by economic classes 
wore the weakest; so were the data on the size and the increase 
> 
of livestock.- The above assessment appears to have persisted 
at least until 1961. 
The checking of' reliability of data by non -Chinese 
scholars in national income of China studies or in studies on 
the Chinese economy is mainly based on whether there is internal 
consistency among data relating to the particular commodity or 
category. It should. be noted, however, that the fact that there 
is internal consistency does not necessarily indicate that the 
data in question are reliable. In all probability, in view of 
the weak statistical organization in China, consistency check 
would show the weakness of data if we were to assume inconsis- 
tencies being a sign of poor quality. Whether internal incon- 
sistencies are the result of statistical manipulations cannot 
be determined unless an on- the -spot enquiry is made. Without 
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an acknowledgement to such malpractices by the SD, one could 
presumably interpret internal inconsistencies as a deliberate 
act. However, while reliable data should be internally con- 
sistent, unreliable data could be made consistent through 
statistical rnanipulationW. In fact, unreliable statistics 
could be consistent. If internal consistency were the criterion 
of reliability, then such unreliable statistics would be rated 
reliable! 
Caution and skeptism are justifiably essential in using 
Chinese statistics for another reason: In China, classifica- 
tion of products or product groups is often found to be not 
uniform. The problem is particularly serious when the quality 
of product is not specified. The year 1958 saw the decentral- 
ization of industrial and financial management. The movement 
gave sanction to unplanned production which resulted in wide- 
spread "Backyard" production employing indigenous methods. The 
output of coal, pig iron and steel by the indigenous methods of 
production were added to the respective output by the conven- 
tional methods in 19533, though this practice was later recti- 
fied in 1959 when output by each method was listed separately.7 
Another contributing factor to statistical inaccuracy 
idlich non-Chinese scholars on China appear to have overlooked 
is the weight and measure system. Weights and measures were 
not standardized legally until 1959. There were confusions of 
terms as well as of the lack of uniformity in the use of one 
particular standard. The state Council on June 25, 1959 decreed 
that all wei:;hts and measures should be standardised to the 
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metric system, but the use of both the Chinese and the metric 
systems persisted even after the State Council directive. The 
Chinese terms for unit weights and measures had been standard- 
ized and yet implementation took place only gradually. For 
example, the term kung-fon ( )3- ) means gram (old usage) 
as well as centimetre, the former is obsolete and yet it 
still in use. 
8 Whether the dual systems and the ambiguity of 
terminology did actually cause a large scale inaccurate stati- 
stical reporting at the base level is a moot point. However, 
it must be admitted that even if they did, this would not be 
peculiar to China alone for this probably would happen in 
underdeveloped countries as well. 
Apart from lack of uniformity in classification, another 
possible source of error is statistical reporting at base level. 
Falsification of data might occur at base level units for fear 
of reprisal from the superior organs to the effect that the 
former :iave not fulfilled targets set for them. At the same 
time, inaccurate reporting might have been the result of over- 
enthusiasm. The Great Leap Forward of 1958-59 seemed to suffer 
most from th:Ls kind of error, while in earlier years, the first 
type of inaccuracies had been found. The unreliability of data 
in this case is reflected by the defects of the statistical 
system of China. The defects of the organization can be judged 
by commonsense. For instance, competent statistical personnel 
cannot be trained within a short period of time; data are of 
dubious quality because it is known that less qualified persons 
are given the charge of collecting statistics. Toqialify these 
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simple notions one may resort to scrutinizing carefully the 
reports on criticisms of the existing statistical system or 
the letters to the editor. One may also infer from official 
statements on proposed improvement of the system that the 
government implicitly recognizes the inadequacies of the exist- 
ing system. One would therefore associate questionable agri- 
cultural statistics with a statement in a newspaper editorial 
on the tasks in statistical work for the ensuing year towards 
the end of 1962: "strengthening agricultural statistical work, 
especially on the production of major crops and subsidiary 
products". 9 This is the qualitative approach we mentioned 
in the earlier part of this chapter and is used by Dr. C.M. Li 
in his study on China's statistical system. Dr. Li appears to 
have approached the problem by looking at it from the institu- 
tional standpoint. If the organizational pyramid is under cen- 
tral control, if the lower end of the hierarchy is conscientiously 
responsive to the Iligher level, and if statistical personnel 
are competent, statistical data collected are likely to have a 
high degree of reliability. On the basis of this approach, 
Dr. Li concluded that statistics published prior to 1955 were 
unreliable, those published during 1955-57 were more reliable, 
and those for 1958 and after should be viewed with skeptism. 
10 
The study could not find any evidence that there was a double 
standard -- one for internal use and one for publication. The 
general impression seems to be that what is unfavourable is not 
published rather than falsified. 
11 
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Between 1960 and 1965 scarcely any data concerning key 
products and industries were published. Scholars on China' 
frequently relied on refugee interviews as source of information. 
The Chinese refugees to Hong Kong could probably reveal truth- 
fully the local economic conditions. However, national aggre- 
gates based on data obtained in this way are just as liable to 
an unknown degree of error as published information. Another 
source of information is interview with Chinese officials by 
Loreign correspondents or visitors. The grain output during 
960 -61 claimed by the Chinese leaders was made available 
through this medium.12 If the Chinese statistical system had 
been weak as described earlier, what was revealed by the 
officials to any foreign visitor should be taken with the 
unsatisfactory state of statistical service in China in mind. 
MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS: FIRST r IVE YEAR PLAN PERIOD (1953- 7) 
In the present analysis we shall use the official data 
as much as possible. It should be noted that our using Chinese 
statistics does not imply we are satisfied with the quality 
of the data. We share Dr. C.S. is views. on the subject. 
However, we attempt to show that even with Chinese official 
statistics, the growth capability of the Chinese economy is not 
as rosy as the Chinese would like to imagine. In any event, 
the major non- Chinese estimates of Chinas national income and 
product appear to be more suitable for long- term growth analysis. 
Liu and Yeh in their estimates of China's national income had 
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assumed that grain production in physical terms increased at 
the same rate as population. 13 In this way, the fluctuations 
of grain output were reduced to a trend. Since agricultural 
value added constituted a large proportion of NDP, such a method 
of estimating agricultural value added would not show correctly 
the change of NDP between any two years. Wu and associates used 
food balance sheet to estimate the actual grain consumption, 
on the basis of which they estimated one of the two estimates 
14 of personal consumption and of GNE. This also tends to smooth 
out any fluctuations in increase in GNE between any two years. 
Their alternative estimate was based on the rate of Ippulation 
growth, given the population and per capita consumption at the 
minimum maintenance level of 1957. 
15 
This is also like the 
Liu and Yeh estimate in that it conceals the fluctuations of 
inter-year increase of GNE. 
National income and related aggregates 
In order to avoid methodological issues inherent in the 
non-Chinese estimates of China's national income, we employ the 
official estimate in the present analysis. It is recognized 
that the SSB adopts the material production concept of national 
income, and that the national income as defined by them excludes 
services which are not directly related to material production. 
The use of the official estimate, apart from being convenimt, 
is consistent with our present objective which is stated earlier. 
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The NDMP aggregates are shown in Table 8 in Chapter 1. 
The rates of growth of both the official series and the extended 
series made by us were discussed in the same chapter (see Tables 
9 and 10). In terms of per canita product, China ranks high in 
rates of growth during the First Five Year Plan period (1953-57) 
among countries such as Japans Taiwan, Philippines, and Burma: 
16 
Annual rate of per cP..pita growth 
1952-57h 





(A At 1953 prices except for China in which case 
at 1952 prices.) 
The high rate of growth in both aggregate and per capita 
terms should be viewed with the following factors in mind. 
First, as we have noted in Chapter II, it has been officially 
admitted that producer goods were priced relatively higher than 
consumer goods during the first plan quinquennium. The effect 
of this on the rate of growth has been discussed in Chapter I. 
During the first plan period, emphasis was placed on industry, 
especially heavy industry. Because of the high prices for 
producer goods, the NDMP growth would be inflated. Secondly, 
there is a general consensus of opinion among the China experts 
that agricultural output prior to 1956 was under-reported. 
17 
The NDMP in. 1952 at 1952 prices should have been higher than 
what it was. The use of 1952 as the base year would give a 
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higher rate of growth during the first plan quinquennium with 
the under-reporting of agricultural output not accounted for. 
The low rate of growth of NDP, as computed by Liu and Yeh or 
Wu and associates, 1J,Is duo to the upward revision of agricul- 
tural output for 1932. 
18 
Thirdly, there can be no doubt that 
China's rapid growth over a short period of five years was 
partly due to production of new products. These products were 
not in existence in 192. The new product effect on index 
numbers is not peculiar to China alone. It is not difficult to 
appreciate the significance of this effect in the case of China 
ince new product manufacturing was a priority in the develop- 
ment of heavy industry during the first plan quinquennium. 
These three factors contribute to the thesis that the large 
increase of NDMP was statistical rather than real during this 
period. 19 Nevertheless, even if Liu and Yehls or Wu and asso- 
elates, estimates of Chinats national income were more realistic 
than the official estimate, the growth was still impressive. 
The casual factors of this impressive economic growth 
:!ay be traced to China's economic policy as regards capital 
accumulation, to Soviet aid and to the use of labour-intensive 
techniques of production as a supplement to capital-intensive 
techniques. The high rate of capital formation, officially 
claimed to be between 22 to 26 per cent of the NDMP during the 
period 1953-57, was made possible through effective utilioation 
f available human resources in formation of social overhead 
capital. The price policy of agricultural products subject to 
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state purchase and supply plans was such that the state pur- 
chasing prices were much louer than the retail prices of these 
products, with the result that funds were wade available for 
financing capital formation. We have pointed out in Chapter 
II that between the agricultural purchasing price and the retail 
price are the consolidated industrial and commercial taxes 
levied on the products at the purchasing station level and at 
the retail level, the trading profits at wholesale and retail 
trade level and distribution costs. The taxes and a major part 
of the enterprise profit are channelled to the state coffers, 
which eventually are used for financing capital formation. 
The implementation of policy on institutional and organizational 
changes also resulted in effective exploitation 
resources for the purpose of capital formation. Efficiency in 
management in rural areas was increased to sonie extent through 
cooperativization and collectivization. of the former individual 
and small units. In urban areas, the former individual handi- 
crafts and service trades were encouraged to form cooperatives, 
The results of these changes were that surplus labour was mobi- 
lized to effective use and also distribution was made more 
efficient. 
As a result of Soviet aid -- in the form of complete 
sets of equipment, installation services, technical training -- 
China had the benefit of a nucleus for its economic development 
programmes. The number of projects covered by Soviet aid was 
166. Most of the projects constructed with Soviet aid were 
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equipped with machinery imported from the Soviet Union. Among 
these projects included the three large iron and steel com- 
plexes in Anshan, Wuhan, and Paottou; the Peking electronic 
tube plant; the Harbin precision instrument and tool plant; 
the giant hydroelectric power plants including the Sanmen Gorge; 
the major coal mines in Fushing, Chiamussu, Fengfeng, lisian, 
Chihsi, Hwainan, and Pushun; the Tarin chemical fertilizer 
plant, the Kirin carbide plant, and the Kirin dye plant; and 
20 
so on. 
Finally, where capital equipment could be reserved for 
modernization, labour-intensive techniques -Tore used in areas 
which were on a lower priority. This policy was furthered to a 
gr atar extent in the ensuing plan period.. 
Table 17 shows the accounting relationships between the 
component aggregates and the net domestic expenditure aggregate 
(based on material production concept of national income) while 
Table 18 illustrates the net domestic material product and its 
increase between years. From Table 17 we know that capital 
formation in China formed a large share of the NDNP during the 
plan quinquennium under consideration: 















(1,000 million 1952 yuan) 
Not domestic Net domestic 
investment expenditure 
1952 47.37 0.82 2.73 11.44 62.86 
1953 51.11 1.23 2.33 15.92 71.09 
1954 53.73 1.14 1.35 17.45 74.25 
1955 58.15 0.91 1.82 13.08 78.96 
1)56 62.02 1.47 1.6 ) 23.01 83.15 
1957 66.7,-, 1.35 2.14 22.20 92.51 
1952- 
6.24 13.35 108.10 467.32 1957 
Source: P.C. Liu & K.C. Yehs IneEoc1-12Z12.1192211.2inl 
Nati=a1 Lone .7,nd 7conomic Deve1oment,j23371,21, Vol.19 
ia le 94_ 
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TABL.E" 18. NET DOMESTIC ITALIRDIL PRODUT, 1952.-59 
1952 
Net domestic material 
proLuot 
(1,0E0 million yaai at 
1952 prices) 

















Sources! Lu Kuang, "China's National Income," 
Review, April 8, 1958, p.8; State Statistical 
Bureau, Ten Great Years, p.20¡ 2tate Statistical 
lEureau,"Có;munique on the Growth of China's 
National Economy in 1959," Pokirw Revdew, January 
26, 1960. 
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The high rate of investment every year was supposed to be 
responsible for the increase of NDMP (see Table 18). The 
annual growth rate during 1952 -57 of NDMP was 8.9 per cent or 
an overall increase of. 5).2 per cent over 1952-57, while that 
of capital formation was 14.2 per cent or an overall increase 
of 94,1 per cent. 
EVALUATION OF THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN PERIOD ON THE BASIS OF 
A MODEL 
The Second Five Year Plan period (1958 -62) was charac- 
terized by the Great Leap Forward of 1958 -59 and the "Great 
Leap Backward" or downturn of 1960 -62 precipitated by an agri- 
cultural crisis due to adverse weather conditions beginning 
from 1960. During the first two years of this plan quinqueanium, 
aggregate and per capita NDMP rose to a great height (see T...L)los 
6 to 10). 
The Great Leap Forward could be interpreted as a movement 
or a new development strategy to speed up economic growth. The 
campaigns launched in 1958 -59 were accompanied by the spirit 
aiming at "maximizing current output by utilizing the scattered 
resources (particularly labour) wherever possible. "21 The use 
of labour -intensive techniques referred to earlier found expres- 
sion in the movement. Small -scale operations employing indi- 
genous methods were encouraged. It was officially claimed 
that three- quarters of China's coke, one -half of its iron ore 
and pig iron, one - third of its crude steel, and one -sixth of 
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its cement produced. in 1959 attributed to the employment of 
labour- intensive techniques. The "backyard" industrial. units 
were characteristics of this movement. 
The adverse weather conditions beginning from the second 
half of 1960 precipitated the downturn of the Chinese economy. 
If our own estimates of NDMP were any guide (see Tables D -10 
in Appendix D), in per capita terms, the 1961 -62 sit'lation was 
worse than that of 1959 `see Table 10). Wu and associates 
estimated that the GNP of those two years were lower than that 
of 1951 (see Table 6), and that per capita product in 1962 
was 7.9 per cent below the 1952 level. 
It has been said that the Great Leap Forward hindered 
the operation of the planning system. The mushrooming of the 
local industrial units was not a part of any plan: it was the 
result of Great Leap politics. Given the national income 
accounting data of-the first plan cuinquexniium, one could 
approach an analysis of the development of the second plan 
period on the basis of a simple model. We attempt this as an 
exorcise on the use of national income accounts for analysis 
based on a model. 
Model 
We may use a simple capacity creating model of the Domar 
type, the basic equation being: 
Y = bI 
where Y is national product, I investment and b capital coeffi- 
cient. 
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The reason for using a simple capacity creating model 
rather than one of the prototype input -output or interindustry 
models in Appendix C is not difficult to explain. Since we 
are concerned with application of national income accounting, 
the choice of prototype models is limited to macroeconomic 
models. While national income accounts might serve input - 
output type of model building, we are not able to show th:o 
application of national income accounting with reference to 
economic planning based on an input-output or interindustry 
model because we would require input- output data as well and 
such data. are not available. 
It follows that the logical choice would be a macro- 
economic model. And among the various prototypes of macro- 
economic models in Appendix C, the Feldman model should have 
been the ideal choice. Unfortunately, national income account- 
ing data in the fora required for that model are not readily 
available. National income classified into valued added of 
producer goods and consumer goods only is required but the 
available national income estimates surveyed in Chapter 1 are 
classified by industrial origin, final use, or distributive 
shares and are not suitable for analysis or projection based 
on the r'el tdman model. This brings us back to a point we made 
in Chapter V where we suggested that the choice among the 
arious prototype models depended on the availability of the 
relevant statistical data. It should be pointed out that we 
are not saying that national income in the form required is not 
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available in China. It is probably available. What concerns 
us here is whether such data are available to us outside China. 
And in this respect, we say that none is known to us. 
Ye are then left with the models of the Harrod -Domar 
type. Our simple capacity creating model is based on such 
prototype models. Again, availability of the relevant statis- 
tical data determines the degree of sophistication of the model. 
In the next section, it will be noticed that we shall be forced 
to modify the prototype macroeconomic model of the Domar type. 
Instead of an average capital -output ratio we shall use the 
incremental capital -output ratio. Obviously assumptions govern- 
ing the use of the model will have to be made and conclusions 
rill have to be drawn with the assumptions well in mind. It 
should be reminded once again that the emphasis is the use of 
available national income accounting data in economic planning 
and not the type of model to be used in plan formulation in a 
given country. In shoat, the fact that we are using a simple 
capacity creating model of the Domar type does not imply that 
on its own merits it is more appropriate than, say, the Fol 'damn 
model. Of course, if the SSI3 or non -Chinese scholars could 
produce a set of national income accounts which would provide 
data in the forma required for the Feldman model, we would have 
used the Fellda.7an model instead. 
Having selected the simple capacity creating model as 
the basis of our evaluation of the performance of the Second 
Five-Year Plan period (1953 -62) , we now turn to consider the 
incremental capital- output ratios. 
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:incremental capital- output ratio 
We shall first consider the parameter b. Capital coeffi- 
cient is the reciprocal of capital- output ratio. Data on total 
capital stock in China are not available, though those of parti- 
cular industries (some manufacturing, mining, utilities; trading 
stores and restaurants; modern transportation and communica- 
tions; and construction) are available.23 We therefore calculate 
the incremental capital- output ratio (ICOR) instead. This we 
do on the basis of the national income data presented in Table 
.LUS 
The ICOR's are presented in. Table 19. There are three 
sets, each with a different time -lag. If we consider the total 
investment during the period 1952 -56 and the change of net 
domestic material product over the period 1953 -57 (that is, 
with one -year lag), the ICOR will be 2.6k. 
We have said in the last chapter that national income 
accounts merely describe the state of the economy and do not 
suggest whether the economy is at full employment situation at 
any given year. Thus, the ICOR's calculated from the account- 
ing data are subject to the same limitations. A low ICOR is 
usually associated with the generation of income through a re- 
latively small investment at full employment situation. A low 
ICOR at less than full employment situation conceals the fact 
that the economy is under-utilizing its productive capacity 
when investment is made. In short, under conditions of less 
than full employment of resources, NDMP might increase without 
any addition to the existing capacity. 
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TABLE 19. INCREMENTAL CAPITAI,-OUTPUT RATIOS 
19)3 
Incremental capital-outImt ratios (I00) 
Ono-year lac Two-year 1,1'hroo-yea2 laz 
1.233 
1954 4.147 2.930 
1955 3.546 3.236 2.325 
1956 1.818 1.754 1.601 
1957 4.696 3.690 3.560 
1953 ..- 0.701 0.551 
1959 0.851 
Notes: not computed. 
ICOR = net investment at time (t) change 
of IMP between (t) and (t n) where 
n = 
Sources: Tr:31os 17 (not domestic investment) and 18. 
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The interpretation of ICOR is also subject to the choice 
of gestation period. The choice depends on the scale of the 
investment projects, some of which require more than the mere 
two or three years. If the gestation period is five years, 
increase in capacity will not take place before the five years 
are out. 
The ICOR implies that the change of national income is 
solely due to increase in capital stock. But output may be 
increased through labour- intensive techniques, in which case, 
an increase in labour inputs through population increase would 
increase the productive capacity but it would be concealed by 
the I^OU. 
On conceptual Ground, the use of the net domestic 
investment data in Table 17 (which, in Chinese terminology, is 
accumulation) suffers from the defect that accumulation includes 
not only fixed investment but also inventory change. Hence, 
the ICOR calculated from national income data as presented 
does not show a direct relationship between the increase in 
capital stock and the resultant increase in productive capacity. 
ICOR also assumes that the state of technology does not 
change. Put in a developing economy, particularly when capital 
c,00ds are imported, the state of technology varies, depending 
on the productivity of the capital imported. Any changes in 
this direction will he concealed. 
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Therefore, the use of the ICOR's presented in Table 19 
is subject to the limitations described. Trie ICOR ®s are cal- 
culated on the basis of the investment in a given year and the 
changes of NDMP after the gestation of one, two or three years 
(the changes of NDMP are shown in Table 18). 
For our purpose we should assume that the gestation period 
is three years since installation of large plants and con- 
struction of big projects would take about that length of time. 
However, we select the ICOR with a two -year lag for 1957 as 
the representative ratio, that is, a ratio of investment in 
1955 to a NDMP change in 1957. The choice is determined by 
accepting the contention that statistics for 1955 -57 are more 
eliable. But it should. also be borne in mind that limitations 
of ICOR computed from national income data still apply even 
though the latter relate to a three -year period. 
The change of NDMP resulting from investment two years 
earlier during the second plan ciuinquennium is shown in Table 
20. It is assumed that NDE NDMP, which implies that the rate 
e f investment is in terms of NDi-IP rather than NDE (as in Table 
17). Furthermore, the rate of investment of 1957 (24 per cent) 
is assumed for the ensuring five -year period. 
The numerical illustration shows that had China pursued 
a conservative policy based on the performance of the last 
three years of the first plan period, instead of adopting a 
virtually no -plan policy during the 1958 -60 period, the change 
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ABLE 20. CAPACITY-CREATING MODEL FOR THE SECOND FIVE YEAR FLU. PERIOD 
Net domestic inves-: ant 
(1,000 million 1952 yuan) 
2 11Di'P 
1%1 h 23.01 88.75 
1957 22.20 9365 
1958 23.97 6.24 99.89 
1;59 25.42 6.02 105.91 
1960 26.98 6.50 112.41 
1)61 28.63 6.89 111.C 
1962 30.39 7.31 126.61 
!ate of _`.71-owth, 195 1RE _L1 




Iiotesa ICOR = 3.699 thus b(caFita-1 coefficicnt)= S eJ 
Rate of investment = 0.24 of immp. 
Sources: 1955-57: net domestic investment from Table 17; 
VDNP from Table 18. 
ICOR: Table 19. 
Pate of isvestment: seo texte 
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of NDMP would have been an average of 6,130 million yuan at 
1952 prices a year instead of 29,935 million yuan as claimed 
Lt 
by the Chinese government. Had the planners not been hindered 
by the agricultural crisis during the remainder of the second 
plan period, they would have seen that the overall increase of 
NDMP over the five years was 35.2 per cent above the 1957 level. 
In the PE22osa1 for the Second Five Year Plan, the planners 
envisaged an overall increase of 50 per cent over the 1957 
level by the end of 19c32.25 Given the ICOR with a two -year lag 
of 3.69 and also the same rate of unemployment throughout the 
period 1958-62 as in 1955, this planned rate could be achieved, 
provided that the rate of investment increased to 2L.,57 per 
cent of the NDMP by 1962. 
The large discrepancies between the calculated and the 
actual growth of NDMP of the two years, 1958 and 1959, had been 
the result of factors which were not foreseen in 1956, the year 
,,hen the Second Five -Year Plan proposal was adopted. The 
exceptional good harvest of 1958 was attributed to good weather 
condition, to greater efficiency in farming through amalgamating 
smaller production units (from agricultural cooperatives to 
higher agricultural producer cooperatives, and from higher 
agricultural producer cooperatives to rural people's communes), 
and to the greater attention paid to agricultural production. 
To a large extent, the high output had no direct relation with 
the investment in agriculture. Agricultural techniques in 
China a are mostly labour- intensive. The increase in output of 
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major industrial commodities are largely due to effective 
utilization of human resources and to employing indigenous 
(and therefore labour-intensive) methods of production. In 
the case where output could be increased through intensive 
use of labour, workers increased their average output per man- 
hour by extending their working hours. The pattern of invest- 
ment envisaged in 1956 could hardly be suited to the needs arising 
from the unforeseen increase in output later, particularly in 
transportation. China experienced a bottleneck in its trans- 
portation during the years of the Great Leap Forward. Instead 
of an orderly devdopment of the various lines of investment 
activity, a change of pattern on an ad hoc basis resulted. 
Resources were diverted from long-term projects to short-term 
activities. Instead of paying more attention to schemes which 
would prevent the agricultural sector from the effects of 
adverse weather conditions, resources were poured into the 
industrial sector, especially heavy industry, in a greater 
quantity than the latter deserved. This was donellith the view 
of changing China into a modern industrial power by "going all 
out and aiming high to achieve greater, quicker, better and 
more economical results in building socialism." 
26 
The trans- 
formation was to be completed not in the course of time, but 
now/ 
We shall not look into the actual causal factors which 
led to the divergence between the expected and actual results. 
for we can refer to the literature by the China specialists. 
27 
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All that we are concerned with here is that national income 
accounts can be used for Chinese planning in terms of macro- 
economic a ggre;... tes, even though the Chinese have objected to 
macroeconomic planning. The Great Leap Forward and the agri- 
cultural crisis that followed could not have been foreseen by 
the planners in 1956 and they should have been anticipated if 
long -term planning were to have any meaning. A numerical model 
based on data obtained from national income accounts, which we 
have presented earlier, shows the limitations of the utility 
of national income accounting data. Not only the statistical 
data themselves do not convey anything beyond the actual 
results and the relationships among the components of the 
aggregate, they do not tell us the functional relationships 
among the components. 
USE OF NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS IN PLAI"TPIIN:T FOR THE P.;RIOI? 
1963 -70 
The Second Five -Year Plan has never been formally pub- 
lished. The Proposal could bemused as a. working basis, but 
no results for the entire plan period 1958 -62 are available. 
The reason is obvious: the natural calamities had thrown the 
whole plan -- if it could be called at that from the beginning -- 
overboard. In fact, the five years (1961 -65) have been des- 
cribed as a "transitional period ". The Third Five -Year Plan 
period began on January 1, 1966, but its Plan has as yet to be 
published. In the exercise below, we shall assume that planning 
begins from the year 19o3. 28 
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Objectives 
During the period of transition, China witnessed a policy 
reorientation. Instead of emphasis on industry, especially 
on heavy industry, top priority was given to agriculture. 29 
This was a departure from the policy pursued during the first 
plan period and the Great Leap Forward of 1958-59. The transi- 
tion period also saw a greater relaxation of controls and 
consideration for economic incentives and greater realism in 
handling economic problems. Higher esteem was given to tech- 
nical and professional men because self-reliance had become the 
key word. Also there was an expansion in economic relations 
with Western countries at the expense of the Soviet Union, 
hich could be traced to the strain relations between the Soviet 
Union and China. As an academic exercise, let us assume that 
the objective is to increase the economic welfare of the people. 
A plan for the period 1963-70 is to be formulated with this 
aim in view. The plan is to be subject to constraints, namely, 
self-relnce and a certain rate of investment. As regards 
the latter, it should be higher towards the second half of the 
plan period than at the beginning. Accordingly, we assume that 
it is 15 per cent of the NDMP during 1963-65 and 20 per cent 
during the remainder of the period. These assumptions are not 
unrealistic in view of the natural calamities of 1961-62 and 
the consequential low overall output of the economy in the 
ensuing few years. Hollister estimated that, in 1961, the level 
30 of investment was about 50 per cent below the 1959 level. 
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While 15 per cent appears to be on the high side, it is unlikely 
that China would, for ideological reasons, peg the rate more than 
10 per cent from the ideal 25 per cent rate. 
Increase in ,roductive capacity 
Assuming the same factor proportions as for 1952 -57, 
a period of comparative stability, an ICOR of 3.69 with a two - 
year lag is employed to estimate the productive capacity for 
the period 1963 -70. Since estimates for net domestic invest- 
ment and NDMP of 1961 and 1962 are available, the change of 
NBNP and the NDMP for 1963 -70 can be estimated by the model 
A y = bI. (See Table 21). The increase of net domestic 
investment over the period 1963 -70 is 74.8 per cent or 8.3 per 
cent per annum, and that of NDMP over the same period is 31.2 
per cent or 4.0 per cent per annum. 
Increase in economic welfare 
In Chapter IV, economic welfare has been defined in terms 
of individual choice. We have said that personal consumption 
and saving tends to be a more appropriate measure of economic 
welfare than the national income aggregate. Since the aim of 
the plan for 1963 -70 is assumed to be one of increasing the 
economic welfare of the people, the target for personal con- 
sumption and saving has to be fixed. However, there may be 
other objectives, such as communal services and government 
consumption, which also demand scarce economic resources. 
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TABIB 21. NET DOMESTIC MATBï'IATa PRODUCT, 1961e-70 
1961 
1962 
Net domestic investment 1. NDIy3P 







1963 21.70 4.95 144.57 
1964 22.49 5.27 149.94 
1965 22.6]. 5.68 150.32 
1966 31.38 6.10 156.92 
1967 32.61 6.13 103.05 
1968 34.31 8.50 171.55 
1969 36.08 8.84 180.39 
1970 37.94 9.30 189.69 
Notes: Rate of investment: 1961 -65: 15% of 1D 1P 
1966-70: 2$' f. of MEP 
National income change calculated on the basis of 
L äDIfP = bi where b is the inverse of ICOR with 
a two -year lag. Thus, change of NDNP at time (t * 2) 
is due to investment of time period (t). The 
ICOR is 3.69. 
Source: EDMP in 1961 and 1962 taken from Table 8. 
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Table 22 presents a projection of the finaltbmand for 1963-70, 
in which communal services are assumed to increase at the same 
rate as population (see Table 17) and government ooAsumption 
is assumed to be a constant proportion of NDMP for the year 
in question (2.313 per cent). This implies that the rates are 
the same as for the period 1953-57. If the target to be fixed 
for personal consumption were 2.1 per cent per annum, per capita 
personal consumption would not have increased since 2.1 per cent 
per annum is also the assumed rate of annual increase of popu- 
lation. In this connection, we have omitted the variable 
savings because of lack of data. Table 22 shows that except 
for 1966 and 1967, productive capacity (which is shown in Table 
21) is sufficient to cope with the demand. If, however, 
target for personal consumption were to be fixed at 4.2 per 
cent per annum, thereby giving a per capita increase of 2,0 
per cent per annum, productive capacity as estimated would be 
insufficient to cater for the demand (see Tables 21 and 23). In 
that event, if the rate of investment were to be maintained at 
the pre-determined rates during the period 1963-70, communal 
services and government consumption would have had to be reduced. 
Since communal services could be by definition included under 
personal consumption, as we have discussed in Chnpter III on 
valuation of national income in a centrally planned economy, 
then government consumption would have had to be curtailed. 
However, we cannot make this supposition for this would mean 
that government consumption is a cost and has no place in final 
demand. Nevertheless, it is clear that if the final demand is 
21+3 
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1957 66.78 1.89 2.14 22.20 92.51 
1962 115.41 1.54 3.23 19.44 139.62 
1963 117.60 1.57 3.35 21.70 144.22 
1964 120.30 1.61 3.47 22.9.9 147.37 
1965 122.30 1.64 3.49 22.61 150.54 













1969 133.50 1.78 4.17 36.08 175.53 
1;70 136.20 1< 32 4.39 37.94 1.80.35 
Notes; Rate of growth pf .::eruonal consumption is assumed 
to be the rame as the rato of population growth 
(1.e. 2.1,- per annum). The same assumption applies 
to communal services. Government consumption is 
assumed to be maintaining at 2.313 of IDï+IP 
(productive capacity). Investment is maintained at 
15',. of LDEP durit,{; 1963-65 and 20`;; durinu 1966-70. 
IDE is an aggrera.te of the four branoes of demand. 
Sources: 1957: Table 17. 
Other years: investment and NDIIP: Table 21. 









1963 120.3 1.57 3.35 21.70 146.92 
1964 12'1.4 1.61 347 22.49 152.97 
1965 130.7 1.64 3<49 22.61 158.44 
1966 136.2 1.67 3.63 31.33 172.83 
1967 142.0 1.71 3.77 32.61 180,09 
1968 143.0 1.74 3.97 34.31 188.02 
1969 154..3 1.76 4- 017 36.08 196.33 
1970 160.8 1.32 4439 37.94 204.95 
Notes: Assumptions being the same as for Table 22 
except rate of growth of personal consumption 
which is 4.2: annum here. 
Source: See Table 22. 
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depicted as in Table 23, the personal consumption target may 
or may not be achieved, depending on whether the targets for 
communal services and government consumption are or are not to 
be maintained. If personal consumption includes communal 
services and government consumption, which resembles the case 
presented in the Chapter III, then, while the target for per- 
sonal consumption could be achieved, rate of investment could 
not, given the pre-determined rate for the given year.. However, 
the productive capacity estimated for the period 1963-70 has 
been based on the assumption of a rate of investment of 15 per 
cent of the NDMP during 1963-65 and 20 per cent during 1966-70. 
Therefore, the target for personal consumption is not consistent 
eithin the model. Given the constraint of rate of investment, 
personal consumption expenditure increases only 23.5 per cent 
during the period 1963-70 ce rj.0 per cent per annum. 
A rate of investment of 15-20 per eont might appear 
high, but given the assumption of a capital coefficient of 
1/3.69 with a two-year lag, personal consumption increases only 
moderately. In short, in terms of goods and services for 
personal consumption, economic welfare of the people in China 
under these given conditions cannot be expected to increase to 
any significant extent. 
In personal consumption were to increase at the rate of 
4.2 per cent per annum, then the policy of self-reliance would 
have to be dropped so that productive capacity might be increased 
to the extent desired through import of capital goods (made 
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available, presumably and hopefully, through foreign aid). We 
have so far assumed that factor proportions remain the same as 
those during the first plan period. But it is possible to 
increase capacity through employment of surplus labour, as had 
been done in the years of the Great Leap Forward. However, 
instead of channelling labour resources to production of capital 
goods, incentives should be given to the people to produce 
consumer goods which do not require the use of the already 
scarce capital resources. 
CONCLUDING REMARK 
National income accounts provide the basis data for 
variables in a simple model. They may also provide data for 
more complex macroeconomic models as shown in the previous 
chapter, provided that national income accounts themselves are 
detail in their construction. In the case of China, we have 
shown the usefulness of national income accounting data in 
economic planning based on a simple macroeconomic model of some 
kind. The macroeconomic aggregates aid in showing the limits 
of expansion of the economy against the given objectives. While 
they do not show functional relationships, national income 
aggregates nevertheless provide the basis for computing para- 
meters, though the interpretation of both the aggregates and 
the parameters is subject to other considerations. Our exer- 
cise on the use of national income accounts in Chinese planning 
is not meant to show that the Chinese planners should take up the 
solutions we have worked out, thereby solving what is in practice 
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a more complex problem. Nor do we intend to imply that macro- 
economic models based on national income accounting data are 
the only working bases of formulating an economic plan. We have 
only shown that national income accounts are useful in planning 
even in the case of China where national income accounts have 
far been used as statements of past performance. The use 
of other forms of social accounts in planning is equally, if 
not more, practicable. These have been left out because they 
are beyond the scope of the present study on applications of 
national income accounting. Even among macroeconomic models, 
there are alternatives which take into account of possible 
uncertainties. We have omitted them because of the lack of 
relevant data at our disposal. 
A P P E N D I X A 
A COMPARISON EETyT EEN ECICS T.+;IN 'S AND HOLLIS Ti:it ' S 
ESTIMATES OF CHINA'S NATIONAL INCOME FOR 1952 
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Ecksteines national accounting data have been reproduced 
in Tables A-1 to A-6a. Hollister's data are adjusted tO fit in 
with the structure of accounts and supporting tables devised by 
Eckstein. However, in order to make comparison possible, new 
items have been added to the original structure of accounts and 
these are denoted by their parentheses, namely / //0 
Ecksteines data are taken from his monograph, The National 
Inc(Jme of Communist China while Hollisteres are taken from his 
China's Gross National product and Social Accounts 1950-1937. 
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A-1 COMMUNIST CHINAS FARM PRODUCT IN 1952 
(million yuan) 




a Gross crop production value 28,610 32,400 
b Gross silk production value 130 
c Gross livestock production 3,090 
value 6,720 
Total gross production value 35,460 384490 
Less: Inputs - 5,360 
2. Value added in fishing 330 
Gross production value 367 
Less: inputs - 37 
3. Value added in subsidiary 
production 6,200 10,400a 
4. Value added in farm handicrafts 
for sale 875 
Gross production value 2,500 
Less: inputs - 1,625 
5. /Total gross output value/ 48,890 
64 /Loss: Inputs for (1) to (3)/ 12,100 
7. Total farm product (from (1) 
to (6)) 37,505 36,790 
(a) Net farm money income 11,190 lo,410 
Value of farm output sold 12,310 12,310 
Less: production requisites 
- 1,120 - 1,900 purchased 
(b) Net farm income in kind 26,315 26,380 
Note: a. Includes forestry in Hollisterts figure. 
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A-2a N7i`T-FAi.«'1 CIVILIAN EMPL7YriElV'T IN 192 
(in thousands) 
Public Sector Private Sector 
Eckstein "Hollister Eckstein :ìellister 
1. MininE; cé 
Manuacturinv 3,3= 2,863 9,070 ï, 789 
a. Industry 3,140 2,057 2,542 
. J. Handicraft 
(non-farm) 213 7,013 5,247 
2. Construction (1,021) 1,021 n. a. 30 
3. Transport 596 4,584 3:3 191 
716 
4. Pos t cs Tele- 
communications 120 
5. Trade 1,247 1,134 3,213 2,320 
Ú. Banking; 2, 
Insurance 305 305 
7. Government 3,896 3,846 
a. Administrative 
culture 1,573 
b. Education 2,282 
c. Urban public 
utility 41 
8. Miscellaneous 





10,543 10, 71 
n. a. 3- >/ 
21,872 21,021 
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;ï-2b N01'3-Flsl.UM CIVILIAN WAGE STRUCTURE IN 1952 
(yuan) 
Public Sec- :.Y' 
::ci.:steiv7. Hollister 
1 . 111ilïnü ^, 
Maälüfactlär 1nk; 540 
a. Industry 560 
b. Handicraft 
(non-farm) 210 
2. Construction a. a. 
3. Transport 550 
a. Modern 
1). Native 
c. iiauliii. , etc. 





e. Stalls t sivall 
tieJ'il cants 
d. Caterin¡,; 








a. Administration 300 
'-'. Culture, educa- 
tien z. health 400 
e. Urban public 
utility 500 
'  3SCilla3?7]S 4r0 
Private :i<3ctG.' 










Notes: a. .85 of 500 yuan 
b. .85 of 510 yuan 
c. .3 ri of 425 yuan 
Sea iiollis ter e s text on p. 73 and p. 7' 
2_';lc 
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A -2c NON -FARM CIVILIAN WAGE BILL IN 1952 
(million yuan) 
Public Sector Private Sector 
Eckstein Hollister Eckstein Hollister 
1. Mining & 
Manufacturing 1,804.2 1,546 2,624.7 
a. Industry 1,758.4 
b. Handicraft 
(non -farm) 45.8 
1,151.9 
1,472.7 1,600 
2. Construction n.a. 510 n.a. 
3. Transport 327.8 1,239.4 
a. Modern 379 227.7 
b. Native 707.7 
c. Hauling, etc. 304.0 
2,000 
4. Post & Tele- 
communications 66.0 
5. Trade 561.2 482 2,675.3 
a. Resident 1,604.8 
b. Itinerant 




d. catering 282.75 
6. Banking & 
Insurance 219.6 130 
7. Government 
Services 1,675.3 1,391 
8. Miscellaneous 265 2,400.0 200 
9. GRAND TOTAL 4,654.0 4,799 8,939.3 3,800 
A. 





1. Incomes of Farm 
households 
a. Net money income 




b. Net income in 
kind from agricul- 
ture & handicraft 
production 
e. Imputed net rent 







/d. Imputed consumer 
rent/ 
2. 'Non-farm wages & 
salaries including 
Incomes of self- 
employed 
a. Direct wages, 
salaries & incomes 
b. Supplementary 







3. Private business 
earnings 1,490 7,490 
4. Rental income 
(imputed c monetary) 
from private non-farm 
dwellings 1,395 1,770 
/Consumer services/ 1,630 
5. Pay & subsistence 
of armed forces 1,500 1, 4o 
4. Total income 
currently earned 58,310 59,964 
7. Transfer receipts 900 620 
a. Rural relief 




e. Veteransu benefit 
d. Stipends of stu- 
dents 
e. Pensions, allow- 
ances & other benefits 
f. Amortization of 













1. Retail sales to 
Eckstein Hollister 
households 20,995 23,050 
2. Farm consumption 
in kind 21,600 21,600c 
3. Expenditure on housing 
services 3,425 
d 
a. Farm 1,875 1,950 
b. Non-farm 1,550 2,400 
4. Consumption of 
subsistence o armed 
forces 1,000 970 
5. Trade union and 
other dues 65 38e 
6. Expenditure on 
miscellaneous services 2,900 1,830' 
7. Total household expen- 
diture for goods and 
services consumed 49,985 51,838 
8. Gross investment 3,765 2,100 
a. Fixed capital 2,345 2,100 
13-. Inventory (1,420) 
9. Total current expen- 
ditures on consumption 
and investments 53,750 53,938 
10. Transfer outlays 
a. Increase in bank 




b. Direct taxes 3,775 5,380 
c. Gofts 
d. Private enterprises 




11. Other transfers and 
statistical discrepancies 1,275 948 
12. Total expenditure 59,210 60,584 
A -4 PUBLIC SECTOR ACCOUNT IN 1952 
(million yuan) 
A. INCOMES IES
1. Earnings of government 
enterprises & organizations 
a. paid into budget 5,450 5,728 
b. retained earnings 530 380 





2. Profits of co- operation 200 
860 
3. Receipts of social 
insurance funds (ind. 
trade union funds) 125 - 
4. Indirect taxes less 
subsidies 6,64o 4,47o 
5. Total charges against 
current product 
6. Transfer receipts 
a. Private enterprise 




b. gifts 55 5,380 
c. money airings by 
households 320 318 
d. direct taxes by 
private sector 
agricultural tax 3,300 
business income tax 475 
e. other transfers 1,870 370 





1. Government administration 
Eckstein Hollister 
(including local govot) 2,110 1,922 
2. Defence 4,370 4,371 
3. Community services 
(health, welfare and 
education) 1,195 836 
4, Gross public investment 4,085 7,070 
a. fixed capital 5,015 5,580 
b. inventory change n.a. 2,410 
e. net foreign investment - 930 - 920 
5. Total outlays net of 
trabfers 11,760 14,199 
6. Transfer outlays 990 620 
a. unemployment benefits 40 
b. pensions allowances & 
other benefits 50 208 
C. veterans benefits 210 243 
d, stipends to students 320 120 
e. interests and amorti- 
zation on bends and 
interest on savings deposits 135 49 
f. disaster relief 145 
g. public contribution 
to insurance funds 90 
7. Statistical discrepancy 6,250 2,689 
8. Total expenditures 19,000 17,508 
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A-5 GROSS NATIONAd., PRODUCT ACCOUNT IN 1952 
(million yuan) 
A. INCOMES 
1. Incomes of farm households 
2. Compensation of employees 
and self employed 





3. Rental incomes 2,800 3,720 
`. Enterprise earnings 
a. Private 1,525 7,490 
r0. Public 6,270 6,970 
5. Indirect taxes 6,640 4,470 
6. Gross national product 
at market prices 71,255 71,404 
B. EXPENDITURES 
1. Household consumption 49,985 52,138 
2. Community services 1,195 836 
3. Government administration 2,110 1,922 
4. Defence 4,370 4,371 
5. Gross investment 
a. In fixed capital ,350 7,630 
b. In inventories n.a. 2,410 
c. Net foreign investment - 930 - 920 
6. Statistical discrepancy 7,165 2,967 
7. Gross national expenditure 
at market prices 71,255 71,404 
Note: a. Includes consumer services. 
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A -6 GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT FACTOR COST BY 
INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN IN 1952 
(million yuan) 
(Percentages in parentheses) 
Eckstein Hollister 
1. GDP at factor cost 64,606 (100.0) 68,927 (100.0) 
2. Agriculture 30,430 ( 47.1) 39,000 ( 56.58) 
3. Industry 14,740 ( 22.8) 11,156 ( 16.19) 
4. Construction 1,850 ( 2.9) 803 ( 1.16) 
5. Transport & 
Telecommunications 3,020 ( 4.7) 4,237 ( 6.15) 
6. Trade 5,380 ( 8.3) 6,625 ( 9.61) 
7. Modern banking 
and insurance 420 ( 0.7) 130 ( .19) 
8. Dwelling services 2,800 ( 4.3) 3,720 ( 5.38) 
9. Government services 1,675 ( 2.0) 1,391 ( 2.01) 
10. Defence 1,500 ( 2.3) 1,450 ( 2.10) 
11. Others 2,790 ( 4.3) 465 ( .67) 
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A-6a WAGE BILL AND NONWAGE EARNINGS IN 1952 
(BASED ON HOLLISTER) 
(million yuan) 
Public Private Total 
Nonwage Wage Nonwage Wage 
1. Industry 3,000 1,546 2,730 1,080 8,356 
2. Handicrafts 2,800 2,800 
3. Construction 275 510 5 13 803 
4. Transport and 
Telecommunications 1,525 379 130 83 2,117 
5. Native transport 
and handling 2,120 
6. Trade 1,910 4.82 3,395 838 6,625 
7. Banking and 
insurance 130 130 260 
8: Dwelling services 3,720 
9. Government services 1,390 1,390 
10 Defence 1,450 1,450 
11. Others 265 200 
A P P E N D I X H 
ESTIMATES OF CHINA'S NATIONAL INCOME FOR 1960 -62 
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The Net Domestic material Product for the period 1960 -6 
was estimated at a time when data were scanty. The methods 
of estimation employed obviously left much to be desired. They 
were so crude that we did not bother to even think of estimating 
the margin of errors. The methods of estimating the gross value 
output and value added of agriculture and of gross value output 
)f consumer goods industry are described in greater detail, 
but those of estimating the gross value output and value added 
of other sectors are described under notes to the individual 
tables. 
Estimating gross value output of agriculture 
Data on gross value output of agriculture and subsidiary 
occupations (hereafter referred to as gross value output of 
agriculture) in both absolute and relative terms are available 
for the period 1949 -59. 
For the period 1949 -57, the value output is expressed in 
1952 prices. 1957 prices are used for 1957 and for the period 
covered by the Second Five -Year Plan (1958 -62). Since the 
value output for 1957 is expressed in both 1952 and 1957 prices, 
a conversion factor for converting 1952 to 1957 prices can be 
derived. The value output for 1957 is 60,350 million yuan in 
1952 prices and is 53,700 million yuan in 1957 prices, the 
conversion factor is derived by dividing the former by the 
latter giving 1.124, that is, one yuan in 1957 prices is equiva- 
lent to 1.124 yuan in 1952 prices. The conversion factor can 
be applied to agricultural gross value output only and implicit 
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in the factor is the assumption that the coverage of both the 
alue output figures cited above for 1957 is the same, and also 
that methods of production and processing as well as distribu- 
tion mark-ups are identical in 1952 and in 1957. It is reason- 
able to assume that the coverage of agricultural production 
proper remains the same, although there might be quality dif- 
erences. More roundaboutness in production means that the gross 
value output would be enlarged since duplications are not eli- 
minated in the figure. However, unlike industry, the production 
process in agriculture is relatively simple and is unlikely 
to change radically within a short time period. The size of 
subsidiary occupations varies relatively more than agricultural 
production proper since the former consists of service trades 
and also they are elastic in supply whereas production of crops 
is relatively inelastic in the short run, even within, the year. 
Gross value output of agriculture has to be estimated 
for 1960-62. According to the annual economic plan for 1960, 
the gross value output was to be increased, by 12 per cent over 
the preceding year. However, owing to adverse weather condi- 
tions which had affected agricultural production unfavourably 
in 1960 it is unlikely that the target was fulfilled. 
The gross value output is to be estimated on the basis 
of output in grain production. An examination of past data 
shows that there is almost a perfect correlation between the 
trends of gross value output of agriculture and grain production 
over time. Table B-1 compares the indexes of gross output 
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value of agriculture and grain production using 1952 as base. 
The agreement between the two indexes is striking. Using grain 
production index as standard, deviation of the value index from 
it is at most 6 points. Disregarding signs, the total deviation 
is 21.6 points, giving an average of 2.7 points. If we take 
into account of signs, the total deviations is 12.1 points, or 
an average of 1.5 points. Percentagewise, the largest devia- 
tion is only 4.3 percentage points. The total deviation is 
17.4 percentage points, that is, au average of 2.18 percentage 
points. Taking into account the signs, the total is 11.7 per- 
centage points or 1.46 percentage points per year. The corre- 
lation coefficient is therefore not less than 97 per cent. The 
close agreement between the two indexes is to be expected since 
the components of tue value output of agriculture are in fairly 
constant proportions to the latter over the years.1 
Since grain production is to be indicator of gross value 
output of agriculture, it is necessary to estimate the size of 
food crops for 1960-62. No official communique has been released 
giving the total output of grain production during the period 
1960 -62. The adverse weather conditions affected 60 per cent 
9 
of farmland i,a. 1960.- If the 1959 production could be maintained 
had it not been for the drought, one might infer that the gross 
value output in 1960 would be scaled down accordingly by 60 
per cent of the 1939 output level, that is, 23,190 million yuan 
in 1952 prices. However, this would be assuming that all crops 
in the affected areas were lost. Since some of the areas would 
be worse hit than others, the tenet that all crops were lost 
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could not be taken seriously. We must look for other sources 
for data on food output. 
From reports of interviews with Chinese communist off'i- 
dials , the Grain production for 1960 was given as between the 
1957 and the 1958 level according to one source,' that is 
between 1` 5 and 250 million metric tons, and as 150 million 
metric tons, according to another.4 
The latter source also gave the probable output of grain 
for 1961. While summer har,-est was still poor, the autumn 
crops were said to be more encouraging. The figure was given 
at a 10 million metric tons increase over the 1960 level, that 
is, 160 million metric tons.5 
The harvest in 1962 was normal and was better than in 
1961. It was reported that in some areas, production was still 
at low level owing to natural calamities, but on the whole, 
agricultural production '.ad increased in 1962.1 If 180 million. 
:J metric tons of Grain were to be expected of a normal harvest, 
then it is possible that the level of grain production in 1962 
was in the region of 130 million metric tons. This estimate 
is adopted in the present study. 
Using the normal harvest criterion, and since the harvests 
in 1960 and 1961 had not been regarded as normal, we shall adopt 
the figure of 150 million metric tons for 1960 rather than that 
between 185 and 250 million metric tons. 
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Table B -2 gives the grain output for the period 1952 -62, 
and Table 33 -3 shows the gross value output of agriculture for 
the period 1952 -59. On the basis of the food crop index (1952 
100) derived from Table 1, the gross value output of agriculture 
can be estimated for 1960 -62. The assumption is that the trend 
of the gross value output is the same as that o grain produc- 
tion. (See Table B -4). 
Estimating value added of agriculture 
Value added of agriculture is obtained by applying the 
net -gross ratios to the gross value output. The intermediate 
products were reported to have accounted for 25.2 per cent and 
26.4 per cent of the gross value output of 1952 and 1956 res- 
pectively. 9 The latter figure presumably was based on an 
expected gross output value, as when the final gross output 
value figure o_ 58,290 million yuan is used, the percentage is 
slightly higher. The net value added of agriculture obtained 
from applying the ratio of the share of agriculture in net 
domestic material product to the net domestic material product 
of that year. The ratio was given as 59.2 per cent in 1952 
and 48.1 per cent in 1956.1° With the net domestic material 
product for. bote. 1952 and 1956 given, the net value added of 
agriculture for the two years are obtained. The gross value 
output of agriculture for 1952 and 1956 were given at 48,39: 
and 53,290 million yuan at 1952 prices respectively, and the 
implicit net -gross ratios are obtained by dividing the net by 
the gross value output. The ratios thus arrived are 74.3 ter 
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cent for 1952 and 73.23 per cent for 1956, that is the value of 
intermediate products constitutes 25.2 per cent for 1952 and 
26.77 for 1956. The 1952 ratio derived is the same as the 
reported figure, but the derived ratio for 1956 is slightly 
higher than the reported figure. For our purpose, the derived 
ratios are used. 
We calculate the net value added of agriculture for 
other years on the basis of the implicit ratios. We assume 
that they decline steadily on a straight line pith the increase 
in gross value output. 
Let y be the gross value output, and x be the net value 
added, the constants a and b can be derived if the values of 
x and y are given for the following regression line equation: 
y = ax b 
With the gross value output and net value added of agriculture 
for 1952 and 1956, which are given, a is found to be 1.'i24 
and b is -6,723. With a and b now taken as given, and since 
gross value output is given for all years, the correseonding 
net value added can be obtained. The results are shown in 
Table äi-5.11 
It is possible that the net-gross ratio would be smaller 
as from 1960 onwards. The material inputs put into agricultural 
production in the years of natural disasters must have risen 
sharply. If that is the case, then value added for those years 
would have an upward bias. 
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Estimating the gross value of consumer goods 
Gross value output of consumer goods are given for the 
period 1952-59. It remains necessary to estimate the gross 
output value of these goods for the period 1960 -62. 
There is a casual relationship between consumer goods 
and agricultural production. Consumer goods industry depends 
on agriculture for 80 per cent of its raw materials.1z Table 
B -6, which shows the link indexes of the gross value output of 
consumer goods industry and of the gross value output of agri- 
culture, illustrates the casual relationship. 'When the gross 
value output of agriculture increased by 13.3 per cent in 1952, 
this was followed by an increase in the v;:..lue output of con- 
sumer goods of 26.8 per cent in 1953. ?Then the agricultural 
value output dropped to 103.1 per cent of the 1952 level in 
1953, the consumer goods value output also dropped and fell to 
114.1 per cent of the 1953 level in 1954. In 1955, agricultural 
production took to a better turn, and consumer goods industry 
increased its value output in 1956. 
Table B -7 shows clearly the trends of gross value output 
of agriculture over time compared to that of consumer goods. 
The consumer goods industry increases more than proportionately 
when agriculture production increases, but it also declines 
much more rapidly than agriculture when the latter decreased. 
Several factors have been given for the different growth rates. 
While we have so far assumed the effects of the size of a..a.ri- 
cultural output on consumer goods industry will take place 
after one period lag, the harvests will also affect the industry 
in the same year. Also, the composition of crop production 
might vary although total agricultural output does not. Economic 
crops might grow at a faster zte, thus causing consumer goods 
industry to increase its rate of growth, while agricultural 
production as a whole has changed little.13 Although consumer 
goods industry obtains its raw materials mainly from agriculture 
(being 80 per cent in the first five -"Year Plan period), its 
output might vary on account of its raw materials being obtained 
from the non -agricultural sector, thus the increase in its output 
might not be reflected in an increase in the agricultural output 
of the preceding period. And finally, utilization of agricul- 
tural raw materials might also vary, a fuller utilization would 
lead to an increase in the size of consumer goods output. 
It has been shown earlier that when there is an increase 
in the agricultural output, the increase in consumer goods out- 
put does not take place until one time period after. The data 
of both kinds of output suggest that there is a strong corre- 
lation between the two values. To estimate the value output 
of consumer goods, we first calculate the relation between 
value of consumer goods and that of agriculture on the basis 
of consumer goods value output for the time period 1953 -59 and 
agricultural value output for the period 1952 -58 by means of 
regression line of consumer goods on agricultural production. 
Using the formula 
-y® b (x - xÌ where b = 
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and Y being the theoretical value of the variable (that is 
consumer goods) , x a given variable (agricultural output) , 
x and ÿ dean of the observed x!s and Yi respectively, and b is 
a parameter to be determined, we estimate th:, value output of 
consumers goods for 1960 -62. 
The regression coefficient of y on x (that is, b) is 
found to be 1.671 and y is 42,470 million yuan. 
Table B -8 incorporates the result of applying the formula 
to the gross value output of agriculture for the period 1959-61 
arrive at value output of consumer goods for 1960 -62. 
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B-1 .RELATION 13ETWE&N GRAIN PRODUCTION INDEX AND VALUE OUT1'UT 
OF AGRICULTURE INDEX AT 1952 PRICES FOR T LkIOD 1952 - 1959 







(2) from (1) 
Deviation of (2) from 
(1) as percentage of 
(1) 
(1952 
(1) (3) (4) 
= 100) 
(2) 
1952 100.0 100.0 0 0 
1953 101.6 103.1 1.5 1.5 
1954 103.9 106.6 2.7 2.6 
1955 113.2 114.8 1.6 1.4 
1956 118.2 120.4 2.2 1.9 
1957 119.9 125.0 5.1 4.3 
1958 161.9 155.9 - 6.o - 3.7 
1959 175.0 171.5 - 3.5 - 2.0 
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B -2 GRAIN PRODUCTION 
Production 
Vian metric tans) Index (12,52 = 100) 
1952 15;.4. 100 
1953 156.9 101.6 
1954. 160.4 103.9 
1955 174.8 113.2 
1956 182.5 118.2 
1957 185.0 119.9 
1958 250.0 161.9 
1959 270.0 175.0 
1960 150.0 97.2 
1961 160.0 103.6 
1962 180.0 116.6 
Sources: 1952 -57: 3SB, Communi ue 1955, p 31, 
H. Yin & Y. C. Yin, Economic 
Table 7, p. 30. 
G omm:zr.i que 195¡, p. 2,1)) and 
Statistics of Mainland Cnina 
1958: Jen -mixe Jth ao August 27, 1959. 
1959: New China News Agency January 21, 1960. 
1960 -61: Sunds& Times, September 1961. 
1962: See Text. 
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B-3 GROSS VALUE OUTPUT OF AGRICULTURE 
AT 1952 PRICES, 1952-59s 
Production 
(uill on yuan) Index (1952 = 100) 
1952 48,390 100 
1953 49,910 103.1 
1954 51,570 106.6 
1955 55,540 114.8 
1956 58,290 120.4 
1957 ,55a 125.0 
1958 7 ( 5,4 155.9 
1959 82,970 171.5 
Notes: Figures for 1958 -59 were originally expressed in 1957 prices. They 
have been converted into values in 1952 prices by the use of a 
conversion factor 1.124. (See text.) Index for these two years 
have been adjusted accordingly. 
Sources: SSB, Ten Great Years, p. 118. 
Year 
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B-4 GROSS VALUE OUTPUT OF AGRICULTURE 
AT 1952 PRICES, 1960-62 
Grain Production G..voss value output 
index of agriculture 
yuan) 
(1) (2) 
1952 100.0 48,390 
1960 97.2 47,030 
1961 103.6 50,120 
1962 116.6 56,430 
Notes: Gross value output for 1952 is given. The figures for other years 
have been estimeted on the basis of the grain production index in 
column 1. 
Sources: Col. (1): Lee Table B-2 
Col. (2), 1952: SSB, Ten Great Years, p. 119. 
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B-5 NET VALUE ADDED OF AGRICULTURE 
AT 1952 PRICES, 1952-62 
Net value added 












Notes: Method of derivation is given in the text. 
Sources: 1952 and 1956: Lu Luang, "China' a N'ationa. 
Income," Peking Review, April 8, 1958. 
Other years: computed. 
B-6 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN T2í% AGRICULTURAL VALUE OUTPUT INDEX 
Year 
AND THE CONSUEER GOODS VALUE OUTPUT IIVD:.X, 1932-59 
(Link indexes) 
Mri^ulture 
Index index et,r 
Consumer oods 
1952 115.3 126.8 1953 
1953 103.1 114..1 1954 
1954. .105.5 . 03 1955 
1955 107.6 119.0 1956 
1956 105.0 105.5 1957 
1957 103.5 134.0 1958 
1958 125.0 134.0 1959 
1959 
Notes: Indexe, are computed on the basis of official absolute data except 
that for consumer goods for 1955 which is taken from another source 
(see sources). 
Sources: SSB, Ten Great Years. 
Jung Wen -cho, "The Question of Sources of katerials and. Raw Materials 
for Light Industry ", CC -chï Yen-chïu (Economic Research), June 17, 
1962. 
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B-7 TPdliEKt:S OT ACzRICULTTJRAL VAI..UE OUTPUT AND 
OF C O_N.SUM;R GOODS VALUE OU'l'PUT, 1952-59 
Year Agriculture 
(1952 = 100) 
Consumer goods 
1952 100.0 100.0 
1953 103.1 126.7 
1954 1GG.6 144.7 
1955 114.8 W.7 
1956 120.4 173.3 
1957 125.0 183.0 
1958 155.9 244.7 
1959 171.5 327.7 
Notes: 1958 and 1959 were originally given in 1957 prices. 
Sources: SSB, Ten Great Years. 
Jen -rain Jih -pao, August 27, 1959. 
Peking Review, April 5, 1960. 
Peking Review, April 21, 1959. 
New China News Agency, January 23, 1960. 
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Fs-ú GROSS VALUE OUTPUT OF CONSU9ER GOODS 
<?J^ 1952 PRICES, 1952-62 
Year Production (million yuan) Index. (1952 = 100) 
1952 22,110 100.0 
1953 28,020 126.7 
1954. 31,980 144..7 
1955 31,980 144.7 
1956 38,320 173.3 
1957 40,450 183.0 
1958 54,080 2k4.7 
1959 72,460 327.7 
1960 96,610 436.9 
1961 36,550 165.3 
1962 41,720 188.7 
Notes: 1958 and 1959 Plata were originally in 1957 prides. They have been 
converted into values in 1952 prices using the conversion factor 
of 1.081. 
1960 -62 value output are estimated by means of regression line 
of consumer goods on auricultural output using the regression co- 
efficient of 1.671. See text. 
Sources: 1952 -57: SSB, Ten Great Years. 
1958 -59: based on SSB, Commurzcue 1 7°. 
1960 -62: Estimated. See text. 
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B-9 CTß.OSS VALUE OUTPUT OF PRODUCER AND CONSLi.LER C.OßDS il'1 1952 PRICES 
(1,000 million yuan) 











ci) (2) (4) (5) 
1952 12.22 10.73 22.11 16.26 5.83 
1953 16.68 14.67 I.v1 28.02 20.91 7.11 
1954 19.99 17.60 2.39 31.98 23.94 8.04 
1955 22.89 20.58 2.31 31.98 24.17 7.81 
1956 32.04 29.17 2.87 7 x 3v.a2 29.50 8.82 
Sources: Col. arß. Col. 4i SSB, Ten Great Years. 
Col. 2 ana Col. 5: 1952 -55: SSB, Commune e. 9. `, p24. 
1956: Commznigae 19861, pp. 28 -29. 
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B-10 PeET VALUE lillì.}D OF ;IKnICRA;..TS 
AT 1952 PRICES, 1952-56 




1953 597.8 2,114.0 
1954 728.5 2,451.0 
1955 704.1 2,381.0 
1956 916.8 2,313.0 
Notes: Derived by applying the following net-gross 




1 955 .3048 
1956 .3194 
Sources: See Table B -9. 
For ratios, see C. M. Li, Economic Develov rent 
of Communist China, Table XIX, p. 94. 
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B-11 VALUE rDLED OP PRODUC R GOODS 
AT 1952 YqTC E, 1952-56 
Year ii'actory manufactured 
(million yuan) 
dandicral't manufactured Total 
(1 ) ( 2) 
(3)=0)-(2) 
1952 5,468 432 5,900 
1953 7,391 598 7,989 
1954 8,764 729 9,493 
1955 10,131 704 10,835 
1956 14,191 917 15,108 
Sources: Col. 1: C. fl. Li, Economic Development of Communist 
China, Table .VIII, p. 91. 
Col. 2: Table B -10. 
B-12 IMPLICIT NET-GROSS RATIOS OF VALUE 
OP PRODUCER GOODS IT 1952 PRICES, 1952-56 
Year Net value added Gross value output Tm licit net- ross ratios 
(1) 
(rni7 Z ion yu 
(3) _ (1)/(2) (2) 
1952 5,900 12,220 .028 
1953 7,989 '16,680 .4789 
1954 9,493 19,930 .4747 
1955 10,835 22,890 .4737 
1956 15,108 32,040 .4718 
Sources: Col. 1: Table B -11 
Col. 2: SSB, Ten Great Years 
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B-13 VALUE ADDED OF CONSUMER GOODS 
AT 1952 PRICES, 1952-56 
Year Factory manufactured Handicraft manufactured 
(million yuan) 
Total 
(1) (2) (3) =(1) +(2) 
1952 3,257 1,690 4,947 
1953 4,181 2,114 6,295 
1954 4,787 2,451 7,238 
1955 4,834 2,381 7,215 
1956 5,898 2,818 8,716 
Sources: Col. 1: C. M. Li, Economic of 
Communist China, Table XVIII, p. 91. 
Col. 2: See Table B -10. 
B-14 IMPLICIT NET-GROSS RATIOS OF VALUE 
OF CONSUMER GOODS AT 1952 PRICES, 1952 -56 
Year T-5et value added 
iïiil .on 
(1) 
Gross value ou raer rosr4 rto3 
yuan 
(3) . (1)/(2) 
1952 4,947 22,110 .2238 
1973 6,295 28,020 .2247 
1954 7,238 31,980 .2263 
1955 7,215 31,980 .2256 
1956 8,716 38,320 .2275 
Sources: Col. 1: See Table B -13 
Col. 2: 5813, Ten Great Years 
Yeúr 
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B -15 PROPORTIONS OF PRODUCERS GOODS AND CONSUMER GOODS IN 
GROSS VALUE OUTPUT OF INDUTAY AT 1952 PRICES, 1952 -62 
Producer goods Const:zPr x"oeds 
1952 .356 .644 
1953 .373 .627 
1954. 385 .615 
1955 .417 .583 
1956 .455 .545 
1957 .484 .516 
1958 .588 412 
1959 .604 .396 
1960 .551 .449 
1961 . r51 449 
1962 .551 .449 
Noies: 1958 -59: The figures are first converted into 1952 prices from 1957 
prices using the respective conversion factors. These when. 
added UI) do not agree with the total gross value of industry 
converted from 1957 prices by its own conversion factor. 
Therefore, instead of using the gross value output of indus - 
try as the denominator., the sum of the gross value of producer 
goods and consumer goods converted into 1952 prices by their 
respective conversion factors is used instead. The published 
proportions are .57,E and .427 for ;producer goods and consumer 
goods respectively. 
1960: The denomilzator is arrived at by multiplying 1.185 to the gross 
value output of industry at 1952 prices. The ratio is derived 
from the information that 1958 -60 period saw a growth of 40 per 
cent annum. 
Gross value of consumer goods is arrived independently (See Table 
B-8). Gross value output of producer goods is residue of the 
total gross output of industry less that of consumer goods. 
1961 -62: Assumed to be the same as for 1960. 
Sources: 1952 -57: SSB, Tengreat Years 
1958-59: Based on SSB, Ten Great Years, and SSB, Communique 1959. 
B-16 GROSS VALUE OUTPUT OF PR0D1Cs:R GOODS AT 1952 PRICES, 1952-62 
Year Production (million yuan) Index (1952 ! 100) 
1952 É 7,2;,0 100.0 
1953 16,630 136.5 
1954 19,990 163.6 
1955 22,390 7 A8 T e .1 
1556 32, G4O 262.2 
1957 37,940 31 0. 5 
1958 77,050 630.3 
1959 110,400 903.3 
1960 118,590 970.7 
1961 31,410 666.2 
1962 92,920 760.3 
Noi=es: 1960: Derived on the basis that during the period 1958 -60, the annual 
rate of increase of industry in tenus of gross value output 
being 40 per cent, the gross value output of industry is 
derived for 1960 from which the gross value output of consume 
goods (which is independently estimated) is subtracted to 
arrive at the gross value output of producer goods. 
1961 -62: Derived from data on gross value output of consumer goods 
ard its proportion in the gross value output of industry. 
See Table B -15 and text. 
Sources: 1952-58: SSB, Ten Great ieaz s. 
1959: SSE, Cozrununäctue 1952. 
1960-62: See text. 
B-17 VAD.IE ADDED OF CONSUMER GOODS AT 1952 PRICES, 1957-62 
Year a Net value added Gross value out I;ip15,ç_net- xoss ratios 
million 'ru.; ' t . < (2.. -- i 
1957 9,207 +0,450 .2276 
1958 12,385 54,080 .2291 
1959 16,670 72,460 .2300 
1960 22,3ú2. 96,610 .2309 
1961 8,41,0 36,550 .2309 
1962 9, 6 x 41,720 .2309 
Notes: Net value added is derived Prou: application of regression line of value 
added on gross value output on 1952 -56 data for 1957 -60. The regrezeion 
coefficient is .2331 and the mean of the net value added for the period 
1 
952 -56, 6,682 zillion yuan at 1952 prices. 
Net value added for 1961 -62 is based an the implicit net-gross 
ratio derived fol 1960 a d la the product of the implicit ration and 
the gross value output for the particular year. 
Source:: Col. 2: See labia B-8. 
Year 
B-18 VALUE ADDED OF PRODUCER GOODS AT 1952 PRICES, 1957-62 
Net value added Gross value out ut 
km..11a.orE « l:íf . 
Implicit net -,roar ratios 
(3) r (1)1(2) 
1957 17,854 51,944 .4704 
195e 36,05 77,050 4677 
1959 51,555 110,400 4471 
1960 55,345 113,590 .4666 
1961 37,930 81,410 4666 
1962 4-3,350 92,920 .466E 
Natea: Net value added derived froc, application of regression line of net 
value added on gross valu' output ^n 1952 -55 data for 1957 -60. The 
regression coefficient 15 .465 end the iìea of the net value added 
for the period 1952 -56 iâ 9,265 zillion yuan at 1952 prices. 
Net value added for 1961 -62 is based on the implicit net-gross 
rctio dived for 1960 and iz the product of the implicit ratio and 
the gross value output for the particular year. 
Sources: Col. 2: See ':able B -16. 
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B-19 ; ST?:1AATED CROSS VALUE OUTPUT OF Ii:D'JSTi3Y AND AGRICULTURE 
AT 1952. PRICES, 1960-62 
(million yuan) 
Year Gross value 
output of 
agriculture 
Gross value Gross value 
output of output of 
consumer producer 
goods goods 
Gross value of 









(4) = (1) +(2) +(3) 
262,230 
1961 50,120 36,550 81,410 168,080 
1962 56,430 41,720 92,920 191,070 
Sources: Col. 1: Table B -4 
Col. 2: Table B -8 
Col. 3: Table B -16. 
B-20 ESTIMATED RETAIL :1;L1E AT 1952 F'RICES, 1952-59 
(million yuan) 








T:etaii sales at 
1952 prices index 
(1952 =100) arices 
(1) (2) (3)= (1)/(2) (4) 
1952 27,600 100 27,680 100 
1953 34,800 104.2 33,730 121.8 
1951+ 38,110 105.5 36,120 130.5 
1955 39,220 106.3 36,900 133.2 
1956 46,100 106.3 43,370 156.7 
1957 47,420 108.6 43,664 157.7 
1958 54,800 108.3 50,600 182.8 
1959 63,800 108.3 58,910 212.8 
Notes: .detail price index for 1959 is assumed to be the same 
as for 1958. 
Sources: Col. 1: S :s Ten Great Years. 
Col. 2: SSB Ten Great Years. 
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B-21 ESTIMATED RETAIL SALES A.a. 1952 2'RIC.N, 1960-62 




Notes: Retail sales for this period are derived from 
the application of regression line of retail 
sale on gross vet Luú output of industry and 
agriculture of 1952 -59 at 1952 prices. The 
regression coefficient is .1496 and the mean 
Value of retail sales or the period is 141,780 
million yuan at 1352 prices. 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B-23 ESTIMATED NET VALUE ADDED OF TRADE AT 1952 .'RICES, 1960-62 




Notes: Based on the product of .5152 (which is the wit o of 
net value added of traie to retail sales in 1956) cad 
the retail sales of the given year. 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B-25 FREIGHT TURNOVER LND VOLUME OF GOODS CARRIED BY MODERN 




(million ton -küd 
Volume of goods 
(million tons' 
kilometers carried 
(1) (2) (3) (1)/(2) 
1952 71,540 168.59 4242 
1953 93,010 212.27 438.1 
1954 113,830 264.67 429.9 
1955 125,120 278.43 4493 
1956 152,060 372.15 408.7 
1957 172,930 4 i 1.71 420.0 
1958 236,400 633.76 373.0 
1952 -58 420.5 
average 
Notes: 1952-58 average is comouted. 
Sources: SSB, Ten Great Years. 
B-26 NIT VALUE ADDED OT TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS 
AT 1952 PRIc>;, 1960-62 




Notes: Derived from multiplyin.; the estimated Freight 
turnover by the net value added per ton - kilometer 
For 1956, that is, .02567 yuan at 1952 prices. 
B-27 ESTIMATED FREIGHT TLiItí3OVER. FOR 19E0-Fe 
Volume of goods 




'million ton - kilometers) 
(1) ¡2j (3) = (1)x(2) 
1960 862.1 420.45 362,400 
1961 50441 42045 211,900 
1962 591.5 420.45 248,700 
by modern means of transport 
'etes: Volume of goods carried is estimated by applying the regression line 
of volume of goods carried on gross value of industy apd agriculture 
of 1952 -58. The regression coefficient is 3.803 and the mean value 
of volume of goods carried is a34.5 million tons. 
Freight turnover is derived by multiplying the volume of goods 
carried by the average kilometer per ton of goods carried during the 
period 1952-58. 
Sources: Col. 1: SSB, Ten Great Years for 1952 -58 data. 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AT 1952 PRICES, 1960-62 





Notes: Based on the assumption that the annual rata of 
increase of value added in construction during 
1952 -56 (29 per cant) applies to 1960 -62. The 
net value added of construction in. 1952 was 
1,834_ 4ii.1ion. yuan. 
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Agriculture 35,310 37,330 41,470 
Industry: 
Consumer goods 22,302 8,440 9,632 
Producer 7oods 55,345 37,980 43,350 
Construction 14,070 13,100 23,410 
Transport & 
Communications 9,305 5,441 6,3b4 
Trade 13,340 14,290 15,370 
NUKP 154,662 121,681 139,616 
bources: Tables 13-5, D-17, B-23, B-26, B-29. 
2/9 
NOTES 
1. See C.M. Li, Economic Develo ment of Communist China, 
Table ;.,.T, p. 5e and Appendix Table 17, p. 2 2. , in which 
crop growing and animal husbandry were shown to contribute 
a steady proportion to the gross value output over the 
years 1952 -56. Subsidiary occupations also formed a 
fairly constant proportion of the gross value output, 
although handi ,ow aft work done for other consumers who 
supply the raw materials showed sonie slight variation as 
a component of the gross value output of subsidiary 
occupations. See Table below: 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
( in percentage of total) 
Gross agricultural 
value output of 
which: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Crop growing p 79.5 78.6 78.8 78.7 68.2 
animal husbandry ) 11.0 
Subsidiary 
occupations 20.5 21.4 21.3 20.8 
1. For own use 15.7 16.6 16.3 15.9 e... 
2. For other 
consume rs 4.3 4.8 4.9 5.4 ... 
Also, (a) according to a survey of 223 typical agricultural 
producer cooperatives in 24 provinces and regions in 
1957, the proportion of net income originating from 
family subsidiary occupations has been estimated as 
follows: 
Region 1956 1957 
(;:; of net income) 
NW & IM 13.7 18.0 
NE 17.4 23.2 
Central 18.4 20.1 
South 27.1 33.6 
Net income formed 70 per cent of the total Inc ome. 
This means that the proportion of subsidiary occupa- 
tions contribution to total income is as follows: 
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Region 1956 1957 
of total income) 
NU & IM 9.6 13.0 
NE 12..2 17..6 
Central 12.9 14.1 
South 19.0 23.5 
Weighted 
average 16.6 
The extent to which these figures are representative 
of the 700,000 agricultural producer cooperatives in 
1957 is an open question. 
(NW 6 IM: Northwest and Inner Mongolia - 2 provinces 
and 2 autonomous regions, 34 co -ops. 
NE: Northeast - 3 provinces, 31 co -ops. 
Central - 5 provinces, 56 co -ops. 
South - 10 provinces, 107 co-ops.) 
(b) According to a survey of a rural people's commune in 
Shansi, percentage of income from crops production 
declined from 92.3 in 1952 to 74.6 in 1956, 73.0 in 
1957, and 70.0 in 1953. 
(e) All these do not necessarily point to the fact that 
subsidiary occupations are not a constant proportion 
of the gross value output of agriculture. There are 
instances of variations apart from the above. With 
the amalgamation of the agricultural producer coopera- 
tives into rural people's communes in 1958, rural 
occupations might well have expanded in scope. meut 
Brest activities would be classified as non- agricul- 
tural activities, hence the decline in the share of 
income would have little bearing on the proportion 
of subsidiary occupations in gross value output. 
It seems therefore that we are much safer in taking the 
official data. 
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See, for (a) Statistical Research Data Office, "Income 
and Distribution of Agricultural Producer Cooperatives," Tung -. 
chi yen -chiu, August 23, 1958. For (b), Li Lin, "Vast Changes 
;.sikou Ts'un (Shansi) in Recent Ten Years," Peking Ta -Kung 
Pao, September 2, 1959. 
2. See Far =astern Economic Review Yearbook 1962, p. 58. 
This source reported that "some 150 million acres or 
nine -sixteenths of the cultivated area were affected by 
one kind or another of natural disaster, ninety million 
tseriously$" . 
3. An American journalist Edgar Snow, interviewed Chou 
En -lai on November 15, 1960. Chou was quoted to have 
said that the 1960 harvest was less than 1959 and 1958 
level, but more than the 1957 level. See A.R. McGuire, 
"China's Food Shortage and its Repercussions, ". Far 
Eastern Economic Review, February 9, 1961. 
Field Marshall Lord Montgomery visited Communist China 
in 1961, and in his articles which appeared in the 
Sunday Times in September 1961, he gave the grain produc- 
tion figures. See also Far Eastern Economic Review, 
November 2, 1961, p. 259. 
5. Ibid. 
6, , Jen -min Ji :a -pao , Peking, January 1, 1963. 
7. In the Peking Kuang -ming Jih -pao, it was reported that 
the chance of fulfilling the 1962's task of purchasing 
farm and sideline products was favourable. This was 
surmised on the basis that agricultural production had 
increased during that year. See Kuang -icing Jih -pao, 
December 6, 1962. 
v. Field -Marshall Montgomery, op. cit. 
9. See Niu Chung- huang, Accumulation and Consumption in 
China's National Income (in Chinese) , p. 25. 
10. Compare the figures compiled by C.M. Li in his Economic 
Development of Communist China, Table XVII, p. 88. The 
straight line method on the basis of 1952 and 1956 data 
put Li's figures for 1953 and 1954 below ours, and 1955 
and 1956 data above ours. The 1952, 1953 and 1956 of 
Lïfs were taken from Chinese sources. He assumed a 
pro rata decline in the ratio for 1954 and 1955. His 
195E actual) figure was based on the ratio for the 1ß56 
expected gross value output and final value added. Our 
ratio for 1956 is different from Li's in that it is 
derived from final gross value output and final value 
added. 
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11. See Doak T?arnett, Communist Economic Strategy: The Rise 
of Mainland China, pp. 17-18. 
12. Such as cotton, oil seeds, tobacco, flax, sugar, fruits, 
medicinal herbs, etc. 
A i' P E N D I X C 
ECONOMIC MODELS 
303 
The Harrod model 
Capital is the most scarce factor in most developing 
countries, hence the model best suited for planning purposes 
in these countries is the Harrod-Domar model. The Harrod model 
may be depicted as follows: 
s =olYt (1) 
It rTt Yt-1-7 
st It (i) 
In the above system of equations, the variables are savings 
(s), national income CO, and investment (I). The parameters 
are L and 9 , the conditions of which are 
o 
(3 -7 0 
and the initial condition of the variable Y is 
Y 
o 
The system can be solved for Y t thus: 
Yt Yt t-1 
or 
Y f ) Y t-1 
(4) 
(5) 





since it expresses yt in terms of and (the parameters) 
and the initial value of Y. It gives the growth path. of Yt 




The final solutions for I and for S are as follows: 
I t St = 04_ 
t 
( (8) 
The general behavior of Y over time, as has been indi- 
cated, depends on the value of A. The constants NL and A 
are respectively the saving ratio and the capital coefficient. 
The following are the possible cases of the behavior of Yt: 
4. -1 <' A < 0 
5. A < -1 
6. A = -1 
y, equals Y 
o 
for all future periods, 
viz, a stationary economy 




decreases by ever decreasing 




oscillates but these socillations 
dampen in the course of time 
Y 
t 
experiences explosive oscillations 




The Domar model 
The equations are 
t <Y(ì;1 (9) 
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Y1(0 (10) 
s(Y) - IN (11). 
where the variables, all functions of time are savings (S), 
investment (1), and national income (Y). YI is the rate of 
change of income with respect to time (t), the parameters are 
.0.4! and p , the conditions for them being 
04 > o 
o 
The solution of equations (9) to (11) gives 
Yf(t) - Y(t) = 0 (12) 
The solution of this differential equation is 
exp - t) 
P 
(13) 
The notation of in Dowar's original model is 6- , which 
is the potential social average productivity of investment. 
Hence equation (13) becomes 
Y(t) = Y e 
o 
The solutions for I and for S in the model are accordingly given 
a r; 
or 




The models of Harrod and Domar are simple aggrega.te 
models in so far as economic planning is concerned, Ichimura.ts 
model considers also the consumption and investment activities 
of the private and government sectors, and the influence of 
other economies through exports and imports of goods and ser- 
vices. His model i, une of the many extensions which can be 
derived. from the models of Harrod and 7lorua,r. 






These are the balance equations, where the variables are 
GP private consumption 
C government coaasumpi:îoíz. 
I 
P private investment 
I G guverraz:2nnt investment 
exports of goods and services 
imports of goods and services 
Ym national income at market prices 
Yt national income at factor cost 




direct tax net of transfer payments 
disposable private income 
Yg disposable government income 
foreign loan and grant 
Tne follolfing are the parameters: 
,P YP___C13 - 
Ir4) 
6 







average prollensity to save in the 
private sector 
ratio of direct tax to income 
ratio of indirect tax to income 
average propensity to import 
ratio of government cxpenditure to 
Y" disposable government income 
Ig 
i ratio of government investment to 
Cg 4. 1g government expenditure 
.g 
1- - C average propenity to save in the 
-g 
x- government sector 
1 IPitl : IL'itl , 
yl(t+i) - Y-(t) increment, capital-output ratio 
By aefinition, 
Denotiut, 
sg - (1 - 
t 
g 







where t6 is total (221) 







- td) 61-1 - (1 - i) (td 
- td) 4 Tsgtg - Er) 
Y` 
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+ SU - (26) 
Y.1 
(27) 




Instead of a system o equutions in terms of national 
income and related aggregates, a model can be derived in terms 
of agricultural and industrial value added, or in terms of 
outputs of any tvo sectors, hoover defined, composing the 
economy. The following is a mode/ for an economy divided into 




Ya= C Y .v aa ai 
A Ica bi A Y'= c. Y a + c 1 + ha ia 
.7here Y national income 
Y 
a 
income from agricultural production 
Y income from industrial production 
n-thts sectoris propensity to consume the m-thls c 
:An 
vectores output 
su saving ratio in agricultural sector 
si saving ratio in industrial sector 
a 
capiLai-oubpab ratio in agricultural sector 




It is assumed that the output of the agricultural sector is not 










s'rem the equations, :,-e can get the growth rato of tha indus- 
trial sector 






Ii a three-sector mocìel is devised, matrices will have 
ta be employed in the solution. In the model below, we take 
into account of the interseetca3al relations which have been left 
out in the previous l:Xc'i.7Tapl::â Assuming that tht:re are three 
sectors, namely, agriculture, heavy industry, and light 1.rtdus's;rya 
the i)a,lancë3 equations are Given as: 
Y l 
^ a1.'`Tl 
+ e.l^Y` + a13Y" + c111 L1=_'°2 (33) 
. 
- Y 







jY3 + c3iv + c.J 
_-ÿ,; 
4- bK3 (ji ) 
T -- a,, 
.l 
(-8 ) 
É_ a 1. 
; 
Ya r''' i- 
a1*,Y3 (39) 
IC) b,,lY` + b'Y._ + bw3Y3 (®) 
K 
3 
+ b3yY" + b 3YJ C'1) 
where Y'l' level of prod.actic.s in the i-th sector 
income accuring the i -tu sector 
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ratio of factor payments to level of production 
ih j-th sector (j ' i.,2,..3) 
e. 
} 
amount of i-th sector's output used in production 
a 
4.a1 o.rle 1,13.t of j-th sector's e3i,ì1.(?ï1B, 
ùij 
intersectoral capital-output ratio of the j-ti 
sector for i-th sector's output 
c1. ,f -tl.a sector's average propensity to consume, i-th 
sector's output 
K. stocks of capital goods of the type i 
From equations (35) to 09), we have 
1 
? ( )3 (1-all c.,) (a1 - c a )-a11tî 1 142 13 c1,a j = 0 
_ 
(`a21 c1at1j T + (1 - a:'h c22"4'w)x. -(a23 + = ó IK,...(42) 
(a -c a )Y1 (a 3 , + c, 31 31 j1 t;_2) (I-_ C 3 33 _ J 
denoting 
U a determinant consisting of the elements of (42) 





the system in (4) becomes 
1 . x- + Âa. .3 Y r.1 , ìd. 
c:,;;y stibstitutx.at; 
A K ? 1.3 L K,} 
., Q. + H33 ._ J i. 
) into (4o) and (41) , we have 
31]. 
Iiÿ (b.- A.- + %A 'î" -3 3t1 _J ) A E } ( `Dw A[il }bw _ F 1FF_n ) A K3 
Tia (b:3lA $ 1, dr J .A1. ) 4 +(tk A. + r -(rS Ìll ) i 
3-_ _i_ 32 3 33 K3 
y 
33 F:s gi..'. V .:pr .. + C.. L 
K. 7 d K^ + _33_3 _Ah-, 
... (1E4) 
- ... (45) 
i:t rc;it;h-f:s are attached to A ïi2 and A K3 at a future date, say, 
p},, ( t+1 ), optimal path of capital accumulation can .c 
. J 
t7'9.tYICT '3r:i maximizing 
p (t +1) K2 + ;'3 (t +1) .d Tia (-f6) 
. 
á.iu t the .oJt.t:ìçi,i path (.'::pEn£z J31 the weights used 7.7i 4t3 ). The 
varying rates :i:Li. bige a set of optimal rates of capital accu- 
s,.u1,ttiaxk of each capital stock called the efficient locas, on 
:kich choice ' of investment decisions must be made. O6wicusl'a'f 
this locus is not always the one of full capr.cíty of both stocks 
of capital. The maxims' rate or steady growth of capital 
n.<ecuma1,, tiaia caa also be irCeCunCi., and the problem hecar+e: one oi' 
linear 1arog ramrszinÛ . 
1222k-output model 





l' (i - 1, ...,n) (47) 
where X. 
a. 




input from industry i used in production process of 
industry j 
not output of industry i flowing to autononous 
sector (final bill of L;oodS for industry i) 
The amount c) input from industry i for th;, production process 
of industry j (x../X.) being constant, it then follows that 
1J j 
aii (= x. ./X.) represents the technicl (or input) coefficionte, 
J' 





or in matrix farm 
X. X . x 1 
or, .faen deLining xi, 




The structural interdependence in the system may be expressed 
in terms of cost!a of factor iapats plus value added, in which 
cas, the value of total output ¡pay be defined by the formula: 
p 
J 
X p a . X 
j 
+ Y. ij 0 
u-here piXj value of output of industry j 
(51) 
piaijXj 1X1) ) jts purchases from other firms 
j 
(?1x11 P:-,x2,1 p x ) n nl 
Y. value added accruing to industry j (that is, 
wages, profits, taxes, etc.) 
The final bill of goods x may he divided into 6roups hY ase, 
r examDle, 
aci == Ci + 
household con.su:>zpti,on 
government consum;otioaa 
1, fixed capital formation 




à_íaci if capital cf?::f<.iCioIÀ.tcs are given, a dynamic input-output 
sy3#'cYP! may he expressed as foiif?vs, 








ratio of imports to domestic output 
of competing goods in industry i 
capital coefficient 
constant 
Alain, in order to determine the optimal path of capital accu- 
mulation, it is necessary ta introduce some criterion for the 
choice of a particular combination of Ii among all the possi- 
bilities, Which thus requires the use of linear programming 
technique. 
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Marxfs simple and expanded reproduction schema 
The physical output of the economy X is divided into 
ttJo catecories according to ivhether the goods are produced by 
producer goodz; industries (sector 1) or by consumer goods indus- 
tries (sector II), that is, into XI and X, respectively, ich 
output is equal to depreciation plus raw materils used (C), 
wage bJi1 (V), and surplus value (s). The model attempts to 
show the mutual interdependence of the components or each out- 
put and the demand and supply of producer and consumer goous 
in simple reproduction and expanded reproduction, the former 
under conditions e: zero net investment and tho lAtter under 
conditions of positive net investment* The modol is expressed 
4 t ollowing equations: 
C1 4- V1 1,- S/ = Xi 
C, + V, 
+V S 
In each stationary situation, the output of sector I must 1) 
,),lual to the capital consumption and raw materials used up in 
oth sectors I and II, LJtt is, C, C,, uhile the output of 
_sctor II must be equal to the wage bill and surplus of both 
sectors I and II. The necessary and sufficient condition for 
simple reproduction is therefore ,hen the dom4ud for producer 
:oods of sector II is equated .fith the demand for consumer goods 
3; sector 1, that is, on the supply side c haTe 
sector I C V1 
sector II C, V, S, 
and on the demand side, we have 
prOdUCCr goods C. from sector I 
C. from sector II 




from sector I 
V- S- from sector II 
And equating demand and supply we get 
Cl 4. CH e 4- Si 






C V 1 + S 
In order te have expanded repr7)Ouction, the first condi- 
tion is that output of sector I must be larger than C, C,, 
Jhich in turn mean s that output of sector II 
thanVii-V This can be realized -hon )art of the 
surplus from sector I is used for consumption of goods from 
sector II, , hile the rest is invested in Puyi% additional 
producer imods and labour nol,er, that is, S 
1 
is divided into 
Slc' Slv' and Slk representing respectively surplus for buyinG 
additional producer e;oods, labour power, and consumer aood6 
for consumption of sector I. Similarly, the surplus of sector 
II may be divided into S- , S and S2k. Then, on the supply 
.-2c SV 
side we have, 
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sector T Cl 4- V 4- 
c.".1.e '61v 










from sector T 
C, + S, from sector II d_o 
consumer goods V 
1 
+ S lk + S l from sector I v 
E(!llatinc demand and supply ue get 
Or 
S;-., from sector II 
Cl + Sic + + S- = C,/ + V, + Sle + S, + S , 
V S1k _ _ c 
1c 
S- i :2. ? ,fc 
'1 -'11( Slv ° S- (59) 
1:tich is the necessary and sufficient condition for expanded 
The model assumes constant returns to cale; the ratio 
,-et7.Yeen C and V (organic composition of capital) remains unchanged; 
the ratio bet),Teen V and S also remains anchanaed, Thus, given 
the expansion of C and V by an increment of each, the total 
output of !Joth sectors I nd II ii t?le second round will in 
turn increase in fixed proportiol-L. Jccordin6 to SiV, so that the 
expanded output at the second round will be equal to 
C VI + St = X X! = X' i (';o) 
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It will be noted that given the definition o:' national income 
to be :1UDMP, it is equal to wage bill plus surplus: 
N.l3MP b ï (61) 
X in 3>> ) is the gross social value output or gross 
social product. The model shows that given the initial condi- 
tions fo-r expanded reproduction, the :s1.lUcat:ioAi of an i.p.creüeánt 
o;' investment Sii + 51tr out of total surplus S1 generates net 
income to the amount of 
+( + sF=1r {Fw 
where s is a constant ratio (sly) of each sector. 
FL l t d.nnan. growth model 
The 1.`el.t:ì.:,tani a;rt;vetia model is 3.ieoloical.ly based on. 
Marx's reproduction schema. In the model, only final output is 
c:nasîdored. Thora are t,/To sectors: investment goods sector and 
consumer goods sector. The assumptions are that output of the 
investment goods sector serves to incrGa.st? productivo invest- 
ments and that output of the consumer goods sector io directa-d 
= ritire.ïy to,Jard consumption, The consumer goods secto.r, is 
1:tl:(C4t3c1" assumed to be completely independent of the other sector 
as far as si111plf! reproduction is cclncellied. The model is to 
show taie different f;x'oETtti paths which will be generated when 
the fraction of investment goods allocated to investment goods 
sector itself varies, but at cßrtca;i3n. cri[.ica..l. level, which will 
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not be reeched until after a loin.; time uccordiva to Fel *daaaa.nfs 
numerical demonstration, tige increase in the ratio between the 
capital stocks of the two sectors will not push the total income 
growth rate beyond a certain limait, E;iveu the assuutptiou of 
constant capital coefficients. 
Tlio basic equations in the model are: 





t Ct ' C+ t o )1 i x + v-) 17 (0).. 
' i 
/r_____)7- ` lt -- Y + + l7 ï /l + ) - l% 
,- 
1. 
where i caS1Ií.11:;l rate 
C annal rate of output of consumer good., 
Y annual rate of su tput of the whole economy 
fraction of total investment allocated to sector I 
(investment goods Sec l'.o ) 
the uaastLina1 capital coefficient of sector I 
tvlie aúa: ginal capital coefficient of sector II 
(consumer goods sector) 
Sources 
The f l°rOd model: R.2. Harrod, 'In Essay in Dynamic 'ï'heoryg tt Economic 
Journal, March 1939. 
The Domar model: E.D. Domar, ":Oxpansion and Employment," American 
Economic neviet,r, 7.1arch 1947; "The Problems of Capital 
Accumulation," December 194ß. 
i- chlnura model: United Nations, : ro rammii ; ri'eci nic }es for Economic Devloprment, Appendix to Chapter II, 
Two -sector model: Ibid., Appendix to Chapter III. 
Three -sector model: ]lid. 
Input -output model: Ibid., Appendix to Chapter 3 P.G. Clark & II.B. 
Chener;y, Interìndu.stry :t coiio,aies, Chapter 2. 
Marx's simple and expanded reproduction schema: N. Spulber, The Soviet 
: ononw: Structure- Princi les Problems; S. Teuru, 
, 'L:eynes versus °Tarx: The iiethodolo. ,y of Ag egates, " 
in Post-Keynesian 1.3conomics, ed. Kenneth K. Kurihara. 
rel'dman growth model: E.D. Domar, 'tA Soviet Model of Growth," in Ssc;41 
in the Theor-._ of Economic Growth, ed. E.D. Domar. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1, 'China' refers to 'Communist China', 'Chinese Mainlandtp 'Mainland 
China', or 'People's Republic of China' excluding Taiwan (Formosa). 
2. Professor Eckstein's estimate of China's national income for 1952 
has been the result of five year's work. Professors Liu and Yeh's 
study for the EAND Corporation on China's national income 1933, 
1952-59 was planned as early as 1955 or thereabout and was not 
released as a RAND research memorandum until 1963. (Those information 
were supplied by Professors Eckstein and Liu.) 
3. The following are estimates cf Net Material Product at 1952 prices 
released by Professor Ronald usia in (121), p.26: 
1960 154,310 million yneoi 
1961 104,930 million yuan 
1962 139,350 million yuan 
Our own estimates of Net Domestic Material Product are given in 
Appendix B, Table B-30. 
I. A SURVEY OF AVAIIABLI,1 ESTIMATES OF mints NATIONAL INCOME 
1. The estimates of China's national income covered by the survey ore 
divided into two groups : 'official' or 'Chinese' and 'non-Chinese '. 
By official or Chinese estimates wo moan national income estimates 
which are published on the Chinese mainland. By non-Chinese est- 
imates we refer to those estimates made by individuals or research 
institutions outside China. Non-Chinese thus de*nates the place 
where the work is done or being done rather than the nationality or 
race to which the individual belons_ or the nation to which the 
institution is affiliated. Hence, a national income estimate made 
by a Chinese scholar in the United States is regarded as non-Chinese 
by virtue of the fact that it has been estimated outside China. 
2. Studenski (246). See partico)s.r1y Part I on Historyland Part II on 
Theory and Methodology which presents a detailed a detailed account 
of the different national income concepts, especially in Chapters 11 
to 15, 
3. In addition to these production concepts, there are the modified 
versions of these concepts, for example, the Marxian production 
oonoept, etc. See Studonski (246), pp.183-187. 
4. In order to avoid confusion, 'national income' in small letters 
denotes national income generally and 'National income' or NI 
denotes national income aggregate estimated by the income method. 
5. The coverage of 'domestic' and that of 'geographical' are the same, 
For the use of Igeographioallp see Roddaway (216). 
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6. See note 1. 
7. See inter alla Nove (200) for the Soviet case. Yueh Ilei's descrip- 
tion of the method was reproduced by Li in (1t 6) and summarized 
in Luey (179). See also (194) and Su Shao -chih and Hu Chien- mei(243). 
8. Yueh Wei (297), pp.52 -56. 
9. Li (156), p.56.. 
10. Iûidy p.76. 
11. Yueh Uci (297), p.60. See also Su Shao -chih and IIu Chien mei (248). 
12. Yueh ..ei (297) , p.48. 
13. There is no reason to suspect that this 'refugee' has been trying to 
p.-eovide the answer to my question in the way á wanted it. The 
information was given voluntarily. 
14. See interilia, Hove (200); Laser (141), (142)3 Jackson (134), IIolesavl r 
(1077--/ national income accountin in the Soviet Union and the 
;:.stern European countries. Par Chinese criticism of Western national 
income accounting and applications, soe Lo Chih -ju (176) . Lo was one 
of those I ' estern- strained economists who were outspoken about the 
status of economics in China in 1957. See Cheng (39) , p.252 and 
Ch'en Cheng-fan et al (36). 
15. Lo Chih -ju (l76), p.17. See also Su Shao -chih and Fu Chien -mei (248). 
16. Lo Chie -ju (176), p.17. 
17. Lu Kuang (178) , p.9. 
13. Yueh Sei (297). 
19. ILuo -chia yu -yuan shoo ju is officially translated as 'financial 
revenue'. Por 'budget revenue' and 1 ai,o --chia yu -swan shot jug see (52). 
20. ï'da,h (186), p.62. 
21. Po I-po (210). 
22. See (214). 
23. Ho Wei 104), Ida Yin-ch'u (182), Uhu Chung-Ii.uanz; (198), and Yang Po 
(286), 2$7), (233) and (289). 
<. 24. ; - .., (239). 
25. Lu Kuaang (178), p.8< 
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26. Yang Po (289) and TTiu Chun.ghuang (198), p.23. 
27. Ilsu Ti-hsin (124) 
s 
p.249. A
28. SSD (238) and tlsueh îliu-ch f i2.o et ál (129) 
s p.154. 
29. Li Pu-chun (159). 
30. S33 (242). 
;. r-) 7 31. tJ;_):% (243), ¡)e20t 
32. Po I-po (213). 
33. Lu Ista.ng (173) p.9. 
34. Liu & Yoh (174) and (175). 
35. =iTiu Chung-huang (198) , ;,.51. 
36. Cheng (38), Vol. I, Chapter 3. 
37. }.,oc. cit. I'ablo XIII. 
38. Loc. cit. Table XIV. 
39. Loo. cit. Table XVII. 
40. ï;u (281), p.246. 
41. SzczepL,nik (250). 
42. '<;nited Nations (260). 
43. íJni.ted 1;atio2i.S (261). 
44. Li (156) , Chapter TV. 
45. Luey (179). 
46. Ibid., pp,120-121. 
47. Hollister (109). 
48. Ibid., p.xxiii. 
49. 
' )9p53 ' ( )9 ':,.:.s cein 68 . Gnd ibolli.ter 10, n. ul°'6V e 
50. :l:oliiste's' (110) was not available to me at the tine of z,wcitin.g. See 
cross reference in lru et al (282). 
51. Eckstein (63) and (72). 
52. Liu . Yoh (174) and (175), 
53. duet ál (232). 
54. wu (280). 
5). Hollister (110). 
56. :Pox Liu ¿ Yeh, the most recent estimates from (174) are employed. 
57. ;Jee Appendix A. Table A -6. 
58. Officiai figures are derived from data given in Lu ;.:uang (178) 
p.8. Other figures are taken from Appendix A, Table A -6, 
Liu cv Yeh (174), and t u et al (232). 
59. labour force in tracte, see SSB (236). For net value added 
per worker engaged in trade see Niu Chum; huang (198) . 
60. Lu Kuan" (178), p.8. 
61. Chien Tua (43) , pp. 52 and 123. 
62. Po I ®po (212), GAC (83) and see also Chao (35), Vol.I, ß.134. 
63. Chao (35) , Vol. I, p.185. 
644. Li (156) , Chapter IV. 
and Liu (173) . 
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65. ..Ind.er Hollister, compensation of employees and self -employed 
exclude consuner services, which accounts for the difference 
between the figures for tais item and for the GNP at market 
prices given here and those in Appendix A. 
66. It has since been found that L. Chao concurs with our view. 
See Chao (32). 
67. Li (157). 
63. buch depends on the data available to the individual estimators. 
there there arc no official data available; an estimator would 
have to use w;.c tever fragmentary information he could lay his 
hands on. Oftentime such fragmentary price data refer only to 
local rather than national average prices. 
69. I:u et á1. (232), Vol.', Chapter 8. 
70. Liu. cs YeL. (174), V ol. Z, Tables 70 ana 94. 
71. ,°u et al (282), Vol. T, p.153. 
72. I';iid. 
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73. ibiL. , pp.161 --163, 
74. ''u (240), P.246; Cheng (38), V'ol.I, Tables XIII, XIV, ma XVII; 
Mah (186) 3 PP-72-74. 
75. Basic population fib ;ores for 1952 -57 are 
76. See Ha et al (282), Vol.', p.28, Table 3. 
a on the ss717ption of a severe, prolon; .ed 
farine for the period 1957 and after. 
77, .äd., Chapter 5. 
78. U== et (282), Vol.II, pp.18-20. .
79. Derived fro,t, Luey (179), p.127' Table V. 
given in (45) . 
and 
The figues are based 
food deficiency, approaching 
II. PItICLTG fi THEORY AND PRACTICE 1,7TTIi REPT'R_.,T'PTCE TO CHINA. 
1. However, Eckstein did discuss in general termes the problems of 
valuation and imputation with reference to an "underdeveloped 
Soviet -type economy". Bee his (68), ßp.18-27. 
2. See Liu & Yeh (174), Chapters II and. III. The characteristics 
of the Chinese price system acre brought out indirectly through 
their discussion of the usefulness of the Chinese official price 
indexes. 
J . It appears that Hollister was more concerned with cortructing 
a set of national income accounts than with the finer points of 
concepts, 
4. Hsia did attempt to examine the formation of price during that 
period. See iisia (120. 
'eruins (206). ven then, he did not examine the nature of 
price system in China nor did he show how prices were fixed. 
However, his doctoral dissertation for Harvard University 
was on price formation in China, which we have so far not been 
able to obtain a copy. 
6. :I3erL;sor. (19) -:a.ssim; Salassa (7), chapter 4; .Dobi (>3), Chapter I; 
Jasny (136); Novo J99)s Chapter 4; Montias (137); Wiles (275)9 
Chapters 5 and 6. See also Goldman (84); :GergUon (18); Granil> 
(87); T'.olzman (112) ; Montais (188); Ä pulber (229); (273); 
Hirsch (98); Wiles (274), (276), and (277); and ïaubFrman (299). 
7. See Salasse, (7), pp 9/°i{Ì1 and Bornstein (2)). 
u. Dye (27), Chapter I. 
9. Ibid. 
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10. Hiles (274), Chapter 4, ailc,. Balassa ( 7), Chapter 4. 
11. For example, I-Ialr.i (90). 
12. See any basic texts on microeconomics, :Lbr example, Dorfman (63) 
or Henderson and ILE. ;;;na,ndt9 :.Iicroeconomic 'Dicer- r - w 
Mathematical A,> )roach (How York 1958 . 
13. See Barone (11). 
14. Por an excellent analysis of functions of price in a centrally 
planned economy, see Mentias (137) passim and Balassa (7), Chapter 
4. 
15. The Chinese on the mainland admit that their society is still aot 
a communist society. 
16. Hsue}l Mu -ch'ia o et al (123). 
17. See Li (156), p.24. 
18. But sometimes they are being forced to save. See Perkins (206). 
19. Li (154),p.3. 
20. See Yank Po (285) . 
21. Hsiao Lin and Hsu T'ing -fan" dive a very clear picture as to the 
t; pes of goods to he sold on the free market in their (123) . 
22. Ho Chiang (99) , pp.19 -20 on the basis of which most of the present 
T 
section. is written. 
23. Ijsiao Lin and Hsu ring -fang (123). 
24, Chao (34), p.229. 
25. Donnithorne (60), p.112. 
26. Ho Chiang (99). 
27. Yang Chien-p'ai (283). 
28. See inter alla Ho Chien -chang et al (100) which aras published. in 
April 1962. 
29,= For MIarx's law of value, see 21,92,11-111 C , especially, Vols, Chapter 1, 
pp. 1-3; Chapters 3, 6, 7 and and Vol.+II, Chapter 10. 
30. Yu Lin (296). 
31. Chin Li (46) and Yu Lin (296). 
32. Yu Lin (296). 
33, Ibid. 
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34. Balassa (7), pp. 9.100. Soc also Bornstein (25). 
35. Yu Lin (2)6). 
36. Balassa (7) , pp. 100-101. See also Bornstein (25) . This should 
not be confused with the Chinese concept of production price 
which is IT.sed on the capital-profit ratio method_ 
37. Yang Chien -p'ai (283) and Yu Lin (296). The most recent dsicussion 
related to this method can be found in the Economist, February 26, 
1966, p_ 782 -7 Z6. 
38. Yun Hsi -liang (298) . 
39= Huang_; C'" hih -hhien (130) and. Ts ' ai Chien -hua (255) 
. 
40. Ch'ai Yen (30), Chiang Ch'uan-kuei and Li Shih Ch'uan (40), Chen 
Chi -yuan et al (37), Ho Huei -?in (102), and many others. 
41. Yang Chien -p'ai (233), pp.47-48. 
42. Ibid. 
43. Chin Li (46) gives a resume of the two schools of thought. 
44. Chao (35), Vol.', ,..194. 
45. Acttelly the "work" principle is applied to industrial wage system. 
An excellent treatment of wage policy is given by Schran in (224). 
46. This was also applied to a few enterprises, but apparently with 
disastrous results. See Schran (224), pp.2j0 -251. 
47. E;c (233). 
49. The last official reference to wholesale price index was given in 
SOB (243). 
48. Hsueh Mu- ch'iao (127), p.7. 
50. The structure of official prices is constructed on the basis of 
scattered sources on pricing. It is not clear whether the Chinese 
em-factory price corresponds to the Soviet wholesale price of industry 
or to the Soviet wholesale price of enterprise, or to neither. The 
ex- factory price and wholesale price of industry are common in that 
production costs, industrial profit, and tax constitute the price. 
I3x -fa ctorg price has been defined by Tan Ku as the price at which 
an industrial enterprise sells its products to oorame-cíal organs, 
but we fail to see the correspondence between the Chinese em-factory 
price and the Soviet wholesale price of enterprise because the latter 
excludes tax. Tan hu stated farther that there were two sales prices: 
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ex- factory price and retail price. Al to his statement might be con- 
strued as that there are only two sales prices, this does not necessarily 
mean that there is no wholesale price. On the contrary one could argue 
that the ex.-factory price is also the wholesale price, but the question 
woul then be: whether em-factory price is a wholesale price of industry 
or of enterprise. `gee Pthov (TA, p.65; Nove (199), pp.128 -134 and Tan 
_u (251), p.l. 
51. Jen Po (138) and Yu Ituang-yuan (295). 
52. "New" products may well be simply priced at cost< 
53. Tan Ku (251). 
54. ibid. See also Hsueh Mu-ch'iao (127). 
55. Yang Po (285), p. 7'a Iisueh Mu-ch' iao (127), p.8. 
56. Hsiao Lin and Hsu ri" ing-fan.g (123). 
57. Wang Ch'ung-Iivang (269) and (270)P and Hsueh Mu-oh'ia o (127) . 
SC. .. Tibiae Lin a.i2d Hsu l'' l.ng-Ìa.ng (123). 
59. Ponnithorne (61) and (62) give the "best account available. 
60. Goods in the first category were those placed under the planned purchase 
and planned supply syste?1; those in the second c> ve;ory were those placed 
under the unified p:rohase system. Goods in the third category were those 
not included in either of the above systems. The first two categories 
vary from time to time. But according to the regulations on Certain 
Az ;ricultu:ral and Other Products :pub V ect to Planned Purchase or Unified. 
Purchase b, the State and not Permitted to be Sold on Free Market 
- 
für in I..sin -hua Pan-yueh-kan `1.iew Jnina Semi -mon ú 11 5 , 1957, 
pp.207 -208, goods in the first category included foodgrains, edible 
oils and raw cotton, cotton yarn, cotton cloth; and those in the 
second category included a wide range of agricultural products such 
as sugar, tobacco, coarse fibres, live pigs, silk cocoons, wool, 
hides and skins, varieties of medicinal herbs, etc. 
61. 1' n Jo -i (77), 
62. Ibid. 
63. Ibid. See also Li (156), p.232. 
64. Jan Jo -i (77). 
65. Pan Jo -i (77), Igo Keng-mo (177), Iran Ping and Soh Chen (192). 
66. Yang Po (285), p.7. 













Chao (35), 'dol. II, p.3. 
Ibid. 
p.172. Vor 1959, see Liao 1Isii?--fenL i'or 1954-)8, see SsB (243), 
(166), p.219. 
Yang Po (235), h. 7. 
Hsia (116), P.49, Table 15. 
Chiao Yu-po (42), p.31. 
Ibid. 
Ilid. , p. 32. 
SSB (243), y,.173. 
Yang Po (285), p.7. 
Link index: 
;etüil price Purchasing price 
for a z icultural 
'produce 
1953 103.2 116.1 
1954 105.5 113.8 
1955 106.3 113.2 
1956 106.3 116.6 
1557 103.6 122.4 
1958 103.3 125.1 
Proa SSI3 (243), P.173. 
79. Liu Shih-pai (172). 
80. For an analysis of the econo: :i.ca of "private ;pot", see :;wllker 
(267). 
81. Chiang IIuai (41), p.18. 
82. Yen Kn-hsing (292). 
III. VATLATIO:CT0 07 ITATI071AL INCOM] POIL ACCOüïT`rIIIG PLLPOSES Z;ITTI REFLPLITCE 
TO CHIBA 
1. (79), p.16. 








:`uzne ts (145) . 




Joffe (139)9 p;,55. 
Ibid., D.58. 
) 9 P-2.181-134. 
9. Ibid., p57- 
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